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LOANERS’ BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

Continental Life Building,
22 Nassau Street, New York.

Dr. C. A. BARNES,
Mm Imitate,

706 W.Monroe Street
CAPITAL...................................................... $500,000
Subject to increase to.................................. 1,000,000

This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE
POSITS.

Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants 
will receive special attention.

FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUR 
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our 
CUSTOMERS.

DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. Widmabth, Vice-President.

JOHN J. CISCO & SON,

Bankers,
No. 59 Wall St., New York.

Gold and Currency received on deposit subject to 
check at sight.

Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate 
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of 
each month.

ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH 
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED 
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.

Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand, 
bearing Four per Cent interest.

Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and 

Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on 
commission.

Collections made on all parts of the United States 
and Canadas.

HABVEY FISK. A. S. HATCH

OFFICE OF

FISK & HATCH,
BANKERS AND DEALERS IN 

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

Chicago, III.
This Institute, organized, upon the combined prin

ciples of

Magnetism and Medicine,
makes a specialty of all those diseases which, by the 
Medical Faculty are considered incurable. Among 
these may be mentioned Paralysis, Scrofula, Rheuma
tism, Dyspepsia, Epilepsy, Neuralgia, Chronic Di
arrhoea, Diseases of the Liver, Spleen and Kidneys, 
and especially all Diseases Peculiar to Women.

In this last class of complaints, some of the most 
extraordinary discoveries have recently been made, 
which surmount the difficulties that have heretofore 
stood in the way of their cure.

The peculiar advantage which the practice at this 
Institution possesses over all others is, that in addition 
to all the scientific knowledge of Medical Therapeu
tics and Remedial Agents which the Faculty have, it 
also has the unerring means of diagnosing diseases 
through

©LASRVDYANOE,
as well as the scientific administration of ANIMAL 
and SPIRITUAL MAGNETISM in all their various 
forms.

This combination of remedial means can safely he 
relied upon to cure every disease that has not already 
destroyed some vital internal organ. No matter how 
often the patient affected in chronic form may have 
failed in obtaining relief, he should not despair, hut 
seek it from this, the only Institution where all the 
various methods of cure can he combined.

In addition to the cure of disease, Clairvoyant con
sultations upon all kinds of business and upon all 
forms of social affairs can also be obtained.

Sealed letters answered.
Reception hours from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Invalids who cannot visit the Institute in person 

can apply by letter. Medicine sent to all parts of the 
world.

All.letters should be addressed
Dr. C. A. BARNES,

Healing Institute, 706 W. Monroe Street,
Chicago, III.

Ladies’ Own Magazine.

THE [ONLY FIRST-CLASS LITERARY, HOUSE
HOLD AND FASHIONABLE MAGAZINE IN 

THE WEST,
AND

TEE ABLEST, BEST AND MOST POPULAR IN 
AMERICA.

CHARMING STORIES, INSTRUCTIVE ESSAYS, 
BEAUTIFUL POEMS,

hive Editorials, Superb Engravings.

OYER TWENTY ABLE WRITERS EN
GAGED UPON IT.

Only $2.00 a Year, or Twenty Cents a Copy,
AND A

SUPERB ORIGINAL OIL CHROMO, WORTH $5, 
FREE.

SUBSCRIBE AND MAKE UP A CLUB, AND 
SECURE A HANDSOME PREMIUM.

We will send the Ladies’ Own three months on 
trial for 50 cents, and allow that to count as the sub
scription if you renew for the balance of the year. A 
new volume begins July 1.

M. C. BLAND & CO., Publishers,
287 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.

BANKING- & FINANCIAL.

THE ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAIL
ROAD COMPANY’S

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them.
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road, 

Land Grant, Franchise and Equipments, combined 
in one mortgage, they command at once a ready 
market.

A Liberal Sinking Fund provided in the Mortgage 
Deed must advance the price upon tne closing of the 
loan. Principal and interest payable in gold. Inter
est at eight (8) per cent, per annum. Payable semi
annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons, or Regis
tered.

Price 97^ an accrued interest, in currency, from 
February 15, 1872.

Maps, Circulars, Documents and information fur

No. 5 Nassau st., N. Y.,
Opposite U. S. Sub-Treasury.

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations and others, subject to check 
at sight, and allow interest on balances.

We make special arrangements for interest 
on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.

We make collections on all points in the 
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the 
Union.

We buy and sell at current rates, all classes 
of Government Securities, and the Bonds of 
the Central Pacific Railroad Company ; also, 
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.

We buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange, 
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.

Communications and inquiries by mfl.il or 
telegraph, will receive careful attention

FISK Sa HATCH.

The Sexual Question
AND

Tite Money Power.
How shall this Power be made to serve, 

instead of ruling us :
A Lecture delivered by Lois Waisbrooker, at Jack- 

son, Mich., Dec. 14, at the Annual Meeting of the 
State Association of Spiritualists, and published by 
request.

“ Sister Lois—1 am glad to see, in the last number of 
Our Age, the names of so many who desire you to pub
lish your Lecture delivered in Jackson, December 14. 
Add my name to the list of supplicants. Your ideas 
upon the money power, how it can be made to serve, 
instead of ruling us, are grand beyond a mortal’s tell
ing. The Lecture was deep, logical, argumentative, 
and should he sent broadcast over the earth.

“M L Sherman, M. D.
“Adrian, MichP'
Price 15 cents single copy; 10 cents if sent by the 

dozep.
Address: OUR AGE, Battle Creek, Mich.

nished.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New 

York.
Can now be had through the principal Banks and 

Bankers throughout the country, and from the under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them.

TANNER & CO., Bankers,
No. 11 Wall Street, New York.

AUGUST BELMONT & CO.,

Bankers*
19 and 21 NASSAU STREET,

Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available m all 
parts of the world through the

MESSRS. DE ROTHSCHILD AND THEIR 
CORRESPONDENTS.

Also, make telegraphic transfers of money on. Cali
fornia, Europe and Havana.

RAILROAD IRON, 
FOR SALE

BY S. W. HOPKINS & CO., 

71 BROADWAY.

TOLEDO,PEORIA

AND

WARSAW RAILWAY,

SECOND MORTGAGE CON

VERTIBLE 7 PER 

CENT. CURRENCY BONDS.

INTEREST WARRANTS PAYABLE 

OCTOBER AND APRIL,

PRINCIPAL 1886,

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds in 

block. By act of reorganization of the Company t hese 

bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares 

of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares, 

and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated 

at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover 

the [entire line of £30 miles of completed road, to 

gether with all the rolling stock and real property, to 

the value of more than ten millions of dollars. The 

road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connects 

with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missi s ’ 

sippi at Keokuk and Burlington. The income of the 

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on 

all the bonded indebtedness and dividend on the pre» 

felted shares.

Foi terms sipply to

CLARK, DODGE & CO.,

Comer Wall and WUilam Streets,
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The Spiritual Mystery;
OR,

“The lew Mela,”
Is in its third thousand, and revolutionizing human 
thought on Spiritualism. It will he mailed for 60 cents. 
It contains what can nowhere else on earth he found. 

Address,
ICat© V. Corson,

Toledo, Ohio.

THE PKOGKESSIYB COMMUNITY, 
Cedarvale, Howard Co., Kansas,

Desire correspondence with persons wishing for a 
Community home.

Address (inclosing stamp)
J. G. Tbuman, Secretary.

Sceeui Radical Reading.
The Essence of Meligion.

GOD THE IMAGE OP MAN.
Man’s Dependence upon Nature the last and only 

source of Religion.
Translated from the German of Ludwig Feuerbach, 

by Prof. A. Loos. 12mo. cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.
Materialism.;

Its Ancient History, its Recent Development, its Prac
tical Beneficence.

By Dr. L. Buechner, author of “Force and Matter,” 
“Man in Nature,” etc., etc. Translated from the au
thor’s manuscript hy Professor A. Loos. 25 cents.

The Childhood of the World ;
A Simple Account of Man in Early Times.

By Edward Clodd, F. R. A. S. 12mo. Paper, 50 
cents. Cloth, 75 cents.

The Meligion of Humanity.
By O. B. Frothingham. Second Edition, with Fine 

Steel Portrait. 12mo, cloth. Price $1.50.
Christianity and Materialism Con

trasted.
By B. F. Underwood. A handsome forty-five page 

pamphlet. 15 cents.
MR. UNDERWOOD’S BEST LECTURE,

The Influence of Christianity on 
Civilization.

Eighty-eight page pamphlet. Price 25 cents.
The Meligion of Inhumanity.

A caustie criticism of “ Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.” 
By Frederic Harrison. Price ?0 cents.

Lecture on Muddhist nihilism.
By Prof. Max Mueller. Translated from the German. 

A brilliant defense of Buddha. Price 10 cents.
The Melation of Witchcraft to Re

ligion.
By A. C. Lyall. Price 15 cents.

’ A Mositivist Primer.
A series of Familiar Conversations on the Religion of 

Humanity, dedicated to the only Superior Being man 
can ever know, the great hut Imperfect God, Human
ity, in whose image all other gods were made, and 
for whose service nil other gods ex’st, and to whom 
all the children of men owe Labor, Love and Wor
ship. Price 75 cents.

The Truth About Love ;
A Proposed Sexual Morality, based upon the Doc

trine of Evolution, and Recent Discoveries in Med
ical Science. Price $1.50.
Any of the above hooks sent free hy mail upon re

ceipt of price.
Address, ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,

36 Dey Street, 
New York.

TWENTY YEARS' PRACTICE.

X)B. PERKINS 
Gan be consulted as usual at his office,

No. 9 FIFTH STREET (South. Side),
OPPOSITE PUBLIC SQUABE,

KANSAS CITY, MO., -
1 Or by mail, box 1,227, on the various symptoms of Pri
vate Diseases. The afflicted will take notice that I am 
the only man on the American continent that can cure 
you of Spermatorrhcea, Loss of Manhood, etc., caused 
hy self abuse or disease. I challenge the combined 
medical faculty to refute the above statement hy suc
cessful competition. The symptoms of disease pro
duced by nightly seminal emissions or hy excessive 
sexual indulgence, or by self abuse are as follows: 
Loss of memory, sallow countenance, pains in the 
hack, weakness of limbs, chronic costiveness of . the 
bowels, confused vision, blunted intellect, loss of con
fidence in approaching strangers, great nervousness, 
fetid breath, consumption, parched tongue and fre
quently insanity and death, unless combated hy scien
tific medical aid. Reader, remember Dr. Perkins is 
the only man that will guarantee to cure you or refund 
the fee if a cure is not permanently made. Also re
member that I am permanently located at No. 9 Fifth 
street, S. S., opposite the public square, Kansas City 
Mo and I have the largest medical rooms in the city. 
Call and see me; a friendly chat costs you nothing, 
and all is strictly confidential. Post box, 1,227.

Dk. PERKINS, 
Kansas City. Mo.

TVTEW YORK CENTRAL AND. HUD-
i-a goN RIVER RAILROAD—Commencing Mon
day, June 23,1873. Through Trains will leave Grand 
Central Depot—

8:00 A. m., Chicago and Montreal Express, with 
drawing-room cars through to Rochester and St. Al
bans.

9:00 A. m., Saratoga Special Express.
10:00 A. si., Special Chicago Express, with 'drawing- 

room cars to Rochester, Buffalo, &c.
10:45 a. si., Northern and Western Express.
3:40 p. m., Special Express for Albany, Troy and 

Saratoga, commencing Saturday, 21st lust
4:00 p. m., Montreal Express, with sleeping ears from 

New York to St. Albans. ' , .
7:00 p.m., Express, Daily, with sleeping cars for 

Watertown and Canandaigua.
8-30 p. m., Pacific Express, Daily, with sleeping cars 

from Rochester, Buffalo and Magara Falls; also for 
Chicago, via both L. S. and M. C. Railroads.

11:00 p. m., Express, with sleeping cars for Troy and 
Albany.

2:00 p. m., Hudson tram. t ^ .
7-00 a!.'m:, and 5:30 p. m., Poughkeepsie trains.
9:10 a. si., 4:15, 6:20 and 7:45 p. m., Peekskill trains.
5:00 p. m., Sing Sing train.
Tarrytowii trains from 30th Street Depot, stopping 

at all Stations, leave at 6:45, 8:25 and 10:20 a. h., 1:00, 
3-00 4:00, 4:40, 5:15, 6:30, 8:00 and 11:30 p. si.

Sunday Way Trains—For Tarrytown, from 30th 
street, at 8:25 a. m., and 1:00 p. m.

For Poughkeepsie, from 4th avenue and 42d street 
Station, 9:10 a. m. , .

C. H. KENDRICK, General Passenger Agent.

Charles Bradlaugh’s Paper,
“THE NATIONAL REFORMER.”

AGENCY IN AMEEICA.
AsaK Butts & Co. take pleasure in announcing that 

by recent arrangements with Mr. Bradlaugh they be
come agents in America for the sale of all the Pamph
lets ana other W orks of

Bradlaugh, Ildlyoahe, Watts,
And other celebrated English Free-Thinkers.

DENTAL NOTICE.
DR. AMMI BROWN,

HAS REMOVED TO
S26 West Forty-second St,,

Between Broadway and Sixth Avenue,
NEW YORK.

A full supply of which is expected to reach us next 
month; and are also authorized to receive sub
scriptions for

THE NATIONAL REFORMER,
A Secular Advocate and Free-Thought Journal. 

Edited hy Chables Bkadlaugh.
Price, post-paid, $3.59 

cents. Address,
per year; single copies, 10

ASAK. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dev st., New York.

A MIDDLE-AGED MAN BEING OUT

WM. DIBBLES, 

LADIES’ HAIB DLESSER,
854 BROADWAY,

Has removed from his Store to the

FIRST FLOOR,
where he will continue to conduct his business in all 
its branches TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. CHEAPER 
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in 
his rent.

LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS.
and everything appertaining to the business will be 
kept on hand and made to order.

DIBBLE \ANIA for stimulating, JAPONICA for 
soothing am. the MAGIC TAR SALVE for promoting 
the growth oi the hair, constantly on hand.

Consultation on diseases of the Scalp, Monaays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. m. till 3 P. m.

Also, Ms celebrated

HARABA ZEIN,
or FLESH BEAUTIFIER, the only pure and harm
less preparation ever made for the complexion. No 
lady should over he without it. Can he obtained only 
at

WM. DIBBLEE’S,
85 Broadway, Up-stairs.

ALL ABOUT

CHAS. H. FOSTER
The Wonderful Medium.

The compiler of this work, George C. Bartlett, says 
in the introduction: “While making an extended 
tour through the principal cities of the United States 
with Mr. Foster, I made it my especial business to in
vite the editors of the principal newspapers and jour
nals to investigate the phenomena as they occurred in 
Mr. Foster’s presence. Having confidence in the fair
ness and justice of the editorial corps throughout the 
country, and believing that they would give truthful 
accounts of their experiences during the seances, I 
have in this little pamphlet republished a series of ar
ticles from the leading papers of the Union. The 
reader must hear in mind that In nearly every case 
these articles have been written by men who are on- 
posed to Spiritualism. In some instances, we are com
pelled to say, that on account of the unpopularity of 
the cause in some quarters, it was deemed inexpedi
ent hy the writers to give the more incredible and 
startling occurrences as they were witnessed. Not
withstanding this, this little volume is put forth with 
the hope that it may lead persons to investigate these 
phenomena, who, unbelieving_ now, may he led to be
lieve in a spiritual life. This accomplished, it will 
not go forth In vain.”

Price 50 cents, postage free.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by COLBY & RICH, 

at No. 9 Mon tgomery Place, Boston, Mass.

THE ESSAYS READ BY 
O. -B. FrGillingham,, John Weiss,
E. Xj. Yoilmans, James E avion,

AND OTHERS,
Before the meeting of the

Free Religious Association,
Held in Cooper Institute, New York, Oct. 14, 15 & 16.

In pamphlet form, 35 cents. (From the Tribune 
reports.)

Address the Publishers,
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,

36 Dey st, New York.

Ptiblications of Walt Whitman, the 
Greatest of Poets.

LEAVES OF GRASS. New Edition. 504pp.
$3.'

AS A STRONG BIRD ON PINIONS FREE. Just 
out. 75 cents.

DEMOCRATIC VISTAS. Political Essay. Prose, 
75 cents.

Also a few copies of John Burroughs’ NOTES ON 
WALT WHITMAN AS POET AND PERSON, $1. 

Address A. K. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dey st, New York.

ACEWTS WAITED
For our Radical and Reform Publications. Great in
ducements. Catalogues sent on application, with 
stamp to pay postage.

ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dey st, New York.

THE

“Yictor” S. M. Co.’s
NEW SEWING MACHINE

99

Runs very Easy.
Runs very Fast,

Runs very Still.
HAS A NEW SHUTTLE SUPERIOR JO 

ALL OTHERS.

Defies Competition.
GREAT IMPROVEMENTS IN 

NEEDLE.

Cannot lt>e Set 'Wrong'.
AGENTS WANTED.

Address The “ VICTOR ” S. M. CO.,
862 Broadway, N. Y.

Clairvoyant Medical Practice!
REMOVAL. 

Dr. Storer’s Office,
(Formerly at 137 Harrison Ave.),

Is now in the beautiful and commodious

Banner of Light Building,
Eooms Eos. 6 & 7,

No. 9 MONTGOMERY PLACE,
BOSTON.

Patients will find this a central location, easy of ac
cess hy horse-cars, either on Tremont or Washington

MRS. MAGGIE A. FOLSOM.
This widely known Spiritual Clairvoyant examines 

patients from nine o’clock a. m., to five o’clock p. m., 
daily.

DR. STORER will personally attend patients, and 
whatever spiritual insight and practical judgment and 
experience can accomplish will he employed as here
tofore in curing the sick.

Patients isi the country, and all persons ordering 
Dr. STORE h’S NEW VITAL REMEDIES for Chronic 
and Nervous Lseases, will address

Dr. H. B. Storer,
No. 9 Montgomery Place, Boston.
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Marsh 18 Y4. WOODHULL & CL AFLIN ’S WEEKLY.

The Books and Speeches of Victoria 0. Woodhull and 
Tennie 0. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid, 
at the following liberal prices:

The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. Wood-
hull .................................................. .................... m 00

Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin.............. 2 00
The Principles of Social Freedom................
Reformation or Revolution, Which ?..........................
The Elixir of Life ; or, Why do we Die
The Scare-Crows of Sexual Slavery........ ....................
Ethics of Sexual Equality....................... ..
Three of any of the Speeches.................. ..................

page—207, volume 1: “ As Hierarchies and Dynasties of all 
kinds, Theocracies, Aristocracies, Autocracies, Strumpetoc- 
racies have ruled the world, so it was appointed in the de
crees of providence that Victorious Anarchy should have its 
turn!”

It couldn’t help coming, that anarchy; could not help 
ruling after its own way, when it did come. It has got to 
Hew York now. Let the authorities beware of it. God 
made the human soul volcanic. Let tyranny beware how it 
uncaps her fires!—Parker Pillsbury, in Earlville Transcript.

INDUSTRIAL JUSTICE.
1. Go to, now, ye rich men; weep and howl, for your miseries that shall 

come upon you.
4. Behold the hire of the laborers who have reaped down your fields, 

which is kept back by fraud, crieth, and the cries of them which have 
reaped are entered into the ears of the Lord.

Gen. Ep. James, v. 1.

[From tJie'Springfield RepuMican.\
THE GRANGERS’ PLATFORM.

The national convention of grangers at St. Louis, Mo., on 
Wednesday, adopted a platform of principles, the main fea
tures of which are: The development of higher manhood 
and womanhood; the reduction of the expenses of individ
uals, and co-operation to buy less and produce more; to dis
countenance the credit mortgage fashion, and every system 
tending to prodigality and bankruptcy; to buy and sell and 
act'together for mutual protection; to avoid litigation as 
much as possible by arbitration in the grange; to dispense 
with middle-men; to increase in every practicable way all 
facilities for transportation; oppose communism, agrarianism, 
excessive salaries, high rates of interest and exorbitant per
centage of profits in trade; assert that the grange is not a 
political or party organization, and that no grange can dis
cuss political or religious questions, call political conven
tions, nominate candidates, nor even discuss their merits in 
meeting, but that it is the right of every member to do all in 
his power, legitimately, to influence for good the action of any 
political party, to put down bribery, corruption and trickery 
and to see that none but competent, faithful and honest 
men are nominated for positions of trust; also, inculcate 
the proper appreciation of the abilities and proper sphere of 
woman as indicated by admitting her to membership and 
position in the order.

According to the report of Mr. Dudley W. Adams, master 
of the national grange, granges have been established in 
thirty-two States and two Territories. There is also in oper
ation a provincial grange organization in Quebec. There are 
between 11,000 and 12,000 organizations and not far from 
1,000,000 members. The organization has flourished more 
prosperously in Iowa, than in any other State, there being 
more branches there now than in all the other States put to- 

. gether. Missouri, has between 1,400 and 1,500 granges, with 
a membership of at least 60,000, whereas eighteen months 
ago there were but two granges, and twelve months ago there 
were but nineteen.

[From the Macon {Miss) Beacon.']
CALL OF THE GRANGERS.

Ho! ye who nerve the toiling Earth,
Sons of the soil! arise and give 

The olden time another birth,
A newer life that men may live.

Up with the plow! and down with shams, 
That curse the world with lying lives, 

Break down the barrier that now dams 
The healthful current labor gives.

So shall you see a world enthralled,
And man meet man with honest grip 

Of fervid hands with Labor soiled,
And words fresh from a truthful lip.

Oh! men; brave men! the serpent’s grasp 
Is at a nation’s throat to-day;

That serpent glitters, and we gasp 
A charmed but throttled life away.

Shall Fraud, the vampire, flout its wings 
And suck your life-blood while you sleep’ 

Oh! wake, and break the spell that flings 
Its torpor through your veins, and keeps 

Its silken bondage on your will,
Despite the cold and hidden strength 

Too long repressed—too long—until 
You feel it must be freed at length.

Strain at the gyves upon your arms,
And feel how brittle are the bonds 

That wealth, with its seductive charms,
Has knotted with repeated wrongs.

Up with the plow! and down with shams, 
That curse the world with lying lives, 

Break down the barrier that now dams 
The healthful current labor gives.

A CARD.
Auburn, N. Y., Feb. 4,1874.

The world has always had more writing, talking and theo
rizing than it knows what to do with, and is none the better 
for it, as its present condition too plainly testifies. The de
mand now is for something practical—some better way of 
living; and we find many looking toward association or com 
munities for the realization of the desired object. With this 
view we propose to form a nucleus somewhere in Central 
Hew York, around which may gather those who, instead of 
remaining willing slaves to that most merciless of task-mas
ters and tyrants, money, are ready to make it serve them, 
and throw in their resources for the formation of a com
munal home—such an one as that described by Mrs. Com
stock in the Weekly of Sept. 27, where there is no selfish 
mine or thine, but our home, and where 'the only governing 
elements are love and attraction, with perfect freedom and 
individual sovereignty. All who are prepared to enter upon 
this new and only true life, or any others who are willing to 
contribute of their means for the establishment of right
eousness on the earth, will please address Elizabeth Wheeler 
or Edward Wheeler, of Auburn, New York; We ask no more 
of others than we are willing and design to do ourselves for 
the promotion of the objects in question.

Edward Wheeler, 
Elizabeth Wheeler,

SOCIALISTIC.

WHAT CAN BE DONE FOR THE WORKERS.
Can they, these workingmen and women, really help them

selves under the present laws regulating capital and labor?
I see no way. Capital rules; it rules the lawmakers and ex
ecutors, it rules the President and all the police, and all be
tween, that have authority. Where is the place or what the 
power of the working people—the men, the women? True, 
men vote as women do not. But voting does no more for 
men now, than no voting does for women. Had ballots 
power there would be no Trades’ Unions and Labor Leagues, 
Internationals arid Communes, and nobody knows what else. 
Women should vote as men do. Every one of ordinary 
ability and sense should vote at twenty, man and woman.

But voting will bring no millennium to woman more than 
man. Fifty thousand workingmen and women are without 
work to-day, and their children, those '.who have them, 
starve and shiver in the cold with them. And they wanted 
to go down to the/ City Hall and tell the pompous, high-paid 
dignitaries ithere something about their miseries, and the 
Mayor and the rest said they should not. Then they got 
together one terrible day on Tompkins Square, in rain and 
sleet and storm, to deliberate what to do next—these shiver
ing, starving ones, men and women, many of their children 
clinging to their ragged skirts—and then the authorities sent 
fifteen hundred armed police to disperse them. They clubbed 
them, breaking many skulls, they rode over them on horse
back, trampling women and little children into the mud, 
some of them declaring they had scarcely tasted food for a 
week; they arrested seventy and dragged them off to prison, 
some boys of fifteen, their gaunt, haggard visages witnessing 
to their frightful sufferings and destitution, and thus was 
magnified the dignity of the law, also, of the government 
also, I suppose, of the religion, the Christian religion, in this 
its eighteen hundred and seventy-fourth year!

Grover, did you ever read the French Revolution, by Car
lyle? No matter: it is coming. Here is a word from one

A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE,
BY PROF. E. WHIPPLE.

My dear Mrs. Woodhull—It is with some hesitation that
volunteer to give my social experience to the world, inas 
much as the affairs of home and private life are justly held 
as sacred from the intrusion of others. Only grave exigen 
cies should induce one to display the golden links and shining 
pearls of one’s own life-history before the vulgar curiosity of 
a mixed multitude. Our most sacred love-life cannot be fit
tingly translated into the rude language of the populace. 
But revolutionary times frequently demand our most re
vered treasures for stern uses. The duty is upon me to 
bring forth those of my own which delicacy would in ordi
nary times guard from public exhibition.

I do this to the end that we may reason our way from 
facts to a better understanding of our common human na
ture, and that friends of social freedom everywhere may the 
more cordially unite to break down false conventional 
usages and secure a happier social life.

My age is forty. The first twenty years of my life were 
fraught with many disadvantages. They were years inured 
to toil, and deprived of the ordinary society and recreations 
usually enjoyed by childhood and youth. But while the ex
ternal life was barren, the inner life was full of melody, 
which found expression only in an ideal world.

My first courtship began when I was twenty. It was quite 
as idiotic and silly as the average among young and inex
perienced people. With the prospective wife I never passed 
a word relating to what would most concern our united 
lives.

When the wedding day arrived I was twenty-one years and 
one day old (one day of freedom). It was the saddest day of 
my life. It seemed as though the bottom had dropped out 
of the universe and I was left suspended in the depths of 
space without any support. If I had been going to my exe
cution I should not have felt more utterly forsaken and des
olate ; yet I could not divine the cause.

The woman who fell to me by chance loved and clung to

me with all the tenacity of an ardent and impassioned na
ture ; but her ideas of life were biased by the most conserva
tive education, and her love was selfish. Possession was a 
source of supreme satisfaction to her. Born of parents under 
twenty years of age, her tendencies were all impulsive.

Experience brought knowledge; my eyes were opened.
The demands and aptitudes of my social nature were now 
reflected for the first time into my understanding. I soon 
realized there was an infinite distance between the cravings 
of my soul for love and the object which the law gave me to 
answer it. The atmosphere of my home became a stifling, 
poisonous breath that choked back every pure and noble 
emotion. The very fact that my wife clung to me with such 
strong persistence made my suffering ten fold more intense, 
for I pitied where I could not love. If she could have hated 
where she loved, it would have been a grateful .relief. I 
struggled to rise above the repugnance, but couldmot. My 
soul craved other love, and I crucified it. If I could not love 
where I had promised, I resolved at least to live a sacrifice 
to my wife’s Christian claim.

Though her sexual demands were excessive, she regarded 
even the thought of gratification outside of legal marriage an 
unpardonable sin. Her whole nature was conservative. She 
was a church devotee, and regarded Spiritualism with a feel
ing of supreme disgust. But we never openly quarreled. 
Harsh words never passed between us. She thought Spirit
ualism the barrier to my love for her. And perhaps it was, 
in the sense that it revealed me to myself, and gave me a 
glimpse of self-ownership—a glimpse of a freedom that 
Christianity knows not of.

The quickest of all intuitions is that to detect an arbitrary 
claim set up by a legal husband or wife over the affections.
I am persuaded there is no more effectual weapon of death 
to love than the disposition to grasp and hold an object self
ishly ; the inclination to avail one’s self of l^al chains and 
public sentiment to retain that which love and unrestrained 
devotion does not freely give. And now, as I recall the un
happy experience of those unwelcome years, I can think of 
no combination of circumstances which so effectually es
tranged my love and even pity from my legal wife, as hej 
constant, persistent claim of absolute ownership of my affec
tions; her desire to appropriate me body and soul; her de
termination to exclude me from any and all fraternal greet
ings with other women.

I endured this bondage seven years. Scrofulous consump
tion developed in her lungs, and she was borne hence by the 
angel of death after an illness of five months. A child-life 
was the fruit of the union, who was adopted by the moth
er’s parents at the age of two years. She is now a beautiful 
girl of fifteen. I have no word of condemnation for her who 
lived and struggled with me the best she knew through those 
seven years. She was a product of society; one in whom its 
most conservative tendencies were organized—facts I should 
have known ere I took her for “ better or worse.” She was 
both earnest and conscientious, but honesty did not suffice 
to make us companions in the sight of God. But I needed 
the lessons, and so have no word of censure for her who 
served as the instrument to impart them.

I now entered the field as a lecturer (in the year 1860), 
traveled four years and a half, became familiar both with 
the world and the private struggles of many suffering souls.
I had set out with preparations for the field of labor that I 
felt lay before me, and had resolved to form no more matri
monial connections until that preparation should be far ad
vanced and my work assured. But, alas for human resolu
tions ! I had one weakness which has on many occasions 
proved my bane. I could not resist an appeal made to my 
sympathies.

I met a young lady ten years younger than myself—poor, 
struggling in poverty to obtain an education. We talked of 
marriage as the possible outcome of our acquaintance. In 
the meantime I proposed to send her to school; but the step
father here interfered and urged that, to save “ talk,” we had 
better have the “knot” tied at once, then I could provide 
for her educational welfare, and escape insinuations from the 
dear public that it was done for a “ consideration.”

The “ knot ” was tied, and we got acquainted at our leisure. 
The new candidate was an only child, reared by an indiffer
ent step-father and an unwise mother. She was a woman 
possessing grace, native refinement, gifted with artistic gen
ius, but with little force or power for self-application. Our 
thoughts and aspirations ran into widely divergent channels. 
We were not in any high sense companions, and both 
realized an aching void. Our home seemed sweet and fra
grant to others, but to us it lacked a soul. She, whose atti
tude was full of freshness and gaiety, found no congenial 
society in me, and was a stranger to my intellectual life. She 
saw no necessity for my studious habits, took no part in my 
struggles and anxieties. And there was no more sexual adap
tation between us than intellectual or social. All these things 
should have been understood' before, but the pa’s and ma’s 
who are seeking to marry their daughters, leave all such con
siderations out of the preliminaries.

Well, we tolerated each other four years and a half, then 
concluded that discretion was the better part of valor, and 
so we mutually separated. I have no words of blame. The 
woman whom the law gave me as wife, like thousands of her 
sex, was compelled by society to look to marriage as a means 
to get on in the world. Instead of condemnation for those 
who involuntarily execute the decrees of society, I should 
rather, in the light of this experience, labor to secure the 
equality of the sexes and the pecuniary independence of wo
man. I should be glad to see the sexual relations so inde
pendent of all secular considerations that men and women 
will consort only by voluntary preference.

Events glided on to new relations. My married life thus 
far had brought me little else than pain, yet I loved and 
reverenced womanhood. Of all things in the universe, I de
sired most the love and companionship of a feminine nature 
—one who could also find rest and peace in me. I did not 
grow morose over my disanpointments, but tried to profit by 
the lessons of experience. . I reflected that my failure thus 
far to realize a happy married life came partly from my own
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ignorance, partly from the conventional usages of society, 
somewhat from what we had inherited from the past, and to 
a large extent from want of personal adaptation. Still I 
longed for a home and companion—a haven of rest which 
should become a centre of inspiration for all my work. And 
at last this prayer of my life has been granted.

At a yearly meeting in Michigan I met a lady with whom, 
I am persuaded, I shall walk through the eternal years. I 
felt, however, only a warm interest in her when our ac
quaintance began. She was of medium height, light com
plexion, dark, waving hair, large gray eyes with long lashes. 
Her carriage was commanding, easy and graceful. The face 
was indicative of both intellect and soul. I thought I had 
never seen such captivating eyes, they were so sweet and 
sad; a world of tenderness and love shone from their pure 
depths. A more intimate acquaintance revealed to me that 
she had endured a social hell for fourteen years. Her legal 
lord regarded a wife as he did any other species of property 
—to be appropriated for his own exclusive use and benefit. 
She had refused to share his bed the last four years, yet he 
would not consent to a legal separation. He preferred to 
hold her in unwilling bondage to seeing her seek her own 
happiness, even though the chains rusted to her very soul. 
At length she fled from her taskmaster, obtained legal pa
pers in the county where she resided, took her daughter of 
thirteen, and left the State, a free woman. I will leave the 
story of her bondage and her sufferings for her own graphic 
pen to describe, at a fitting time in the near future.

In her native place (Alleghany County, IST. Y.,) she ob
tained a school, and devoted herself to teaching. I sent her 
the works of Buckle, Draper, Mill, Spencer and Emerson, to 
which she devoted her leisure. Mill and Emerson are her 
oracles. Our interest grew into mutual love, grounded not 
merely in objective form and features, but in the imperish
able qualities of mind and heart. We had both been schooled 
in sorrow, both been made familiar with the curses that flow 
as a consequence of ownership in sex. We had felt the blast
ing mildew of social slavery, and knew how to appreciate 
the precious boon of • freedom; added to which was a' better 
knowledge of the world, and a more intimate familiarity 
with the best English and. French writers on social ethics. 
So with the past experiences and present knowledge, we en
tered upon a more intelligent courtship than that which 
characterized the “ vealy stage ” of our lives. We canvassed 
freely all topics and relations that would in any way affect 
our future union. We had seen that a feeling of ownership, 
that any and all arbitrary claims, that the least desire to 
hold or appropriate a wife or husband without their consent, 
was the grave of love. Hence we did not demand any ex
pression of love or loyalty that was not the spontaneous lan
guage of the soul. Permanent qualities were substituted for 
legal commands.

We, therefore, elected to recognize the sacredness of each 
other’s individuality. We agreed that we could never 
have any moi’e jurisdiction over each other’s life and actions 
than we have over individuals of another race. While our 
love should experience a deep solicitude for each other’s wel
fare : while it should multiply expedients to bless and guard 
from impending ills, yet it must never dictate, or command, 
or coerce. It must never encroach upon the domain of even 
wife or husband; never infringe upon the principle of lib
erty ; never intrude upon the privacy of any individual soul. 
Especially will every noble nature respect these rights in the 
person of a sexual mate and soul companion.

Our second meeting was at the Buffalo National Conven
tion of Spiritualists. During the progress of the Convention 
I had an an attack of bilious fever. She came and took care 
of me at the fraternal home of George Whitcomb, on Palmer 
street. Her love and tender devotion were more to me than 
all the doctors in creation. Her presence was a divine bap
tism, and under her magnetic hand the fever was soon al
layed. While I yet lay prostrated, her angel name came to 
me in a dream. I have ever since called her Hope.

Our acquaintance extended over two years, and then we 
brought our external relations into adjustment with the 
duality which our souls had already recognized. As I was 
before the world in the capacity of a public speaker, we 
thought best to go through the form of a legal ceremony; 
but now, at the distance of three years, if the question was 
up again for decision, we should omit such ceremony. Notj 
that we are in our persons oppressed by it, but we have come 
to regard Christian legal marriage as lying in the path of 
social progress, and believe reformers preach most effectu
ally against it by ignoring it. In the language of Stuart 
Mill:;

“Neither one person nor any number of persons is war
ranted in saying to any human creature of ripe years, that 
he shall not do with his life for his own benefit what he 
chooses to do with it. He is the person most interested in 
his own well-being. * * * * Considerations to aid his
judgment, exortations to aid his will may be offered to him, 
even intruded on him by others,' but he himself is the 
final judge. All errors which he is likely to commit against 
advice and warning, are far outweighed by the evil of allow
ing others to constrain him to what they deem to be his 
good.”

I now bethought me I had the basis for a happy home life.
I constructed a neat brick edifice, mostly with my own 
hands. Hope, with rare taste and judgment, disposed the 
furniture, pictures and various objects that went to make up 
the internal arrangements of our dwelling. Our Nettie 
soon had hanging baskets and climbing vines in almost every 
room in the house. The shelves in our library are loaded 
with the choicest books; but there is no ostentatious dis
play, no outside show, no straining after effect, no appear
ance of wealth. All that is embodied there has been pro
jected and organized out of our own interior lives. Our 
home is a little paradise, perpetually baptized and conse
crated with love. 'Wife and home are the centre from which 
I work, the source from which I am inspired in all my pub
lic labors, and that home is dedicated to freedom. No 
bickerings [or jealousies, or harsh words have ever en 
tered its sacred precincts, Its atmosphere is pervaded

with harmony and song. When I have grown weary with 
the world’s work, how grateful to look forward to home 
and Hope how grateful to know that when I return worn 
and weary, I shall be clasped to a loving heart, and welcom
ed in a home to which the breezes of God have found their 
way.

I have experienced this deeper love and found this higher 
life because I was loyal to my own soul, because I construed 
the demands of my soul as the commands of God. Had I 
obeyed the behests of society, had I continued to keep up 
the semblance of a relation which my interior nature never 
sanctioned, had I never gone forward to seek my own, then 
my own higher destiny would have been defeated; at least 
two individuals would have lived a supremely miserable life, 
and society itself would have gained nothing by this sickly 
conformity to its conventional rules. Emerson says, that

“A vicious marriage is answered by a person of command
ing individuality as Cleopatra answered it; as Milton and 
George Sand answered it. A person of less constitution 
answers it according to the heroinegiving way to fate, to 
conservatism. Strong natures magnify the exceptions into 
a rule.”

The love and devotion of my dear Hope, and the joy of 
my home life more than compensate for the envy and gossip 
of that society whose social moral sense and nice proprie
ties I have shocked; compensates, too, for the social isolation 
and heart-pangs I suffered in earlier years.

But we do not shut ourselves out from the great human 
world to selfishly enjoy this our sweeter time. There are suf
fering, starving souls all around us, who crave sympathy and 
who need such blessings as we are able to bestow. Our own in
terchange of love endows us with a superabundance for be
stowal upon those whom it may bless; and after sharing this 
bounty with 5 others, we return to the fountain of wed
ded bliss, receiving the sweet baptism of love, craving it all 
the more because consecrated to holiest uses. And thus is 
the law of reciprocity fulfilled; our relation blesses the 
world, and the world, notwithstanding all its fault-finding, 
blesses it.

Yet no power in human nature'needs so much wisdom for 
its guidance as sexual love. It is the source at once of the 
direst curses and the greatest blessings. It needs not sup
pression, but direction. Under proper moral restraint and 
guided by an enlightened reason it is the mainspring of 
more refined joy than is outwrought from any other source 
in human natu|e, and it most surely conducts to happiness 
when we forget self in the welfare of our objects. The pres
ent and remote consequences should be consulted in every 
relation we sustain with others, and in the observance of a 
constant deference for the ultimate good we shall find our 
present pleasure.

Now, many who come to us for sympathy have been crush
ed and starved in their affectional nature; they are patho
logical subjects, and can no more volunteer the limits of 
what they should receive from others than the patient re
covering from small-pox or fever. If we use them for our 
own gratification merely, we violate the most sacred trust 
which God and Nature have confided to our keeping. Yet 
we owe duties to this class; they are entitled to loving care, 
sympathy and encouragement at our hands, and we should 
bestow these in wisdom.

In my travels during the last thirteen years, which have 
extended over sixteen States, I have met hundreds of women 
suffering in social bondage, who have confided to me their 
sorrows. In all these cases I found they suffered chiefly be
cause they were owned and appropriated as slaves. And 
if I have anything in my life which I can recall with 
pride and satisfaction, it is that I have preached the 
gospel of liberty to these captives; it is that I have 
helped to break the chains and assisted a few bound 
women to a condition of freedom. A few of these 
women are to-day in the field proclaiming with voice 
and pen the larger liberty and higher life of the new era. 
But when I was shut up in the peck measure of the old legal 
marriage, under the enforced restraints ef selfishness, I was 
quite powerless to either bless my home or the world. My 
own heart’s bride entertains no such narrow views, no such 
grasping selfishness. She has no feeling of exclusiveness to 
gratify, but bids me godspeed in every good word and work. 
And for this identity of interests she recognizes between 
ourselves and the world, my love warms toward her, aug
mented a thousand-fold.

Her own testimony will have an appropriate place in this 
connection. While traveling in New England the past sum
mer, I met a lady belonging to the class cited above, and 
communicated the circumstances to my Hope (for I never 
keep any secrets from her. From her reply I extract the 
following:

“Your letter to Mrs. Woodhull was so good, and I am 
ever so glad you wrote it; glad, too, that you are called to do
a work for social freedom in private life like that at-------
Sorrowing hearts turn naturally to you for sympathy and 
counsel. And they get it too, of a healthy kind—that which 
educates while it blesses. Darling, the spirit of 0ur love-life 
impinges upon other related souls who are yet groping for 
the light and peace like ours. And how much we can do for 
others in this way.”

Again, she writes me, in a letter dated June 8,1873:
“My husband, how my heart blesses you for being so 

capable and willing to comfort and sympathize with the suf
fering and crushed ones of earth. The case you mention is 
indeed a sad one, and you can do her so much good by your 
tender sympathy and wise counsel.”

What a real joy there is in the study of social science when 
the loved companion of our life can rise with us to any alti
tude we may go, and all their feelings and reflections glide 
into the same channel of thought with ours. I did not be
gin to live in the higher sense until my soul-companion came 
into my life. Unmated I was like the rose of Jericho, with 
roots wound about the trunk, hurrying before the winds of 
heaven. But since I found my Hope, I feel that I am an
chored to a divine basis, so that the severest tribulations can
not take me off my feet. While I draw sustenance from

this fountain of love and power, outside calamities, sorrows 
and disappointments will never unnerve me, but I shall 
continually grow stronger with the shock of elemental 
war.

My wife’s interest in social themes, and her accord with 
my views may be seen in the following extract from a letter 
of hers, dated June 29th, 1873:

“ And I fully respond to the increased interest which you 
feel in the social problem. I shall gladly go with you in the 
study and investigation of the subject in all its details. I 
too see wherein we shall change or modify our views upon 
many points before we shall get at the clearest understand
ing and truest adjustment of our social state. Even in rela
tion to our individual standing with others, and our depend
ence upon them in certain and ever-recurring new conditions,, 
we may have need of a larger outlook and broader sympathy 
than we have hitherto known or felt.”

The following tribute to Mrs. Woodhull was addressed to 
me by my Hope soon after Mrs. W.’s attack of heart 
disease:

“ Was your heart stricken with grief when word came that 
our Victoria was dead, as mine was at the bare possibility of 
such an event at this time when her work is all unfinished? 
When the word came, I said ‘No; ’tis not so. She is alive 
and shall be spared to prosecute her labors.’ This was on 
last Tuesday, and we could get no further word until the fol
lowing Monday, when the Weeky came with account of her 
prostration and severe illness. How sweetly sad the event 
was described, by Col. Blood of course, for none like him 
understands her royal soul. I tried to read it aloud to our 
Nettie, but could not for blinding tears. Next to you, Ed
ward, I love her better than any soul on earth, and I should 
grieve more at her death than for any other. And yet she 
is suffering daily a thousand times more than she could by 
dyiug. But she is laying down her life only to find it again, 
gloriously tran sformed by the victory that is hers.”

Every woman that is truly wedded to the man upon whom 
her heart’s best affections are centred, has a natural desire to 
crown that love with motherhood. And the loving pair wlm 
consecrate their labors to the ante-natal life and welfare of 
an unborn child, perform a larger service to the individual 
and the race than is possible to effect with all the instru
mentalities of church and college subsequent to the event off 
birth. The most precious and sacred treasure in a home of: 
love is a welcome child, Although my Hope has much de
sired to enter a public field of labor with me, she has desired 
motherhood more. And at last, when the event was in cer
tain prospect, she joyfully put her house in order and con
secrated herself to the work. The following extracts from 
her letters to me during this period will serve to indicate 
what the import of maternity is to a woman with a loving 
companion and who is the presiding queen of a happy 
home:

u Dear Husband—My last letter informed you of the new 
work begun, and yours in answer has done me more good 
than you can ever know^—so quick to respond in tender sym
pathy and love, that my tears flowed freely in thankfulness 
and joy for this new assurance of your happiness in all that 
concerns us. And now will I be rejoiced when I know that 
1 am to become a mother of your child! O, my darling hus
band! I cannot tell you with what joy I welcome such a 
prospect. But in this high creative work I shall do but 
poorly without your presence and assistance; and I know 
how gladly and fully you will do your part in it as circum
stances allow. But you also have other work (in which my 
soul engages heartily), by which our daily bread is obtained^ 
which calls for temporary sacrifice in some things, the hardest, 
being this lonely separation from each other’s side. Yet, 
while our spirits siand face to face in unbroken sympathy,, 
the harmony of our interior lives yields peace and rest be
yond all that the world beside affords. The infinite heart of 
tenderness will fruition our lives accordingly. This is my 
trust.”

At a later date, my Hope penned the following:
“Our baby, darling, forming beneath my heart! Does 

this fact make you glad, and want to be with me to do your 
part in the high work we have undertaken ? You know not 
how glad and happy Heel at the prospect, especially as my 
health improves. But I get lonesome for my husband. Of 
course you know all this, and would be with me if it were 
possible.

“When I told Nettie [her daughter of eighteen] of our 
prospects, she exclaimed, ‘Oh, is it so!’ and came and put 
her arms about me, weeping and kissing me for very joy. 
And that night and the following she walked home from her 
school, three miles, to be with me and talk about it. What 
a comfort she is at this time, and neither you or I can be 
more rejoiced in this event than she is! With what perfect 
accord, dearest, our family are united in all good work!”

Still later she penned the following beautiful lines:
“Oh, my beloved! how knit to your life is mine now in 

intense nearness! How wildly sweet is the soul’s matin 
song, thrilling ’neath the master tones, gentle and strong, 
that now have touched the silent heart-harp in love’s highest 
creative art!”

Our love-life is a perpetual honeymoon. The days and 
weeks spent in our dear home are fraught with divinest 
joys. The melodies of creation have their grandest expres
sion there. The hours never drag wearily. Every object 
seems baptized with love. As I sit in my study, driving my 
pen or conning the pages of science, a cherry voice calls out 
to me almost every hour in the day, “ Darling, are you 
happy?” and as often a presence steals into my room and 
gently impresses a kiss on lips and brow. And when I am 
out in the world, engaged in my public labors, that home 
and the blessed objects gathered there fling their radiance 
upon my life, and the pleasant memories tha* throng my 
brain fill every hour of absence even with present happiness 
and anticipated joy. Our souls commune across the dis
tance that separates our bodies. During the intervals of ab
sence, my Hope’s letters in large part supply the place of 
her physical presence. From these letters I will subjoin a 
few more extracts:
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“Home, Mar. 12, 1873.—My precious Edward—I wrote yon 
last when much too weary to say anything to thy heart and 
love; and. you must be anxious to know if I am rested, 
health good and heart happy in all that is or yet to be.

“So I will tell you, as I sit before our window looking to 
the west, where the horizon kisses the cold earth through a 
shimmer of golden light from the bright beyond, where sun
light and love-warmth are ever as one. Only the cold gray 
clouds are between it and me—and this in seeming; while 
there streams into my heart a warmth and radiance that 
can know no gray nor chill; for the sun of love has arisen 
in our inmost life, to make bright and glorious all it may 
touch.

“ My noble husband! since we found each other, and our 
best and truest life in each other, it seems to me as though 
everything has come to us just as we needed it most, bring
ing a steadier calm and stronger confidence to our souls. 
And this absence from each other’s side brings out our love 
with a redoubled potency, the confirmation of our early 
hopes; and each new meeting between us shows you to me 
grandly and beautifully changed, glorified as we see persons 
in dreams. Especially is this so when you have been doing 
your work where it is appreciated.”

“May 6,1873.—The Wednesday’s mail always brings me a 
letter from you, and now I can hardly wait for to-moi’row,
I crave so much what comes to me in this way. But now 
when ill how every thought and feeling centres about you. 
How much I long to lie in your arms, with weary head 
pillowed on your breast, and close my eyes to all outward 
sight and sound, give up to the feeling of rest which such a 
boon would bring. But even now when we are so far separ
ated in the form as to make this impossible, I do realize un
utterable happiness in thy love that is ever present; and oh! 
such rest as it gives my inner self, making me oblivious al
most to all physical weakness. Yes! blessed rest and ever 
increasing joy are ours.”

“ May 10,1873.—Spite of a constant yearning to be with 
you, my dear Edward, in all your activities in the outward 
world, I rejoice in your newer opportunities for highest ex
pression of self and wider fields of usefulness more than for 
all this. And not yet has your career opened up before you 
as my faith sees it, and as you are eminently fitted for. 
Ever since I knew you I have felt more than I could express 
how much you needed the East and it needed you, in order 
that you might be fully equiped for your work. And the 
way has come about that has led over more difficulties to 
its entrance than will lie beyond to the goal. So press on, 
darling, cheered and sustained constantly by my loving, 
adoring spiritual presence, that needs no death of the body 
to make real. My heart-beats shall keep rhythm to the 
music of thine own. The inspiration of our lives is to one 
en<l growth into ideal excellence; and we spontaneously 
choose the same methods in freedom, finding added strength 
and harmony the result of this union, and a new song of 
thanksgiving and praise stirs in our hearts every morning 
for the boon of existence on these terms.”

“July 8, 1873.—My dear Husband—Five years since our 
spirits first stood face to face, beholding life immortal in its 
divinest fruitions that has gone on ever since in ceaseless 
rythmic flow to new and deeper depths of happiness, until 
the crown of parenthood is to be added. Oh! my darling! 
is there anything more to be needed beyond this perfect 
consummation to crown our love-life in completness ? 
Herein from the sacred altar of love will come the inspira
tion of divinest truth that shall light the way to grander 
attainments in our chosen work. My part in your work for 
the next few years may not now be just what you had most 
desired, but I trust it will be as potent for good, both to you 
and to it, as any you may have chosen. And this is more in 
harmony with my desires, because more suited to my capa
city, so I am content, and only pray for its completeness in 
wisdom, as it has begun in harmonious love.

“ How sweet and tender was your last Saturday’s letter; 
and ever since there seems to be spread around me a blessed 
light, as if the world had grown suddenly holier. ’Tis be
cause I feel thee so near, my husband.

Your letters from Hew York are doubly interesting to 
me. How glad I am that you could stop a day or two with 
Mrs. "Woodhull, and get fully acquainted with her and her 
good husband, and they with you. All such souls are re
lated, and must sooner or later meet and mingle.”

Thus the crown of perfect love is on our brows, and its 
sweet, baptismal infiuqnee poured into every hour of our 
united lives. Our devotion to highest duty is voluntary; our 
incentives to labor for each other’s happiness heeds no stim
ulus from church rituals or civil law.

Eorty years ago I awoke from the slumber of ages into con
scious life, and turned my wonderinggaze toward the sloping 
Alpha of Being, whose altitudes fall insensibly into the ideal 
realms of eternity. My early teachers were poverty and toil. 
Both physical and mental struggles were inseparable inci
dents of my early years. My meditations, joys and sorrows, 
have been in silence, where only God and angels have taken 
cognizance. But the winter is past; spring, with its bud and 
blossom, have gone;“and the summer, with its warmth and 
light summer, with its golden harvests, is here. I know I 
shall see the rich fruitage of autumn ere my earthly career 
is ended.

The roughest ground has been traversed; the preliminaries 
are concluded. I am at the threshold of successful labors 
Henceforth the pathway of my bride and I leads up the 
glorious mountains of thought, and the current of our wedded 
lives rolls its silvery volume in perpetual music.

Months have rolled away since the above was written- 
Events have glided on to new relations. We have left our 
western home and pitched our tents under the shadow of 
old Harvard, in which institution I have become a student 
to undertake a preparation at forty which circumstances pre- 
ClU^ed my doing at twenty. I take my pen, on the last day 
of ’73, to finish what was hastily begun. The dawn of ’74 
approaches with noiseless tread, and reveals to my glad vision 
a foreground brilliant with coloring, in contrast with the 
barker back-ground of receding years. I glance at the pages

of the closing year, with many pleasing, and but few sad 
reflections. Events have crowded, and volumes of life his
tory have been written. Our baby has come to us, crowning 
my Hope a royal queen for the glorious work, to which she 
consecrated body and soul. A world of tenderness and 
sweet possibilities beam in the little face. She will take 
the name of Victoria.

Erom her own heart and pen my Hope will ere long give an 
experience to the world.

YICTOKIA WOODHULL,
THE ANGEL OE THE 19TH CENTUBY.

Written after reading tire “ Welch and Woodhull Interview.” *
And such is she, whom slanderous tongues 
Would blacken o’er with crime!
Did ever angel walk the earth,
Unbarked at by the dogs of time?

Fling all your deadly shafts of hate 
Against her shining head;
Her work will glorify the world,
When you and yours are dead.

You only serve where you would slay 
A purpose higher than your own;
Your tether’s end is fastened to 
The pillar of God’s throne.

No wonder that you stand aghast 
At her who dares to draw 
Aside the mantle of your vice—
A worse than Pagan law,

That you may see how low ye lie,
How fallen, how debased—
The superscription of a God,
From off your souls erased.

God speed the Angel of the Age,
Till every land and clime 
Shall trample dowh the lie that is,
And build the truth sublime!

And if her feet should break, through time,
A path for womanhood to tread,
Her recompense will far outweigh 
The crown of thorns upon her head.

God’s prophets men have slain indeed,
And filled the world with human groans;
But every fane to truth is built 
Above a martyr’s bones.

And every living good hath been,
By sinners, labeled “crime.”
Did ever angel walk the earth 
Unbarked at by the dogs of time?

Oskaloosa, Iowa. L S H
* Written by an exemplary Christian whom we know to have been a 

great enemy of Mrs. Woodhull previous to reading the Welch-Woodhull 
i nterview.—Leader, Iowa.

the petty frivolities of what is appropriately termed “ small 
talk,” manifest their predilection for masculine friendships, 
and, indulging in an interchange of thought and regard that 
seems to them as innocent as it is agreeable, they walk, ride, 
or drive, as occasion serves, with some one friend, to discover 
some day, to their infinite astonishment, that they are being 
“ talked about,” and if they dare to brave public opinion, 
conscious of their own integrity, their doom is sealed. True, 
there is no pillory for such criminals in modern times, but 
they know that for Mrs. Grundy and her votaries Hester 
Prynne did not wear the “ Scarlet Letter” on her breast 
more surely than do they, yet those who are loudest in their 
denunciations, and most skeptical regarding the possibility 
of platonic affection in the nineteenth century, quote Pe- 
traich s sonnets to Laura with infinite zest, are charmed with 
the history of Bettine s affection for G^oethe, and peruse with 
profound and sympathetic interest the record of Michael 
Angelo s devotion for Vittoria Colonna, even entertaining a 
large tolerance for Socrates’ worship of the fair Asp ask. It 
is only when such friendships bud and bloom beneath their 
observation that they must be blighted by the frosts of mer
ciless distrust, and we should well nigh despair were it not 
that out of the co-education of the sexes wo believe will grow 
a better order of things. Already the experiment has suc
ceeded beyond the expectations of the most sanguine, and 
the skeptics who predicted that a succession of premature 
and indiscreet love affairs would be the first fruits of the ad
mission of girls to institutions of learning, devoted in the 
past exclusively to their brothers, have found that sickly 
sentimentality has given place to honest competition, in 
which the honors have not always fallen to the strong, and 
to the formation of matter-of-fact friendships, in which the 
quick intuition of one sex, and the logical strength of the 
other, have combined to enrich both, and they become not 
lovers, but co-workers, comrades, friends; the young man 
growing more gentle and less addicted to slang, the young 
girl more self-reliant, more earnest, since she, too, can work 
and achieve.

In the social condition these young people shall aid in 
founding, there may be less of the “ marrying in haste to re
pent at leisure” that characterizes this generation, but the 
relations formed will be established upon a more perma
nent basis, and the children born thereof will necessarily de
velop into a nobler manhood and loftier womanhood than 
was possible to their predecessors, while slander, falsehood 
and detraction will serve only to designate the evils that bred 
discord and disturbance in the past.

“ Ring out wild hells in the wild sky,”
* * * *
“ Ring out false pride in place and blood,

The civic slander and the spite,
■ Ring in the love of truth and right,

Ring in the conamon love of good.

LAURA’S LETTER.
LOVE, .FRIENDSHIP AND MARRIAGE—CONTROLLED BY MRS.

GRIJNDY.

Society, in its efforts to conserve the morals of community 
and prevent any of its members from overstepping the rules 
and conventionalities established for their guidance, sur
rounds them with a species of espionage that induces every 
soul possessing a particle of independence to wish that they 
had been born among the Bedouin Arabs, or, indeed, any
where out of the hated circle of so-called good society—a 
circle within which it is dangerous to be natural and perilous 
to express any sentiment at variance with the code by which 
are regulated the lives and manners of those born under its 
baleful influence. Almost all social intercourse between the 
sexes is interdicted, because said code presupposes the utter 
impossibility of a pure, disinterested and unselfish friend
ship existing beween two persons of opposite gender; and 
marriages are many times contracted for no better reason 
than to avokl the malicious gossip of society, and because 
of its gross misconception of the true relations between the 
parties.

A young man who has aspirations beyond the billiard- 
room, the saloon,, or even the library of the Young Men’s 
Christian Association, makes the acquaintance of some pleas
ant young ladies, and finds the society of one peculiarly 
charming because of similarity of tastes, opinions, etc. The 
regard is mutual, and he “drops in” whenever business per
mits, both deriving pleasure and profit from their association, 
when lo! upon their pleasant dream bursts Dame Rumor 
with her thousand tongues; and as marriage is supposed by 
society, to constitute the sole aim and end of a woman’s life, 
the young lady is congratulated upon matrimonial prospects 
that do not exist, or the gentleman is questioned by some 
one, with or without authority, regarding his “ intentions.”

How, neither of the parties concerned have been conscious 
of any design more remarkable than to enjoy, as far as pos
sible, a companionship productive of so much innocent en
joyment; but this gossip has introduced an element of 
restraint, and their relations are either broken up or change 
their character, As the gentleman cannot afford to lose his 
friend, or the lady hers, they try to fancy that, “ after all 
they are as much in love as many others whom they have 
seen united,”, and marry, to find that friendship and 
esteem, though very excellent, are not love, and that their 
union lacks an element that all their regard cannot supply.

Their young friends, however, derive some questionable 
lessons from their example. The gentleman learns that to 
evince a preference fora single lady is to “ commit himself,” 
and henceforth becomes an indiscriminate flirt, or relin
quishes society altogether, and is known as an habitue of 
places of questionable resort, while the lady takes refuge 
from the imputation of having “ designs” upon some particu
lar gentleman in an infinite series of beaux. A preference 
for gentlemen’s society is regarded as the outward and visi
ble expression of some inward and secret depravity, and yet 
many women, thrown in early life upon a father’s or a 
brother’s affection for companionship, acquire a distaste for

“ Ring in the valiant man and free 
The larger heart, the kindlier hand; 
Ring out the darkness of the land, 

Ring in the Christ that is to he.”
-Detroit Union, Mich,

Cincinnati is all tossed up by an angry discussion ovei 
the proposition of the Common Council of that city to license 
the social evil. Of course the debate runs back to the old 
swivel of the question, Cannot houses of prostitution be done 
away with altogether? A lady writer in the Gazette pro
poses a plan which, if it will not do it, will come very near it 
Her plan of obliteration is this:

“ Make it a law that the proprietors of houses of assignatior 
and prostitution shall each day take the names of all the gen 
tlemen who visit them, and have them published in all the 
daily papers. Also, that each gentleman shall be required 
by the proprietors of these houses to show a license (for whiel 
he has had to pay a sum of not less than five dollars) to prove 
that he has a legal right to visit said place; likewise tha 
these gentlemen shall be subjected to medical examinatioi 
each week, and that each one shall pay for and obtain a cer 
tificate from the examining physician, certifying that he i 
free from disease and fit to associate with the inmates o 
these houses. This certificate he shall be required to shov 
to the inmates of said houses with whom he wishes to asso 
ciate.”

comment.
Who makes the laws in Cincinnati ? Why, men. Whej 

that is taken into account, does the “ lady writer in the Qa 
zette think that male legislators are likely to sanction “ equa 
justice” in such particulars ? Certainly not.

[From the Courier Journal, Louisville.']
THE NEW MAGDALEN.

We met and smiled, and met again,
Smile greeted smile upon the street;

His form and face it seemed to me 
To be my fault and fate to meet.

He spake, and took my hand in his 
And pressed it; why? I could not tell; .

I loved him; I believed him true;
I listened, and I—fell.

He spurns me now, and I have lost 
All that was dear to me in life.

They call me “ woman of the town 
I who should be his faithful wife.

He shuns me, hates me; those I knew 
Before I drank the cup of grief 

Abhor me now, hut smile upon 
The coward and the thief.

He lives, and moves in circles, where 
They seem with pride to call his name;

But all the wealth the world commands 
Can never free his soul from shame.

He said “ He loved me,” and it was 
The happiest moment of my life;

But now I’m scorned, because I’m called 
His woman—not his wife.

He wronged me; and this little child,
I fold so loving to my breast,
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May never live to know the shame.
He knows ’tis Ms—God knows the rest.

Though he should live an hundred years 
And roam about—I do not care,

On land or sea, ’wake or asleep—
Guilt follows everywhere.

0 woman! woman, why thus hate 
One of your sex? Why not implore

The God of mercy to forgive?
Did He not say: “ Go, sin no more ” ? ,

’Tis woman’s hate to womankind 
That makes our lives a wretched span;

Since you will scorn a woman so,
Oh! why forgive a man?

1 dare not go into your church
And kneel with you in solemn prayer,

And ask God’s pardon for my sin;
For you would scorn me out of there.

And, if the thief of virtue sat 
Beside his sister, I’ve no doubt 

He would be first to leave his pew—
To come and drive me out.

’Tis human nature oft to err,
And sweet forgiveness is divine;

Ah! where’s the Christian woman who 
Would speak to troubled hearts like mine?

Who comes to talk of Christian love,
To one whose heart and soul’s defiled?

Not one among you! God forgive 
A mother and her child.]

Ye angels holy, pure and good,
Go to our Father—He yet lives;

And tell Him not to scorn me too,
Though women hate me—He forgives;

Teach, O! teach them to forgive,
And let His spirit with them dwell,

That they may show lost souls the way 
To heaven—not to hell.

» At Home,” Feb. 7,1874. Will S. Hats.
----- ------- 4----------------- ---- -

SPIUITU ALISTIC.

A FIRST-CLASS GHOST STORY.
Everybody knows where the Thomas Buggy saloon was lo

cated on North Third street, second door from Main. About 
a week ago Mr. Buggy retired from business, selling out to a 
river man named Shuman. Yesterday wild stories of a ghost 
or ghosts seen on the premises were in circulation. An Ex
press ambassador was immediately set at work on the case. 
Disguised as a miner he entered the saloon last evening, 
where quite a crowd was assembled discussing the extraor
dinary developments. The following is the story as told by 
the proprietor himself to the crowd:

Strange noises had been heard about the saloon every 
night since he took possession of it. A stairway leads from 
the back part of the saloon to.the second floor. Every night, 
between two and three o’clock, strange noises were heard on 
this stairway. Footsteps would be heard lightly coming up, 
halt when half way to the top, and then tramp down heavily 
as a stout man with the coarsest boots. This would be re
peated over and over. s

Inspection was frequently made. The doors were found 
locked, and not a soul upon the premises to do the devil
ment. ' Sunday night a friend of the proprietor concluded to 
remain in the billiard-room in the rear of the saloon, and 
solve the mystery. The light was turned down low. Be
tween two and three o’clock he was awakened from sleep by 
an apparition that walked forward from the rear end of the 
billiard-room to the partition that separates the billiard- 
room from the saloon. It was a man whose apparel seemed 
so unnaturally luminous that he could be seen almost as 
plainly as one can see a figure in broad daylight. He wore on 
his head a white handkerchief, upon which the startled 
watcher, almost frozen with horror, saw large blood spots 
distinctly. The apparition walked without noise to the par- 
.Y. „ ..a’if to pass through the back of the counter, then
turned and weat out, disappeariug.

Monday night Mr. Shuman, the proprietor, and his bar
keeper Shuester, determined to watch for the ghost. Shues- 
ter slept on a billiard table, and the proprietor sat in a chair, 
in which he fell asleep. Ml the doors were first locked, and 

search was made to see that no one was secreted on the 
a mises At the regular time the proprietor was awakened 
suddenly to see the apparition advancing just as it did the 

. ht before, noiselessly, to the partition. Shuester, also 
awakened, saw it distinctly—the unearthly garments, the 
ghastly face, the handkerchief with the blood on it. At the 
partition it turned and walked back, disappearing through 
the back door. In a few seconds, before the horror of the 
watchers could be allayed, it reappeared through the door, 
and made three heavy steps forward, striking, as heavily now 
as if its weight were hundreds of pounds. Then it went 
down the cellar, from which place sounds arose much like the
ound of a heavy hammer upon an anvil. After a time the

Lund ceased. A light was struck. The doors were found 
locked just as before, and a close search afforded no explana-

mbassador gives this story just as he heard it. The
0 tell it believe that they have seen a veritable ghost. 
Iked with perfect freedom on the subject, not know- 
b they were conversing with one, who speaks into the 
ie world.
iurse there are plenty of theories about the ghost, 
s a story of a soldier being robbed and murdered in 
oon during the war. This was before Buggy’s day. 
■se it is very reasonable to suppose that the ghost of 
d soldier would like to come fooling around the spot 
ie was killed. The corner of Third and Main streets, 
ow is Well known as “ Bloody Corner.” Upon that 
several men have been killed, and it may be that one
1 has come back to the nearest saloon.
Buggy was in the saloon last night, and stated very 
that he sold the saloon because of the ghost; that its

regular appearance had preyed so upon Mrs. Buggy’s nerves 
that he could not think of remaining longer.

The talk was in the saloon that a strong party would sit up 
to see the ghost next morning. No report of their observa
tions had been received at the time of going to press.—Terre 
Haute Express.

(From the Banner of Light.)
THE DEMANDS OF SPIRITUALISM.

Spiritualism, having for a basis an array of facts that have 
stood the fire of the Church and Science, and successfully 
resisted the combined powers of all its foes, now demands 
minds Who, not wholly immersed in its phenomena—the 
A B C of the spiritual alphabet—have grown to a compre
hension of its principles. Spiritualists do not need new con
verts to their faith half as much as that more of their num
bers should he inspired with stronger and diviner purposes. 
We need those who not only can depend upon the influences 
of the spirit world, but who also feel that the spirit world 
can rely upon them for the accomplishment of its purposes; 
they who not only can rely upon the influence of disembod
ied intelligences, but have also learned to trust the higher 
and eternal principles of justice, and whose faith is un
bounded in the ultimate sovereignty of truth over the hu
man mind; they who do not mistake their first conception 
of things for the final truth. They will need to De men and 
women who will be themselves, stand on their own feet, see 
with their own eyes, think with their own brains, hoist their 
own colors, and on all questions and occasions be a law to 
themselves, and whom, consequently, the spirits can trust 
for a moment out, of sight. There is hardly any lesson the 
spirit world has been more forcibly impressing on the minds 
of earth’s children than the importance of thinking for one’s 
self. Spiritualism came not only to demonstrate man’s con
tinued existence beyond the grave, but to establish justice 
upon the earth ; hnd, having in part accomplished one of 
these objects, it should now commence the other. One of 
its most obvious tendencies has been toward individualiza
tion, and the consequent freedom of the individual (this be
ing the basis for the most effectual mode of unitary action); 
and, as a result, Spiritualism presents to the observer a 
Babel of confusion on all ideas save its central one. Pres
ently there will be demanded those whose higher inspira
tions shall harmonize its discordant elements—be our watch
word, and unite us for the accomplishment of some definite 
object—and, by their comprehensive vision, shall cast its 
horoscope, and solve the question of its mission to the 
world. Such minds it must have ere it exerts the power in 
the world of which it is capable. A. D. Wheeler.

A COMMUNITY OF SPIRITUALISTS.
A singular report comes duly authenticated from Barnard, 

on the line of the Fort Scott road, about fifty or sixty miles 
south of Kansas City.

It appears that a steady, sober farmer residing about three 
miles west of Barnard, has been seized upon by some myste
rious influence, which has such a powerful effect upon his 
mind that he is enabled to discourse upon almost any scien
tific question; talk of matters and things that he has hereto
fore been entirely ignorant of, and quote ancient languages, 
and! talk of matters which traspired a thousand years ago 
with the same ease and fluency with which he has discoursed 
upon the crops and the weather. He is said to be an illiter
ate man when not under the “influence ” of the spirits, and 
his past life and meagre education forbids the assumption 
that he has been in training for deceptive purposes.

The community in which he lives has become greatly ex
cited over the wonderful “ power ” manifested by this medi
um, and so great is their faith in this newly discovered power 
that they have erected a building for the use of the spirits. 
This building is about half a mile from any house, and is a 
plain box house without fixtures or apparatus by which any 
fradnlent imposition might be perpetrated. Here in this box 
house, upon the open prairie, the people of the neighborhood 
meet with the supernatural powers or spirits, and it is said 
by those who have visited the meetings that the most unac
countable manifestations of mediumistic power take place in 
that building every night a circle is held. The entire neigh
borhood appear to have become converted to the new doc
trine, as the revelations made are of a most startling and 
wonderful character. The Times will send a special reporter 
to the neighborhood to investigate.—JST. G. Times.

SPIRITUAL REVIVAL.

Salem, Mass., Feb. 16,1874.
Here, in this quiet old city of witchcraft notoriety, we are 

enjoying a spiritual revival. Prominent among the many 
able lecturers who have occupied our rostrum during the 
past six months, stand Miss Nellie L. Davis, Miss Hattie 
Wilson, and our respected brother J. M. Choate. Our hall 
is crowded to its utmost capacity nearly every Sunday, and 
our Wednesday evening discussions, which are held at our 
spiritual headquarters, No. 137 Essex street, are also well 
attended. The increasing interest which these meetings are 
awakening in the minds of the people will doubtless, ere the 
close of the lecture season, compel us to engage a larger hall 
than that which we now occupy. We are about organizing a 
Progressive Lyceum, bywhich, together with our own labors 
as liberal Ijook agent and tract distributor, we are dealing a 
blow at the rotten stump of theology, which will cause the 
Young Men’s C. A. A. to cry, “What shall we do to be 
saved ?”

Yours, in love and freedom,
H. O. Sommeks, Sec. of S. S»

REV. THOMAS C. BROWNING.
This veteran Spiritualist departed this life last Tuesday, 

the 17th inst., at his residence in the City of Brooklyn, New 
York. He was born and bred in the State of G eorgia—thither 
have been sent his remains for interment.

In his youth, Mr. B. enlisted into the military service, and 
became a brave soldier under the command of Gen, Andrew

Jackson, for whom he always entertained a great regard, and 
of whom he always spoke with highest veneration. In some 
militant movement, he was wounded in the forehead by a 
bullet, the traces of which were plainly visible in a scar. I 
well remember an interesting interview he once had at a 
meeting in Lamertine Hall with a spirit purporting to be that 
of Old Hickory. The spirit familiarly called him my boy, as 
the General was wont to do in the army.

In the course of events, Mr. B. became a Methodist minis
ter, and, as such, traveled extended circuits, not only among 
the white population, but among the blacks, in the South. 
Afterward he came North to reside. Here he preached to a 
congregation of Methodists in Sixteenth street, New York 
City. While thus engaged, he examined the claims of Spir
itualism, and accepted its doctrines as truths of Nature’s 
Higher Law and Heaven’s Better Gospel. Not at all reticent 
concerning his increase of faith founded on Spiritual phe~ 
nomena, and enthusiastically desirous that his parishioners 
should not be ignorant concerning such manifestations, he 
shunned not to declare the whole counsel of God in that behalf. 
Not thus the course of some of his fellow-ministers. I will 
relate right here an illustrative anecdote told me by Mr. B. 
In the early days of this communion of spirits with their 
friends here in the flesh, at a seance held somewhere in the 
city of New York, he met a company of clergymen, privately 
assembled to witness the Spiritual phenomena. Among 
these ministers was Rev. Dr. Taylor, of Grace Church (Angli
can), Broadway, New York City. This Doctor was so well 
satisfied concerning what he heard and saw on the occasion, 
that he frankly confessed his full faith in spirit communion, 
but asked his fellow-witnesses to please not, during his life
time, mention in public his attendance, giving as a reason 
that he had no other means of living than his salary, and that 
were it known to the public that he had been in attendance 
there, and had become a believer, he would lose his pnlpit 
and salary! Mr. B. faithfully respected the wishes of Dr. 
Taylor, and never divulged the affair till after his decease. 
The result was, that reticence in the case of I ir. T. saved him 
his salary as long as he lived on earth; and not shunning to 
declare the truth in the case of Mr. B. cost him his pulpit—a 
blear-eyed ecclesiasticism soon effecting a dissolution of his 
ministerial relations to his parish.

Upon the loss of his pulpit, Mr. B. engaged in secular 
affairs, occasionally preaching and lecturing at funerals and 
before societies of Spiritualists. For many years, and until 
failing health forbade this longer continuance in that em
ployment, he was an esteemed and faithful book-keeper in 
the counting-room of the Manhattan Gas Company, in New 
York City. Few men, if any, with his limitations, have 
been more busy and efficient in the diffusion of the doctrines 
of the Higher Faith.

On the day of his dislodgment from the body, I was 
visited by my friend and neighbor, Mr. P. Lapham, a most 
excellent medium; and while we were holding a seance he 
announced that some spirit presented himself who desired 
me to meet him at Mr. J. Y. Mansfield’s office, No. 361 Sixth 
avenue, New York City. Next day this same medium called 
on me again and urged me to gratify the spirit who was 
present the day before, by going to see Mr. M. The next 
day, Thursday, I went, and on reaching his office was told 
that Mr. M. had gone to attend the funeral of Mr. Browning. 
At this statement I was greatly surprised, not having heard 
of the demise of my old friend. I concluded to wait. After 
a while Mr. M. arrived home. He said the funeral was a 
Methodist funeral; the reason why he did not learn, but 
supposed it was because the family lived in a part of Brook
lyn outside a Spiritual centre or neighborhood. This sort of 
obsequies we regretted. I then made known my errand, 
neither of us having the remotest idea who it was that 
wished to communicate with me. Mr. M. got ready his 
paper and pencil, and I called on the invisible who had asked 
me to meet him there to proceed. The following is the 
result through Mr. M.:

“Well, Bro. Dresser, I had just left my old carcass, and recollecting 
our many exchanges of thought I came to you—that is, I came to the 
medium at your house. I came to Bro. Mansfield first, hut he was en
gaged; so I next popped in on you. Dixon I met about the first one 
after I had reached this side; hut he is Dixon yet, will swear, which to 
me you know is distasteful.

“Well, my mission on earth is complete. I know now all about it, 
and am happy to say I was 'not so much mistaken in my calculations 
before coming here. Bro. Dresser, you are right; go ahead; mind not 
what may he said of our blessed thoughts of the future. With me I 
know it for myself, hut with you the thmjvail yet separates yon from 
this life; hut soon it will he drawn aside and you will see it as I do.

“I was at my own funeral to-day. Well, it was all well enough, 
suppose. Bro. Thompson was the same old soul; he meant well; hut, 
O how far is he yet from the light which, years since, has lighted up 
our pathway!

“I will say more by-and-by. I want a long talk with you when I am 
rested. I want to talk with my family first. Then I will tell you all 
yon will wish to know. Dixon assists me in this.

“ Your old friend and brother, I Thos. Cobb Browning.
“To Horace Dresser, Esq.”

The Dixon mentioned in this communication is the late 
Joseph Dixon, of Jersey City. He was a man, of genius and 
of great scientific attainments. He also was once a Me
thodist preacher, but, at length, he put aside the shoddy 
robes of the churches and went to spirit land clothed in 
better habiliments. Bro. Browning was some seventy-four 
or five years of age. Horace Dresses

Feb. 21,1874.

STONE’S LOYE AFFAIRS.
It was agreed on all hands that Ned Stone was a very prac

tical fellow. He had been very poor at one time in his life, 
and had to work very hard. His industry had in the end, 
however, met its due reward. At middle age he was com
fortably circumstanced. When he announced to his friends, 
therefore, that he thought of taking unto himself a wife, it 
was thought generally that the step he meditated was a pru
dent and proper one. And when he further stated that he 
had made an offer of his hand to one Georgiana Warren, the 
daughter of a wealthy merchant, and that his offer had been 
accepted by the lady, we of course hastened to tender our 
heartfelt congratulations on the occasion.
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Ned Stone spoke of tlie matter in his own sober, simple j “I think I shall try to see Georgiana once more for a par- 
way; J ticular reason.”

“Well, you know I’m getting on,” he said, “ and if I’m I did not ask him for his particular reason, and he did not 
ever to marry it’s about time I should think of setting about J tell me.
itg’ A few nights afterward I saw him again. He was no time

1 You’ve been very kind. I think I shall be very happy— I subject to much discharge of mood; or, at any rate, sel- 
in fact I don’t doubt it—as happy as a fellow has a right to dom betrayed any variation of the kind. But he seemed in 
expect to be. One has not a right to expect too much of I better spirit than usual.
course. But I’m quite fond, in my way, of Georgiana “You did not mention,” he said, “what I told you the 
Warren, and I think that she, in her way, is fond of me; she other night—that my engagement was broken off?” 
is not too old; nbt too good-looking nor yet too plain; she is I explained that I had not mentioned it for a good reason, 
sensible and accomplished enough, and I don’t see why she 11 had not seen any one whom it would interest to be in- 
should not make a good wife, and similarly I don’t see why formed of the fact.
I should not make a good husband. Perhaps I’m not very “It is just as well,” he said, “because it isn’t broken off, 
fond of old Warren, the father, and perhaps he isn’t fond of or, I had better say, it is on again.” 
me. But I don’t know as that may matter much. I dare say J “ Indeed! I am glad of it.”
we shall understand each other better by-and-by; in the “I told you I should try to see Georgiana again. Well, I 
meantime I must try and make the best of the old man’s | knew she often, with her father and other relatives and 
humor, and not run counter to him more than I can avoid. J friends, went to the Zoological Gardens on Sunday. Sol 
And it seems to me that the old fellow would be no fonder J went to the Zoological Gardens. I. soon discovered her with 
of anybody else who would want to marry his daughter than 1 Warren and a lot of people. She saw me, and understood 
he is of me. You see it is our affair—Georgiana’s and mine J my sign that I wanted to speak to her on the quiet. Well, 
-and not his; though it is hard to make him see it in that she lingered behind a little, and when the rest of the party 

light. But I dare say it will come right in the end. That’s went to see the kangaroos, she slipped back with me into the 
what I tell Georgiana when she takes up with rather gloomy snake-house. She looked a little frightened, and tears stood 
views of her father’s temper. She has good sense, and, 11 in her eyes.’
think, looks at the matter very much as I do—only of course j “ So I put my arm around her—it didn’t matter to me who 
she can’t help feeling he is her father, whereas I thank good- j saw, you know—and told her there was nothing to be alarmed 
ness he isn’t mine.” j at, and also that I only wanted to speak a word or two. I

It will be seen that Ned Stone was not a lover to “sigh I told her I was sorry I hadn’t sent back her letters, as I 
like a furnace.” As for writing a woful ballad to his mis- j ought to have done; but the plain fact of the matter was, I

couldn’t do it.”
; You love me still, Ned?” said she.
‘Of course I do,” I said. “Who’s been telling you I 

didn’t?”
She began crying terribly.

Come, Georgy,” I said, “let us get married whether

tress’ eyebrows, I don’t think he could have accomplished 
such a feat even if his life depended upon doing so. The 
thermometer of his love stood at temperate, with no ten
dency of an upward rise. “ The marks of love,” as they are 
generally understood, were not discernable in him.

He never said a word as to the agitated state of his feel
ings. He did not regard Miss Warren as an angel or a god- j PaPa likes it or not. Only say the word.”
(jesg- “ She didn’t say the word. Poor child! she couldn’t speak

Probably he would have been the first to contradict an j a word for crying; and she looked at me with a little nod 
allegation that might have been to the effect that she was an(l then she began laughing through her tears. It was the 
anything of the kind. Miss Warren appeared to him what I prettiest sight I ever saw. Of course I kissed her; and then 
she seemed to everybody else—a nice, sensible English girl, j I turned around and who should I see standing close by my 
I called on Stone one evening. He was alone. He looked a j sid® Warren!”
little grave, and held a small sealed packet. We discussed I “ Georgy gave a little scream, and then tried to make be. 
various indifferent subjects; then I inquired concerning Miss lieve we were looking at the boa-constrictor. But of course 
Georgiana. that didn’t work; sol said to old Warren, in a cheery sort

“ Oh, you haven’t heard?” he answered. “ But of course of way, and putting out my hand cheerily:
you couldn’t have heard, 
has come to an end.”

The affair is off. Our engagement | ‘Mr. Warren, Georgy and I are going to be married; 
that’s quite settled. But you and I may as well be friends 
the same. We’d much rather have your consent than not. 
Suppose you give it to us.’

He was so astonished that before he knew quite what he 
was doing he’d,taken my hand, with all his friends standing 
near and looking on. Of course he could not go back after 
that. And—and so—the thing was settled.”

I congratulated him heartily. Presently I said by chance:
“ How lucky it was that you did not send back Miss War

ren’s letters.”
My dear fellow, that was what I wanted to explain to

Adam and Eve says nothing about a “fall.” The gods, in 
envy, forbid a certain fruit, and make poor Adam believe it 
poison. The serpent knows better, and tells the woman 
that the gods know better. “ Ye shall not die.” Eve eats, 
Adam eats; she because it is good, he because she gave it to 
him. There is no devil there; it is only a snake. And there 
is no fall; it is a rise. Their eyes are opened; they are as 
gods, able now to distinguish good from evil. Eve a sinner? 
Why, the noblest thing that any woman has ever done was 
done by Eve when she reached out her hand and dared to 
pluck that apple and eat it! Adam a sinner ? Why, the no
blest thing that any man has ever done was done by Adam 
when he obeyed the persuasive voice of Eve. What good, 
true man would not leave even the Garden of Eden for such 
a wife as that ? Let pain and sorrow come. She has made a 
man of one man, anyhow!

The doctrine of the “ fall ” is absurd and untrue; still more 
absurd, and no less untrue, is the doctrine of “ atonement 
by the blood of Christ.” The blood of Christ! As well pro
claim the blood of old John Brown. “ Christ” is a fiction. 
But they mean Jesus. “ Now, Jesus was a man, living as a 
man, dying as a man, teaching like a man, meeting the au
dacity of the priesthood like a man, and courting Mary of 
Bethany like a man.” According to Matthew, Jesus, called 
by Christian people “ Christ,” was not a God, and according 
to Brown’s “Dictionary of the Holy Bible,” “If Christ be 
not God, then is the whole Christian religion but mere com
edy and farce.”

The deity of “Christ” rests on three assumed, “facts” in 
the life of Jesus: the incarnation, the resurrection, and the 
ascension. Are these things true? The child Jesus was be
gotten and born just as other children—no matter whether 
his father was a “ ghost ” or a carpenter. After his crucifix
ion he was seen alive. But at his crucifixion he did not die. 
Of the ascension it may be said: “ No man hath ascended 
up into heaven.” History and philosophy unite in declaring 
Christianity not true; still do they talk to me about the in
fluence of Christianity. It has influence; it is a power; its 
influence is pernicious; it has always been a persecuting re
ligion. Paul, its founder, was a persecutor. Christianity 
excommunicated Luther, burned the heretics, imprisoned 
Galileo. Christianity destroyed the first printing presses, 
and declared the inventors of steam engines and telegraphs 
“possessed of the devil.” It opposes the free school and the 
free platform. It denounces freedom of speech and freedom 
of the press. It would to-day—as it always has done where 
it could—crush out of existence every man and every prin
ciple opposed to its absurdities. Christianity is tyranny. Its 
spirit is the spirit of man’s greatest inhumanity to man.—St, 
Louis Democrat.

“You don’t mean that?” I asked in surprise.
“ Yes, the thing’s broken off,” as people say.
“ It’s a bad job, and I’m sorry for it, but it can’t be helped.”
“ Had the lady resented his serenity and discharged him ?

I asked myself.
As though he had heard the question, he went on: “ It 

is the old man’s doings. I hope he is satisfied now. He’s the 
most unreasonable and disagreeable old fellow I ever had the 
misfortune to meet with.”

“ But what did he do ?”
“Well, we fell out about the settlement; that was where j her. I couldn’t send them back.” 

the hitch arose. I’m sure I did all 1 could to please him. 11 “ ^ou found them too dear to you?”
gave up condition after condition, quite in opposition to the j At last, then, he had been betrayed into a feeling of ro- 
advice of my solicitor. I told him to settle what money he I mance
proposed to settle on his daughter—it wasn’t much after all—| “Not at all,” he exclaimed. “I could not send them be- 
just as he pleased; I didn’t want to touch a penny of it. He J cause I hadn’t kept them; I’d destroyed them 
might settle it, I told him, just as he pleased, or he might] “Yes. What was the good of them ? I only kept business 
settle nothing at all upon her, if he liked that better. It was j letters; they are regularly docketed at my office. But for 
his daughter I wanted, and not his money. As for my part, J Georgy’s letters, they were no use. It was no good keeping 
I’d take care my wife and I would never come to want. I them; I made them into pipe-lights.” 
undertook to insure my life for a large amount, and to assign j “ You didn’t tell her that ?”
the policy to trustees for her benefit in case of my death;] “No; I hadn’t time. I never arrived at my explanation 
covenanting, of course, to pay up the insurance in the regu- j about the letters.” 
lar way. I thought that a fair agreement, but it did not con- ] “ Then don’t, at least for the present,
tent him. 1 “ why shouldn’t I ?”

He wanted to tie my hands completely. He hadn’t a hap’- I “ Don’t you see ? She thought you didn’t send them back 
orth of confidence in me. He gave me no credit for any sort j for a sentimental reason—because you couldn’t part with 
of affection for his daughter. He insisted that any money j them—and so, in point of fact, that misunderstanding of 
that 1 might in future come in possession of, I should con- j bers led to the re-establishment of your love affair.” 
vert into a settlement. Of course I could not consent to it. J “ Do you think so?” he askedj musingly. “ But if Georgy 
I had my business to consider. Of course my wife and chil- bas made any mistake in regard to the matter, I think that 
dfen—if I have any—will reap the benefit as I shall. How-11 am bound to set her right.” 
ever, he wouldn’t listen to me. I told Georgiana exactly 
how the matter stood. She’s of age. I asked her if she would
marry me without her father’s consent. Poor girl, she was 
in an awful way. But she did not care to do that. She don’t 
like to offend her father. So there’s no help for it—the affair 
is broken off, and I’m not to be married, it seems—not this 
time, at any rate.”

He spoke rather sorrowfully, but still without the slightest 
trace of anger. I endeavored to console him in a common
place sort of a way.

He opened a small packet he had in his hand.
“This is pleasant,” he said, quietly; “here are all my let

ters sent back to me. Ah, here is a little present I gave her, 
sent back also.”

There were not many letters. Their contents, I guessed, 
were little enough like conventional love letters, and the 
present was a ring—a large diamond heavily set in pure gold,

‘ My dear Stone, take my advice; for fear of accident, set 
her right after the wedding ceremony—not before.”

Whether he took my advice, I’m not aware. He was mar
ried in due course of time to Miss Warren; and I know that 
the lady was often heard to declare subsequently that she 
married the best husband in the world.—Toledo (O.) Sunday 
Journal.

ABSURDITIES OP CHRISTIANITY.
A REMARKABLE LECTURE BY REV. DR. STINE BEFORE THE 

EREE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY.

The following are the main points of Rev. Dr. Stine’s lec
tures recently before the Pirst Free Religious Society:

The Christian preachers and their catechisms tell us about 
1 the fall of man.” You are familiar with the doctrine. It

just; the valuable, simple, substantial present I would have I a Ia^se doctrine and a bad doctrine. It has been produc- 
expected Ned Stone to select for his bethrothed. tive of much evil. According to this wicked doctrine, every

And now, I suppose, Georgiana will expect me to send man, every woman and every child is a sinner. “ In Adam s 
back all the letters she sent me?” j fall we sinned all;” or, as Josh Billings renders it, In Ad-

“Undoubtedly.” am’s sin we all jined in.” We look about us and we find it
“ That is usual when engagements come to an end?” otherwise.
“ Certainly, it is the usual way.” j There are good men and good women naturally good, and
He rubbed his chin, and seemed to reflect a little. ] Deeding not to be “ born again.” Natural depravity! All de-
“ Have a cigar,” he said, presently, “ and let us talk about j pravity is unnatural. Is any man naturally bad? Tell me, 

something else. This is not the most agreeable subject in I Christian mother or heathen mother, is the child that nestles
the world. Tell me what you have been doing with yourself J °d your breast totally depraved? Is it by nature a sinner ? 
lately.” 1 Aye, it may be! But, remember, you gave it the nature it

So we fell to talking about this, that and the other. Pres- possesses. There is inherited sin, and there is inherited vir- 
ently, when I was goingjway, he said quietly ; • tue. Do you believe the Bible ? The old Hebrew story of I

A WOMAN’S VICTORY.
THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT OE MASSACHUSETTS DECLARE 

LADIES ELIGIBLE EOR SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS.

Boston, February 20,1874.
Whether or no a woman can legally hold office under the 

laws of Massachusetts has been a subject of vexed discussion 
for some years, and it is pleasant to know that it has been 
summarily answered by the Justices of the Supreme Judicial 
Court. Boston elected three ladies to serve upon its School 
Board (one of whom, Miss Adeline Badger, since drowned 
in Long Island Sound) ; and when these ladies made 
claim to theitf seats, the remaining members of the Board 
voted that they should be ousted. The question then went 
to the State Legislature and thence to the Supreme Court, 
which rendered the following decision this afternoon:

“ The Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court respectfully 
submit the following answer to the question upon which 
their opinion was required by the order of the honorable 
House of Representatives of the 16th day of the present 
month. The question is stated in these words:

. “‘Under the constitution of this commonwealth can a 
woman be a member of a school commission? ’

“ The question is limited to the effect of the constitution 
upon the capacity of a woman to hold this office, and in
volves no interpretation of statutes. If the constitution pre
vents a woman from being , a member of the School Com
mission, it must by force of some express provision thereof, 
or else by necessary implication, arising either from the na
ture of the office itself or from the law of Massachusetts, as 
existing when the Constitution was adopted and in the limit 
of which it must be read. The constitution contains noth
ing relative to school commissions. The office is created and 
regulated by statute, and the constitution confers upon the 
General Court full power and authority to name and settle 
annually or provide by fixed laws for naming and settling all 
civil officers within the commonwealth, the election and 
constitution of whom are not in the constitution otherwise 
provided for. The common law of England, which was our 
law upon the subject, permitted a woman to fill any local 
office cf an administrative character, the duties attached to 
which were such that a woman was competent to perform. 
The duties of a school commission relate exclusively 
to the education of children and youth in the town or city 
for which it is elected. They consist of the general charge 
and superintendence of the schools, including employment 
of teachers, the selection of school books, and the regula
tion of the attendance of scholars and the preparation of 
school registers and returns, and they are in no respect of 
such a nature that they cannot be well and efficiently per
formed by women. The necessary conclusion is that there 
is nothing in the constitution of the commonwealth to pre
vent a woman from being a member of a School Commission, 
and that the question proposed must be respectfully an
swered in the affirmative.

John Wells, Marcus Morton,
James D, Colt, William C. Endicott,
Seth Ames, Charles Dbvsns, Jr.,

Horace Gray.
N. Y. ei’U;
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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 7, 1874.

The Proprietors of the Weekly are returning to New 
York to prepare for trial in the “ Challis ” case. They 
will probably arrive on the 26th Feb.

AN OASIS.

Circumstances transpire occasionally which of themselves, 
even singly, fully repay us for all the cares, troubles and 
persecutions to which we have been subjected by being true 
to our own convictions of truth and duty. One of these, 
that was peculiarly pleasing, occurred to us during our re
cent visit at St. Paul and Minneapolis. Before reaching the 
former place, we received a pressing invitation from our 
friends Mr. and Mrs. Atwater to make their house our 
home during our stay. Although our engagements were 
such as not to permit this, it was nevertheless fully appre
ciated. At our lecture in St. Paul these friends, together 
with a beautiful daughter of fourteen years, blooming with 
vigorous health, occupied a private box on our right. We 
noticed that this daughter was deeply interested, frequently 
applauding some of the plainest utterances. After the lec
ture we remarked to Mrs. Atwater what we had noticed, and 
said: “ She seemed to understand it all.”

“Indeed does she,” replied Mrs. A.; “I have not per
mitted her to grow into womanhood, ignorant of any func
tions or capacities, or their uses or abuses, with which she is 
endowed hy nature. She knows everything that I know.”

“But,” we answered, “how did it come that you were 
able to depart so widely from the common usages of mothers 
as to feel it incumbent upon you to inform her upon these 
matters? She replied : “ I will tell you by making a public 
statement to your audience at Minneapolis next Sunday 
evening.” “Certainly,” we answered, “nothing would 
please us more.”

The following is what she spoke, and we felt a sweet 
and strengthening consolation filling our heart as she 
proudly related it; while the daughter again, with all the 
pride and earnestness possible of maturer years, applauded 
her throughout, her face beaming with intelligent apprecia
tion, and her eyes flashing forth their soul-lighted fire:

In the year 1871, on September 23, Mrs. Victoria C. Wood- 
hull delivered a lecture upon the subject, “Children; their 
Rights and Privileges,” at'Davis Hall, in Plymouth, Mass. 
This was the first production from her able pen that ever 
'fell under my observation. Being attracted by the subject, 
;as my whole life has been spent in the work of teaching and 
my whole heart devoted to my work, I-devoured eagerly and 
was forcibly impressed with the startling statements it con
tained. Notwithstanding many of its sentiments ran con
trary to my previous religious teaching, I could not settle 
it that she was not right, and therefore kept weighing them 
in my mind, and looking to God in earnest on my bended 
knees for light, and that I might keep in the path of right.

That lecture I preserved, and have read and re-read, some
times to single individuals, oftentimes to roomfulls. At the 
opening of the lecture she makes this statement: “I do not 
propose to follow anything with my eyes shut, but I pro
pose to inquire into everything that falls in my way and 
endeavor to make the best possible use of it.”

This sentiment had been my boast since the day 1 began 
to think; but now, as I revolved over in my mind, I saw I 
had permitted my judgment to become warped by prejudice, 
aarly education, priestcraft, creeds, etc., etc.-—that it was

almost impossible for me to look through the accumulated 
mists up to God and nature for the true light.

But I will not long dwell upon this lecture, or anything 
else, as I do not propose to keep you from the main object 
you had in coming to this hall, and am only filling a gap 
I will ask yon to get that lecture and read it, and see if you 
do not find some truths there which you never met in print 
before.

I did not take the Weekly at that time, but was favored 
with an occasional copy from a friend.

The issues of March, 1873, contained such startling state
ments on the physical health of woman that I said I will 
know whereof this woman dares to give utterance to such 
horrid assertions.

I commenced investigating in earnest; not being a Spirit
ualist I did not go to the source I might have gone had I 
been; but I read medical works, but I could not then 
find what I desired. I then went to physicians with my list 
of questions, wrote to other physicians, and they deeming 
me in earnest—whatever they thought of my boldness—gave 
the facts which I found coincided with her statements al
most precisely. But this did not satisfy me. I looked about 
me for experiences, and in fact here is the only true test: and 
the heartrending stories 1 have received from all classes, 
married and unmarried, men and women, boys and girls, 
would be dreadful to relate.

Then came the question, How are these things to be 
stopped? I saw plainly our present generation was ruined; 
no hope there; hut could the children be saved? Yes; now. 
Educate them, teach them that there is meaning in the sav 
ing, “Know thyself.”

Let this subject of sexuality, let these maternal life-giving 
functions be fully understood; let our rising generations 
come up with the present false notions of modesty blotted 
out, so that all these God-given powers may be discussed as 
any other subject is, openly and freely, and we are saved.
I tell you in knowledge there is safety, while in ignorance 
there is danger. \ / .

I am asked do I indorse Mrs. Woodhull. Now, I pre
sume there are many things about her I do not indorse, 
but this much I do indorse, the right to investigate every sub

ject to the full extent of my brain’s capacity (and as I look at 
it I am burying iny talent if I do not), and accept or reject 
as my best judgment may dictate. I indorse the right 
of free religion—the right to serve God according to 
the dictates of my own conscience. I indorse the 
right to free speech, free platform, free press, free institu
tions. I indorse the right to get just as much of God’s free 
love in my soul as I can, and scatter it broadcast as much as 
I can. I indorse the right to do to others as I would be done 
by, which to me is simply to “ mind your own business.” I 
indorse the right to love my neighbor as I love myself, which 
to me simply means, organize society so that your neigh
bors’ wives and children shall be as well fed, educated and 
clothed as your own. I indorse the right to my womanhood 
—my own soul and body —to do with them as seemeth to me 
good, so long as I do not trample upon your rights, and I in
dorse the same rights for you and everybody else in their 
sanity.

And now, my sisters, you that have allowed yourselves to 
become embittered and set against this woman, because you 
have picked up some secular paper that has denounced her 
as a “free-lover, etc.,” do you know what this woman is do
ing? What she is striving to do for you and yours ?

Eighteen hundred years ago Jesus of Nazareth came 
among men,with his heart brimming full with love and sym
pathy ; he tried to imbue the people with this God-given free- 
love pi^nciple and you well know the issue.

You.remember.it was said Christ came to his own and his 
own received him not; well now, my sisters, she, Mrs. Wood- 
hull, has come to her own—to you, and you receive her not. 
She comes and offers you the balm of Gilead for your many 
woes, will you seek it—will you receive it ? if not for your
selves, for your children? will you apply it and save them? 
May God and the holy angels grant it is my daily prayer.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Bills for subscription that have expired are now being 
sent in the papers weekly. We specially request that all 
who receive them will reply to them at once. Those who 
do not wish to renew will remit what is now due and order 
the paper discontinued. Those who wish to renew, will 
please send their subscriptions, upon receiving which a 
receipt for the same will he returned. Again permit us to 
say, Do not delay doing one or the other of these things.

PUBLIC AMUSEMENTS.

It is not fitting that men should be compelled, as the masses 
are now, to devote their entire existences, or even the greater 
part of them, to physical or mental toil. There are periods 
of relaxation required which are just as necessary to moral, 
as rest is to physical health. This statement may be, and 
undoubtedly is, opposed to the gross materialism and un
sound political economy of the age, which estimates the 
value of human products at a higher figure than the welfare 
of the producers themselves.

The wise ancients were well posted in the necessity of in
augurating proper and healthy amusements for their peoples. 
The highest officers of Greece were those appointed to 
regulate the drama and the popular games. Many of the 
Roman Emperors superintended the more barbarous pastimes 
of that nation. Some, indeed, personally contended for 
prizes in the arena. It is true, the gladiatorial exhibitions 
of the Romans did not promote either the bravery or the 
morality of that people, but it may justly he asserted that 
the earlier Grecian drama, though pagan, was, in its period 
of purity, both morally and intellectually far superior to our 
own. ^The Athenian theatre would hold 80,000 spectators,

and the performances commenced early and continued 
only during the daylight. In both Greece and Rome, great 
public provision was made for the physical training of 
youth. In the latter country, at the time of the Empire, 
there were 800 public baths and gymnasiums, while, in 
both, lectures on all useful subjects were freely given to the 
people. It may justly be asserted that (although some 
license was permitted and at times commanded by a Pagan 
priesthood) the degeneration of those people cannot, as with 
us, be attributed mainly to their social relaxations and 
amusements.

In Great Britain, during the time of the Saxon and 
Norman monarchies, the people had many days of relaxa
tion. In these it was required and commanded that the 
youth of the nation should be exercised in arms suited to their 
degree, and the peculiar skill in the use of the long-how, for 
which Englishmen were for centuries famous, must he at
tributed to the early and constant practice in archery which 
they were called upon to perform. History tells us that, 
at the time of Henry the Eighth, nearly one-half of the year 
was absorbed in public holidays of various kinds. That 
monarch issued a proclamation (by authority of Parliament) 
in 1536, limiting those occurring in harvest time to three, 
commanding all fairs to he kept on one appointed day, and 
prohibiting the observance of feasts for the patrons of 
churches. As late as 1776 the English national public holi
days were fifty-eight in number per annum, and there are 
many living who remember the red letter days on which the 
bank and all public offices in England were closed. They 
amounted to twenty-six or twenty-eight per year, and were 
not abolished until the third decade of the present century.

Probably at no former time have the periods appointed for 
public recreations and amusements been so contracted as 
they are at present. Yet the expansion of productive power 
within the last fifty years has been enormous. It is hardly 
possible to compute the amount of the additions made to it 
hy the use of steam alone. Surely when almost all work 
can he performed by this great inanimate agent, some time 
might he set apart for the education of the people. What 
is the education of the people ? It is like that of a child. 
Every circumstance which surrounds a child is a part of its 
education. Every physical, mental, or moral opportunity 
whicli a public enjoys, tends either to improve or to degrade 
its civilization. Like a child it learns quickest and retains 
longest that lesson which pleases it best ; but there is this 
difference, at least in a Republic, that a people must he in
duced, it cannot he compelled to study its appointed tasks. 
The wise legislator does not attempt to force the public 
will; seemingly yielding to it, he turns it in the right direc
tion. What is the will of the public in this matter of public 
recreations and amusements ? The best method of obtain
ing it is hy submitting the question to the financial test. 
Judged by that, the mere animal, or shall we say sensual in
dulgence of drinking intoxicating liquors carries the day. 
Next to that, the theatres absorb the greatest amount of the 
money of the people. After them, horse-racing, prize-fight
ing, etc. ; then concerts, atheletic sports, games, etc., which 
latter are in themselves beneficial. Of the two first men
tioned, it may be said they have long been under the ban of 
the various religious bodies ; but in^spite of that, and even 
of a popular vote in this State against the former, they, to 
say the least, firmly maintain their ground. The evil of in
temperance has been preached at, prayed at, and con
demned, but cannot be conquered or even sensibly decreased, 
until proper public recreations are provided for the people. 
For intemperance springs from the lack of public amusements, 
as may he seen by the fact that the seller of strong drinks 
usually connects some game or games with his occupation, 
for the purpose of eliciting more patronage from the public.
It is true it may very often be attributed to the requisition of 
too much labor from man, and is frequently resorted to by our 
young men as a means by which they hope to attain additional 
strength to perform their too arduous duties. With regard to 
the theatre, it may he an agent of good. Of horse-racing, prize
fighting, et id genus omne, it may be said that they also have 
certain elements of good in them. A noble horse, carefully 
trained and attended to, is a sight worth seeing, and so is a 
man under similar circumstances; but it is pitiful to see 
either animal willfully abused, and still sadder, in the case 
of the latter, who wilfully perverts his powers for the most 
barbarous purposes. A cultivated public sentiment will, 
and it may be said is reforming the former in our agricul
tural fairs ; of the latter, we wish its development without its 
brutality, and physical education is beginning to receive at
tention at some of our public schools. Nothing need be said in 
defence of concerts, lectures, athletic games, etc. They are 
all in themselves beneficial: it is only their adjuncts that are 
sometimes detrimental. As a moral, sanitary regulation, 
concert-rooms and concerts ought to be provided for the 
people. The lecture-hall is an established institution, but 
the (price of admission needs regulation. In Athens, the 
entrance fee to the finest theatre the world ever saw was 
less than six cents, and any citizen who chose could obtain a 
free pass from the magistrates. Out and in-door athletic 
sports and exercises have lately received a considerable share 
of popular attention and approbation. It is certain that these 
three latter recreations are absolutely requisite in order to 
improve the moral, intellectual and physical health of our 
citizens. But it is necessary that the public should be pro
tected in Jhe use of these aids to the acquirement of a higher 
degree of civilization, otherwise they will be, as they are 
now, often abused by the self-interest of individuals, and 
used as baits to decoy the| young and unwary into vicious
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practices. The way to eradicate, or, at least, to ameliorate 
this evil, is to publicly provide a better article at a far lower 
cost than can be obtained elsewhere, and this the right- 
thinking portion of the community are abundantly able to 
perform if they be willing so to decree. It might easily be 
proved that this could be done at no extra expense in the 
long run, for the prevention of crime is not only better, but 
less costly than its cure. Brute force, or penalties for 
crimes committed, has long been the order of the day, but 
true Spiritualists ought not to remain satisfied with that 
arrangement. The reformation of mankind, physically, 
intellectually and morally, is the prime duty of all govern
ments ; and of all reformations it is submitted that the first 
to which the public should direct their attention, is the 
judicious patronage and careful regulation of popular amuse
ments and recreations.
THE WORLD’S RELIGIONS' AND SPIRITUALISM.

Professor Max Mueller’s lecture on Historical Religions 
divides the predominating faiths of humanity into eight sec
tions. He says that the Semitic races have produced three 
—the Jewish, Christian and Mohammedan ; the Aryan or 
Indo-European races an equal number • the Brahman, the 
Buddhist, and the Parsi; the two Chinese faiths, that of 
Confucius and Lao-tse, make the remainder. Of these, 
three are non-missionary faiths, viz. : Judaism, Brahman
ism and Zoroastrianism ; three, on the contrary, are ad
vancing or missionary religions, viz. : Buddhism, Mohamme
danism and Christianity.

Of these, the three former, the professor asserts, are de
clining ; the three latter gaining ground ; two of them, viz. : 
Buddhism and Christianity extend invitations to mankind ; 
but Mohammedanism, though a missionary faith, rather 
commands obedience. All of them differ from Spiritualism, 
inasmuch as they all draw the line around their own people, 
which Spiritualism does not. So that the latter faith being 
the most catholic faith of the whole, has a right to look for 
the most followers.

There is no doubt but that all of these above-mentioned 
religions have been useful to man in their day, and have 
aided in the development of the spirituality of human 
beings. Any faith is better than none ; the African savage 
who worships a little brass god which has been manufac
tured for his use by the Christians of Birmingham is on a 
higher plane than the bushranger of Australia, who dreams 
not of a future and consequently worships nothing. Nor is 
there very much difference between that same little brass 
deity and the deity of the Jews, as we see him pictured in 
the Mass books and sacred paintings of our Catholic 
brethren. They merely respectively form the lowest and 
highest round of the ladder leading to Spiritualism, which, 
while admitting that it knows nothing of the Deity, proves 
in that very assertion that it has a profounder respect for the 
“great first cause” than ever animated the bosom of a 
Phidias, or warmed the heart of a Murillo.

But Spiritualism does more than this. It unites and does 
not sever mankind as is the case with all the faiths of the 
world preceding it. Where Christianity is, Mohammedan
ism cannot enter; and where Mohammedanism obtains, 
Buddhism is an unwelcome guest. On the contrary, 
Spiritualism, which erects no foolish divisions among man
kind, being at the same time applicable to all, can enter 
freely everywhere and speed on its mission of love. Recog
nizing no hell, but at the same time demanding from all 
human beings all their attention to the proper development 
of their souls while on earth, it is capable of effecting the 
most momentous changes, which can only result in pro
ducing superior excellence in mankind. Acknowledging 
the value of all the faiths of the past, it extends a limitless 
charity to all creeds, and merely calls upon mortals, whether 
they be Buddhists, Mohammedans, or Christians, to leave 
the follies of the past which the world has outgrown, and 
come up higher. Nothing stands in the way of its certain 
success but the vested rights and moneyed interests of the 
various sects whose priesthoods have quartered themselves 
upon the richest and most civilized nations on the globe. 
But it is manifest that, in this commercial age, there is no 
religion, or faith, or development powerful enough and 
wise enough to unite mankind, save that which was heralded 
to the world, in these latter days, by two feeble girls at 
Rochester, New York.

THE Y. M. C. A. ON CHARITY.

When the founder of ancient—but surely not modern— 
Christianity was upon earth, he gave his followers one 
special charge which he dignified with the name of “ a new 
commandment.” It was “to love one another.” According 
to the papers, this is how Mrs. Hyatt, the agent of the Y. M. 
C. A. who has charge of the “charity department” of 
Brooklyn, performs that duty to her fellow-mortals of the 
Catholic faith]:

“Mrs. Hyatt has charge of the charity department of the Young Men’s 
Christian Association of Brooklyn, and it is safll to he her business to 
succor the deserving poor of whatever class or nationality. Mrs. Hyatt 
has different views of the matter, however, as appears by the following 
sharp letter in response to a request for help in behalf of some starving 
families :

“ Mrs. Perry—It is perfectly useless to send any Irish to me ; I will not 
do one farthing’s worth for them, either in the way of work or charity, 
custom or patronage, or anything else. I believe I’ve had four or five 
Hibernian applicants bringing notes, and invariably sent them off as 
they came. Am very happy to relieve the wants of decent human 
beings, but neither term applies to those pirates, and any of my friends 
can tell you the utter waste of time it is to send them to me. Any 
nation on earth but that one you may direct to me, and if you can

answer for their need and worth, I shall he glad to land you a helping 
hand ; hut not another man, woman, child or quadruped bearing that 
stamp, please. I don’t wish to be annoyed looking at them or listening 
to their brogue ; and I certainly have never been and shall never he 
among the Americans -who are paying a premium on vice, crime, pauper
ism and Romanism in the community, hy employing, dealing with and 
assisting the Irish. Yours, happy to see any one else, Mbs. Htatt.
“ The Irish in Mrs. Hyatt’s bailiwick will be apt to understand after that, 

as it was formally given out a number of years ago, that ‘ no Irish need 
apply.’ We are a little curious to know, however, if Mrs. Hyatt still re
tains her position.”—Exchange.

Protestants are probably the most successful of mission
aries. They storm the recesses of Asia and Africa to make 
converts to their various creeds. They toll the smallest chil
dren who attend their Sunday Schools to furnish the sinews 
of war for such enterprises. We will not say of them what 
Jesus said of the Pharisees of Judea, viz. : “Woe unto you, 
hypocrites, for ye compass sea and land to make one prose
lyte, and when he is made, ye make him two-fold more the 
child of hell than yourselves.” We will not say this, but as 
John Randolph said, we’ve a right to “think” as we please. 
Anyway, if the above-quoted letter be Christianity, we 
should think that in the. lowest place of the lowest form 
used by the Pariahs of Hindostan, a human being would be 
likely to learn a religion more applicable to mankind.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE WEEKLY.

Even if the panic lias drained your small means. This 
condition lias been brought about by our false systems of 
government—finance, taxation and internal improvements. 
It is one of the special missions of the Weekly to explode 
these fallacies and to advocate better systems. Read the pros
pectus in another column, and compare a system based 
upon its propositions with this one that bas culminated in 
the anarchy and confusion that reigns in the country now 
—politically, financially, socially. The Weekly is devoted 
to practical measures of reform, and to the elucidation of 
the principles upon which they must be based; and is, there
fore, the most important journal published.

CATHOLICISM AND REVOLUTION.

Catholicism is the true foe of modern Spiritualism. It 
bas a base and fights from a well-defined stand-point. The 
battle lies between “absolute authority” and “absolute 
freedom ” in matters of faith. The near future will see the 
civilized world divided into two hosts on those subjects. 
When the fight gets hot there will be no room for the inter
mediates. Protestantism, with its thousand heads, must 
go to the wall. Intelligent people who refuse to worship the 
‘ ‘ old lion ” of Popery, will not long be willing to worship the 
poodle-dogs set up by Protestantism in its place. On this ac
count every move ment of the Catholic Church is of import 
ance to Spiritualists, for there is an animus in the ancient 
faith which enables it to supervise the most minute particulars, 
so that any indication, However small, is worthy of close 
examination and attention. For these reasons the Weekly 
presents its readers with the following letter, which ap
peared in the Sunday Democrat, a Catholic organ, in the 
past week. It is not believed that it bas been published 
without authority; and it is certain that, had such an article 
been inserted in any paper previous to the declaration o 
the “Infallibility of the Pope,” it would have materially 
injured the sale of such periodical. Now, however, the 
case is different, and we welcome the change, for anything 
tending to alter the present disordered and disorganized 
conditions of modern society, must be to the advantage of 
mankind. It is mere folly to hope that things will long remain 
as they are at present. The further increase of the volume 
and productive power of money must be circumscribed; the 
rightful rewards of the arduous toilers must be advanced, 
and the condition of the wealth, producers must be amelior
ated. The article reads as follows:

TRUE communism:.
To the Editor of the Democrat—word communism is enough to 

make men shudder in its .usual signification; surrounded with terror, 
murder, immoralities, desecrations, clerical outrages, incendiarism, 
robberies and hellish designs in general. Let the readers of the Demo
crat tremble not before the red spectre, whose vision startles humanity 
with foul deeds of horror and destruction. The word should have no 
terror in itself, as I trust I can show in a short space, notwithstanding 
that the subject is replete with danger.

True Communism has, or ought to have, for its object the overthrow 
of injustice, despotism, Caesarism, nepotism, rings, conservatism, aris
tocratic snobbery, packed conventions, public plunder, man-worship, 
hero-worship, mock reform, the power of tyrants and their satellites. Its 
object should he, and is, to wipe out the potent evils that have corrupted 
the administration of government in various portions of the world. It 
should strike like a flash of lightning the unclean cages of corruption 
wherever they exist. It means, or should mean, a community of rights, 
privileges, miseries and pains that accompany humanity on their dolor
ous pilgrimage on this earth that belongs to saints and sinners. Com
munism means a participation in the government of states, cities, towns 
and villages. It means all right in common founded on truth, equity 
and judgment, as they came from the hands of a beneficent God the 
morning of the creation of man.

True Communism has perished on the scaffold, in war, in exile, on 
tented fields, in dungeons, by persecution, by religious hate and politi
cal rancor. It bleeds to-day in Ireland, Poland, Germany, Russia, Italy, 
Prance, Spain and in the United States, where rings, nominating con
ventions, Evangelical conferences and foul-mouthed preachers throw 
dust in the eyes of the community. It suffers in India, where millions 
are doomed to die under the cursed rule of England! It suffers, and 
shall suffer, until the stentorian voice of outraged millions shall rise 
like the uproar of an angry tempest, sweeping away in its headlong 
flight the foul debris of wickedness that stand in its terrible course.

True Communism shall sweep away those temporal powers that have 
abandoned the hero of the Yatican, the indomitable Pio Nono, who bat
tles courageously, with his face to the foe, against the powers of Earth 
and Hell! True Communism shall stand in battle array against the ene
mies of true religion and political truth, burying error, injustice, the

pride of false kings and tyrant emperors in one foul charnel-house! Let 
no man startle at the sound of Communism. When religions and politi
cal works have to he accomplished, Communism is the great lever that 
can effectively-move a dying world!

By Communism the Christian world was moved in its infancy; by it 
the Jews, who returned from the captivity of Babylon, undertook to re
build their temple and to re-establish their independence, surrounded 
hy enemies within and without. All great undertakings can be accom
plished hy true Communism. Pure government can he re-established; 
ignorance, unbelief, woe and misery can he wiped away.

If any theologian, publicist, reviewer or politician should think these 
remarks are too sweeping or denunciatory, I shall he happy to hear from 
him. They are based on true revolution. The world is maturing stead
ily for an outbreak that must soon bring into dire conflict all the antago
nistic elements of truth and error, freedom and tyranny. Truth must 
and shall prevail.

True Communism must shake the entire earth into a living conscious
ness that humanity proposes to avenge its outraged honor and strength 
hy the utter overthrow of moral iniquity, base turpitude and despotism 
that spread their wings in an ill-omened flight over the fairest portion 
of this beauteous world. The grand army marches onward in Italy, 
Germany, Poland, America, India, Ireland, France, Spain, Switzerland 
Africa and the isles of the ocean. We shall wait patiently to see the 
burning tide of rolling lava, emitted hy a true revolutionary volcanic 
eruption, purifying the religious and political world in its unassailable 
career! Then shall the weak and the defenceless be protected from 
tyranny and injustice. Then shall the bruised and weary find rest 
under the sheltering wings of pure democracy.

Then no longer shall the modern murderer of Poland pay honors any 
more to such a governor of an ill-fated nation, as Poland lately ex
perienced under the ferocious rule of the late Marshal Berg. If these 
reflections that I have made, and al^o those that have been published 
for several years in the columns of the Democrat, are calculated, and 
have been, to do good, I am more than compensated for the pains and 
trouble of their production. I have written with a good intent. I trust 
they will stand as the outgushing of a soul fired with a keen perception 
of the evils that afflict humanity. I shall zealously apply my energies 
to reduce some of them to an early realization. For some time I shall 
take leave of the readers of the Democrat, to enter into retirement from 
literary life. Yours, &c., James McCormack.

For speaking similar truths on a similar subject, the pro
prietor of the’Weekly has long been held up to public rep
robation. This very clay (Feb. 22cl), the New York Times, 
which, with the other New York dailies, refuses to record 
her triumphs in the West, joyfully opens its columns to re
port that, the evening previous, she was refused a hall in 
Chicago in which to lecture. Alas! to silence the proph
etess will not mend the matter, were it possible to annihi
late free speech in this country. It will only stimulate the 
crimes which are hurrying us forward to revolution. Our 
industrial, financial, political and social systems are rotten 
and must be removed. There are only two ways by which 
this can be accomplished, viz., by reason or by force. If 
the former be rejected, the latter will assuredly take its 
place. In the meantime, like the writer of the quoted com
munication, and in his own vehement language, we con
clude hy saying that we also “ shall wait patiently to see 
the rolling tide of burning lava emitted by a true revolution
ary volcanic eruption, purifying the religious and political 
world in its unassailable career! Then shall the weak and 
defenceless be protected from tyranny and injustice. Then 
shall the bruised and weary find rest under the sheltering 
wings of a pure democracy. ” ,

OUR THUNDER.

If gentlemen and ladies continue to take up the tabooed 
subjects which have long been the special themes of the 
Weekly, we shall soon be forced by competition to shut 
up shop. Two weeks ago we took exception to a lecture 
on “ Sexual Holiness,” as an invasion of our proper domain; 
this week the offense is repeated in another form. The item 
quoted is from the Springfield Repuolica,n.

“Rev. Olympia Brown has a searching review of the minor frailties of 
women in the (Universalist) Ladies' Depository, and accounts for them 
on the ground that a false system of education has so magnified the one 
virtue of chastity that air other virtues seem trivial. She is very hard 
upon the falsehoods, scandal-mongering, petty meannesses and unchari
ties of which women are guilty, and of which a business man would 
feel ashamed.”

The Weekly has long labored to prove that it takes 
something more to make a full mau or. a worthy woman 
than merely sexual chastity. The world declined to believe 
us iu the matter. Now that a divine, the Rev. Olympia 
Brown, is airing the question, possibly “society” will be 
more tractable. Even yet to do so is a dangerous move
ment, though all men decline to be measured by the rule of 
chastity, and unfortunately most women are as yet unwil
ing to measure themselves by any other.

JOSIAH WARREN.

The Weekly feels it to be a sacred duty to lay before 
its readers the following notice from the Index, of Boston, 
referring to the present condition of the well-known and 
highly esteemed reformer, Josiah Warren. Possibly no 
man in this community has done better service for his 
fellow-men than the philosopher and philanthropist above 
mentioned, and we feel assured that no man in the commu
nity has a better reason to rejoice in the prospect before him.

“We recently paid a visit to Josiah Warren, of Charlestown. He is 
the man whom John Stuart Mill, in his Autobiography, speaks of as “ a 
remarkable American.” He is, indeed, a remarkable man. He is on 
his death-bed, hut his eye is as bright and his mind as clear as ever. He 
says it is a grand time to he living; the hour is full of good omens for 
the future. His face fairly shines with spiritual illumination, and he 
laughs aloud, when he speaks of the glorious things that wait on the 
advancing steps of man in the ‘ true civilization ’ of which he has writ
ten and spoken so much. He is seventy-six years old, and says it is 
time for him to die; hut he has no fear of death, and feels no reluctance 
even to the great event. He leaves behind him a long life faithfully 
spent for the good ©f man, and, though he is an ‘ infidel ’ according to 
the standard of the Church, he is agnoble hero and a grand old man 
the eyes of ail who know him,,
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“ It is a grand time to be living; the hour is full of good 
omens for the future. ” hloble ideas, nobly expressed. But 
the man who has lived the life that Josiah Warren has, 
combating with all his' might the giant1 shams of the age, 
has a right, in his seventy-sixth year, to enter his spiritual 
home rejoicing.

THE. USE OF AN ANATHEMA.

There is a spring at La Garonne, in France, whose water 
is particularly clear, and is also celebrated for being pleasant 
to the taste. A French lady who had di’ank of it, on being 
asked her opinion of the same, replied that it only lacked 
one thing to make it perfect, viz., the interdicting of 
its use by the Pope.

We were reminded of the above jot d'esprit on reading the 
following item in the Reform Leader of Oscaloosa, Iowa:

“ WooDHtriiABALOo.—The Des Moines says: Woodhull left
trouble behind at Dubuque. Father Burke, a Catholic priest of that 
place, came out Sunday last in a very bitter and denunciatory sermon 
against the daily newspapers of the city for their course in relation to 
Mrs. Woodhull and her lectures there, The Telegraph, of which D. A. 
Mahony, an eminent, strict and life-long Catholic, is editor-in-chief, was 
selected especially for Father Burke’s attack, and the refusal of absolu
tion to all who would subscribe for such a paper was threatened. In the 
Telegraph of Monday evening Mr. Mahoney published an article de
fending himself, and showing that he had denounced Woodhullism.”

Of course, after this, we expect an increase of our sub
scription list in Iowa.

--- ------ *-+©->-*---- —
PHOTOGRAPHS—PKICES REDUCED.

. We have been able to make arrangements by which we 
can now offer our photographs—Yictoria G. Woodhull’s, 
Tennie 0. Claflin’s and Col. J. H. Btood’s—at fifty cents 
each, or three for a dollar. Thanking the many friends who 
heretofore aided us in our lawsuits by purchasing at the 
former high rates, we trust that others who did not feel able 
to procure them, will avail themselves of the present oppor
tunity, and send for the photo’s for themselves and friends.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNISM.

The Weekly is an iconoclast. It is the standard of the 
pioneer corps of the grand armies of reform. Accustomed 
to the rough, stern, hard duties of its position, it has but 
little time to stop on its course, and, probably, little ability 
to cultivate the amenities of life. But there are oases even 
in the desert of Sahara ; lovely green gems set in the arid 
waste, where the weary traveller can find repose ; and there 
are moments in the life of all earnest reformers, times of 
joy and triumph that will well repay them for all the diffi
culties they may encounter in their passage through life.

We frankly admit that we have arrived at one of these 
resting places to-day (Feb. 23), on reading the Herald's re
port of Henry Ward Beecher’s last Sunday’s sermon. Our 
readers will remember that about a month past, in No. 166, 
we called public attention to the above-mentioned minister’s 
criticism on the “ Sermon on the Mount.” In it we pointed 
out that the Nazarene condemned our present selfish family 
arrangements in the following wurds :

“ Few there are who comprehend the full grandeur of the teachings of 
the great Apostle of the Poor. There are many, who, like Henry Ward 
Beecher, can only see in them the destruction of the individual or family 
idea, as in the text quoted, and cannot perceive the force of the collec
tive idea, which needed its removal before society could be properly de
veloped. A dime held close to the eye will hide the noonday sun, so the 
family not unfrequently ‘ cabins, cribbs and confines’ the affections that 
properely belong to all humanity. This is why the Great Reformer 
sought to annihilate the family idea in his followers. It was not to de
stroy their relationship with their kind, but to extend it. ‘ For whoso
ever doeth the will of my father which is in heaven, the same is my 
brother, and sister, and mother.’—Matt. xii. 50.”

We have now the pleasure of adding to the above extract 
a part of the sermon delivered by Henry Ward Beecher, on 
the 22d February.

“ Kindness in the earlier stages of civilized growth is confined to the 
family. It is limited by self-interest and expended only on a man’s own, 
where he will profit by it. So it is still, except when the teaching of the 
Gospel of Christ has extended the obligation, to embrace all humanity. 
The Christain precept enforces a higher law—that of disinterested be
nevolence.

“ This law requires us to do good to all in the proportion in which 
they need—to our neighbor, to those around us, to all with whom we 
come in contact or whom our benefactions may be able to reach.”

This we cheerfully declare appears to us to be the Com
munism taught by the Nazarene. Let us hope that as a peo
ple, we shall soon get out of the “ earlier stages of our civili
zation,” and prove that we have done so by our actions.

VICTORIA C. WOODHULL IN THE WEST.
EXTRACTS FROM THE LOCAL PRESS.

\From the Standard,Worthfteld, Minn., Feb. 12.]
Mrs. Yictoria Woodhull, the best-abused woman on the 

American continent, is to speak in St. Paul and Minneapolis 
this week. We say the best-abused woman, for the reason 
that no matter what her theory or practice may be, her per
secutions have chiefly been for utterances that were truths. 
Yet, because they struck boldly in their face the rules of so
ciety established by Madam Grundy, she must be crucified 
for uttering them. All admit that she speaks truth, and yet 
it is such unwelcome truth that they do not wish to hear it.

“ Desperate diseases require desperate remedies,” and it is 
expected that the doctor’s probe and lance will at times 
make the flesh shrink and quiver, and the patient sometimes 
scream in agony, and yet it is necessary that they be used in 
order to save the patient’s life.

Victoria is using the knife and scalpel on the diseases that 
have made society but little better than “rotten at the 
core,” and, with a bold, unflinching hand, holds up the hypo
critical canters of the day to the public gaze in all their hid
eous deformity. When people are willing to denounce error, 
even though advocated by the clergy, and accept truth, even 
should “Vic. Woodhull” preach it, the world will be better 
off than at present.

[From the St. Paul Daily Press, Feb. 12.]
THE PRIESTESS-'OF EREE LOYE ON THE STAND.
THE OPERA HOUSE CROWDED—GENERAL SURVEY OP THE 

AUDIENCE.

The remarkable energy and tact displayed by Tennie C. 
Claflin as the avant courier of Mrs. Woodhull, bore their fruit 
last evening in an overflowing house. The ability of the 
agent is undisputed by those who had been afforded an Op
portunity to study it during her short stay in the city, 
prior to the arrival of her better known if not more ener
getic sister. The activity of the former in her business 
sphere as an agent and as a canvasser for the Weekly, which 
has gained such prominence within a year or two, had by no 
means lessened the interest in the matter of the lecture. 
Women have regarded the new doctrine with aversion, and 
preferred the thorny road which many of them are forced to 
travel, in spite of the promised freedom whicli, while hold
ing out a hope of relief to the individual, breaks down one 
of the strong bulwarks of society. Men exhibited an unac
countable desire to attend, for the purpose, as stated by 
many of them, of “ seeing what Mrs. Woodhull had to say, 
and how she looked.”

After more than the usual amount of preliminary discus
sion of the woman and her doctrines, friendly and adverse, 
the momentous occasion at last arrived, and before the hour 
designated for opening the doors, the sidewalks in front of 
the Opera House began to be dotted with ticket-holders and 
others desiring to invest in the magic pasteboard.

A little after seven o’clock the crowd began to swarm over 
the entrances and into the body of the Opera House. The 
more anxious few made a dash for seats, secured them, and 
then occurred a brief lull in the advance. The first sprinkling 
of spectators afforded food for reflection. The very picket line 
was in the shape of several beardless young men, closely fol
lowed by a few members of the Legislature and matured and 
curious citizens. Some of them manifested nervousness at 
the door, then screwed up courage and plunged ahead reck
lessly. After the brief lull alluded to, masculine humanity 
swarmed again, and the dress circle became packed in a short 
time afterward. Ex-Governors and grave-looking Senators 
stalked in, mixed with a positive infusion of the demi-monde, 
and church dignitaries elbowed their way past the habitues 
of Eighth and Nash-street brothels.

It was an irruption of all classes and conditions of people, 
from banker to apple peddler, from military hero to night 
scavenger—all mixed in democratic confusion. The par- 
quette showed a remarkable display of gray and bare-pated 
veterans—who could not be kept away by domestic appeals 
or the power of forty horses combined. In the jam, some 
compressed individual would call out to a friend, “ Say, how 
are you fixed?” or some man who had left home on the 
strength of a flimsy falsehood would exclaim: “ Don’t you 
tell my wife you saw me here.”

At eight o’clock Mrs. Woodhull stepped to the front, 
clothed in black from head to foot, with the exception of a 
neat standing collar, closed with a modest hit of ribbon. 
Dark brown hair, gray eyes and pleasing features — an 
amiable-looking and rather graceful woman is this dangerous 
enthusiast or priestess of a doctrine auguring social chaos 
and unrestrained license, according to the general belief. 
As a political tirade from feminine lips, the lecture could 
not he surpassed; and if designed as a feature in a well- 
concocted scheme to put money in Mrs. Woodhull’s purse, 
it must be regarded as a decided success by all those present 
last night—and they were not a few!

[From the Pioneer, St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 12.]
The well known Yictoria C. Woodhull lectured last even

ing at the Opera House, and to an audience that crowded 
the building from the foot lights to the upper tier. The lec
ture was listened to with very marked attention, and several 
parts of it were applauded with a good deal of earnestness. 
Of course there was much in it that did not meet the appro
bation of those present, and at the same time there was a 
good deal that was evidently acceptable. It was throughout 
bold, defiant, and all of it was delivered with glibness and 
confidence. It was not without its bitterness, especially 
when she was dealing with the shams of society, which she 
handled with a freedom that was never before indulged in 
by any speaker in this city.

Mrs. Woodhull is of medium height, good sized, rather 
square face, and light complexion, with black eyes. Her 
face indicates great vigor of thought. She has a broad, high 
forehead, from which she occasionally brushes back her 
heavy brown short hair. In some portions of her remarks 
she speaks with considerable fierceness, and with a degree of 
elocution that indicates no small amount of study and labor. 
As a speaker she irresistibly attracts attention, both on 
account of the matter and the manner, and one listens con
tinually, wondering what will come next.

[From the St. Paul, Minn., Pioneer, February 13.]
The second lecture at the Opera House, by Mrs. Woodhull, 

was attended by another large audience, that filled the house 
both up stairs and down. It was listened to with the closest 
attention, and several portions of it were applauded with a 
good deal of vehemence. The lecture was a terrible invec
tive throughout against what she considered to be the shams 
of society. The following is a brief synopsis, and a very 
brief one too. Mrs. Woodhull is full of the subject and 
speaks with great rapidity and vehemence, and it is difficult 
at all times to catch with accuracy what she says.

At the beginning of her lecture, Mrs. Woodhull spent

some time expatiating on the peculiar and lack-a-daisical 
humors of fashionable society on the subject of social re
form, and said: When I first started out I had no idea of the 
magnitude of the fight I was enlisting in. I was mute with 
surprise at the blind folly of society women, and their wan
ton caprice, indolence and carelessness on a subject of most 
vital importance to their happiness. I was surprised at the 
false delicacy of women. I propose to throw off the mask 
and discuss the subject openly and sincerely to a good pur
pose. When I find that the homes of a great proportion of 
our richest and most influential, as well as the homes of the 
commoners, are homes of perfect hell, and when I find that 
the finest men in the land are keeping from one to twenty 
mistresses, I cry out in misery of mind that there is a terri
ble evil somewhere. I strive to be honest—that is my mis
sion, you know—therefore I strove to find the cause of the 
wrong, and I found it. 1 told it to the world. When I 
started out in this work I was asked, “ If you want to expose 
this evil why do you not select some one to hold up to the 
public eye and to public scorn whom it will not hurt?” I 
replied, I begun where I thought the example would be the 
greatest and most felt, so I exposed Henry Ward Beecher.

Sure enough there was a universal holding up of orthodox 
hands in holy horror and a general inquiry how I dared do 
such a thing. I began to look around everywhere. I looked 
git the press of the country and 1 found it full of prostitution, 
and also that the editors of some of the papers who were 
abusing me were keeping from one to five mistresses. There 
are several such in New York city.

I came to another class and found them the same. I 
went to houses of prostitution and found them sup
ported by deacons and ministers of the gospel. I know a 
prominent member of a church in New York who boasted of 
seducing and debauching a number of women. As long 
as church members do these things, I will talk plainly, as I 
do now. The reason your wives are not here is because you 
were cowardly enough to tell them it was not a proper place 
for them to come to.

At this point she referred to the communication in the 
Pioneer of yesterday morning in regard to the treatment of 
that which is called the “social evil,” and approved of it. 
She was glad that there was one paper in the West that had 
sufficient courage and intellectual standing to publish such 
a scientific communication. She read from it the following 
passage:

“All who have examined into this question of the social evil 
admit that it is a mere absurdity to assert that prostitution 
can be eradicated; and in this connection a most important 
question arises as to whether the extinction of prostitution 
is really an object to be desired. It has been already shown 
that by turning the stream of men’s passions from the chan

nels in which they now run will compel them to overflow into 
the domestic circles of society. Under the requirements of 
men’s nature, there bas arisen in society a figure which is cer
tainly the most mournful, and in some respects the most 
awful, upon which the eye of moralists can dwell. That un
happy being whose name it is a shame to speak; who coun
terfeits with a cold heart the transports of affection, and sub
mits herself as a passive instrument of lust; who ii scorned 
and insulted as the vilest of her sex, and doomed, for the 
most part, to disease and wretchedness and an early death, 
appears in every age as the perpetual symbol of the degrada
tion and sinfulness of man.”

Pass your Social Evil bill. Let us have an examination; 
but let us know about the men as well.

If the purposes of your bill to regulate “ the social evil” 
are to stop the spread of the terrible diseases that accompany 
prostitution, why not frame them so as to utterly pre
vent them ? Why not provide that every man visiting 
a “ prostitute ” shall be examined before being permitted to 
debauch her ? The women cannot become diseased unless 
the men who visit them are first diseased. So, if those who 
legislate upon this are really honest, let them have a phy
sician s tationed at every house to examine every male visitor.

Your sons are being destroyed by debauchery, by shame
fully abusing themselves. I am not afraid of going on to 
the platform and talking of sexual matters. All the 
medical and scientific books tell you that your American 
women have got to stop killing their children or the Ameri
can people will be extinct.

You may say that all this is vulgarity, If it is, it is not the 
less fact. You cannot put me down with vulgarity and 
blackguardism. If you want to put me down you must prove 
that I have not told the truth, otherwise you will only fill
my houses.

What an idea this is of your women going around and 
praying at saloons, and singing Jesus to the keepers. If the 
mothers would make no more drunkards there would be no 
more trouble. When I was at Clinton Junction on my way 
here, I was stopped by a man who said he desired to say 
something to me, and hoped I would not be offended. He 
threw open his vest and exposed his breast. It was covered 
all over with bottles that were marked there by his mother. 
She went into a saloon when she was carrying him and see
ing the bottles she was seized with an unconquerable desire 
to drink. She brought forth a drunkard. Let the mothers 
agree to breed no more drunkards and there will be no use for 
saloons. It is the women who make these drunkards.

HYPOCRISY ABOUT THE SEXUAL RELATION.
Says one finely sensitive lady, “ I never had any sexual 

desire in my life; I don’t know what it is.” My God, no 
sexual desires! A sexual idiot then. What a condition of 
society is this. Some stating that they are beasts in that 
way, and others that they are idiots. To have sexual desires 
and to be harmonious in all our parts, is a God given right.

I have been asked what in God’s name I meant by saying 
this. I mean that the day must come when the study of the 
laws and relations of the sexual science shall be made a 
holy and a pure thing if we would have better men and 
women. If a man stocking a farm should act with so little 
foresight and discretion as men and women do in making 
children he would be called a fool.
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HOW TO BREAK UP HOUSES OP PROSTITUTION.

I can tell you how to breakup bouses of prostitution. If 
I bad a son wbo went there, I would go there and bring the 
girl home, and I think between us two we could keep him at 
home. If a woman respects herself others will respect her. 
Any man who speaks disrespectfully of women has a scold
ing, complaining woman for a wife. The Christianity of the 
day has filled the world with prostitution.

It is your women who support your churches and support 
the ministers, and these ministers play upon the feelings and 
sympathies of these women and get the control of them. 
They, in many instances, as we all know, give them spiritual 
comfort and physical comfort as well. [Applause.]

These questions cannot be dealt with without hard things 
being said. You cannot make an omelet without breaking 
eggs. I have broken a good many and they have not been 
very savory. I am not through breaking them yet.

I complain that mothers do not explain to their children 
these matters. If they would have their children act 
right, and be right, mothers should explain to them all about 
these sexual matters,

Not long ago the papers contained lengthy accounts of a 
minister that had debauched ten or fifteen little virgin girls. 
Mothers ought to teach their little girls and boys all about 
their precious bodies,' and how they can be abused by se
cluded indulgence. This they do not do. On the contrary, 
mothers do not want children, and when they find they are 
likely to have one, they try their best to kill it in the womb. 
They are murdering their children before they are born.

ABOUT FOUNDLINGS.
In New York they have a foundling hospital. What does 

that fact suggest to you? Why it suggests just this. If a 
young lady becomes pregnant, she can go to this hospital) 
leave her child and then go back to society again as respect
able as ever. What a commentary on civilization and your 
religion!

In the olden time we are told how they caught a young 
woman in the act of adultery. Now what did they do 
with that young lady? Well, they took her to Jesus. He 
told her to go and sin no more. This is what they did with 
that young lady. But what did they do with the man? 
They did not bring him around. But if the stoning had 
commenced and he had been there, she had no doubt this 
man would have been the first to throw stones.

She concluded by saying that when the women of the 
country are pure enough to talk of these matters freely, you 
will find that this debauchery will cease,,and women will be 
purer and better. If mothers want healthy children they 
must see to ijfethat the children are started right. She pub
lished an account of a debauchery and was indicted for it 
and was going back to New York to be tried. She would be 
convicted, for the church was combined against her, but 
when she was in prison she would speak louder than she 
could last night.

\Frwn the Monroe Go., Reffiiblican, Sparta, 17is.]
On Sunday evening last we listened to Victoria C. Wood- 

hull, at Opera Hall, La Crosse, upon the “ social question.” 
In common with many others, we had expected to see a 
woman coarse in speech and rude in manners, and though 
gifted with an extraordinary fertility of resource, yet lack
ing in that womanly grace and dignity of appearance which 
is best calculated to give power and effect to a forensic effort. 
But having heard and read so much of this distinguished 
woman, we improved the opportunity to hear her speak. 
Her audience, as on the preceding evening, was a large and 
intelligent one. Mrs. Woodhull appeared upon the stage 
promptly at eight o’clock, not the coarse and unprepossess
ing woman we had expected, but emphatically the reverse. 
Instead of what we had expected came a small, well-formed 
and modest appearing woman, with brown hair, fair com
plexion and hazel eye, possessing an earnest and thoughtful 
look, but with little or none of the indications of eloquence 
and power she soon exhibited. She opened her subject with 
a quiet announcement, and then proceeded to a terrible 
arraignment of the crimes of men in high places, and launched 
with the force of a Hercules hot thunderbolts at the hypoc- 
raoies of priests, churches and law-makers.

That she tells much truth is not to be denied, but that she 
is telling it far in advance of the readiness of the people to 
receive and to act upon it, is painfully evident to a majority 
of her audience. We cannot subscribe to her doctrine, but 
we can cheerfully accord to her the praise of earnestly and 
eloquently advocating it. As an eloquent speaker, she is 
peerless among the women of the world. We have heard 
Mrs. Stanton, Mrs. Livermore, Miss Anthony and Miss Anna 
Dickinson, but none of these can approach Mrs. Woodhull 
in the eloquence and the power of her oratory. When 
warmed up with the harrowing recital of the wrongs of 
women, sh.e seems to speak in the very glow of inspiration, 
and impresses her hearers with the unquestioned conviction 
that she can borrow at pleasure the thunderbolts of the gods 
and hurl them with unerring precision into the very citadel 
of our time-honored and most sacred traditions. While we 
cannot commend her theory, we can most unhesitatingly 
applaud her courage, her eloquence and her zeal.

MRS. WOODHULL.
[The Freeman, Leavemvorth, Kansas.]

In accordance with the policy of the Freeman to give all 
sides a fair and impartial hearing we publish elsewhere in 
this issue a full report of Mrs. Woodhull’s celebrated social 
lecture, delivered in Leavenworth on Sunday evening, Jan
uary 11th, 1874. This is the lecture that has attracted so 
much criticism, and has been so generally talked about; in 
order, therefore, to let our readers see it and judge for them
selves, we present it to them in full. It is very radical, em
ploys strong and plain language, and while some portions 
will be regarded by the average reader as “visionary,” it 
deals in the main with stubborn facts; the propriety of a la
dy discussing such topics in public will undoubtedly be ques
tioned by some, but the positions taken by the speaker are 
sound, and the arguments used seem to be incontrovertible.

After seeing and hearing this noted woman, we are satisfied 
that the popular estimate of her does her much injustice. 
We expected to find a brawling bawd—newspaper accounts 
had led us to picture her as such—but we found instead an 
accomplished and lady-like woman; she may be mistaken, 
bnt she is undoubtedly honest in her convictions, and terri
bly in earnest. Every one who undertakes to do anything in 
conflict with the established notions of the public must ex
pect to be abused, but we believe Mrs. Woodhull to be the 
best abused woman in the world. However, she is able to 
hoe her own row, and in her war upon the sins and shams of 
modern society is doing a vast amount of good. Her way of 
telling the truth may shock some good people, but she tells 
the truth nevertheless.

We publish the following from the St. Paul Press of Feb
ruary 13, to show how fearfully sore are the religious 
“corns ” of the latter-day Christians. We court such lan
guage from such sources:
WOODHULLISM—ATTACK ON CHRISTIANITY AND THE MAR

RIAGE RITE—SHAMEFUL UTTERANCES OF A SHAMELESS 
WOMAN.

The Opera House’ was packed last evening to hear the 
final lecture of Mrs. Yictoria C. Woodhull. The stage boxes 
were full, and the space in front of the forum, which is usu
ally devoted to the musicians, was crammed with expectant 
listeners. It may be reasonably doubted whether there has 
been so large an assemblage in the Opera House before. A 
glance at the audience disclosed a mixture of all known 
classes—legislators, aldermen, members of the Board of Pub
lic Works, lawyers, merchants and doctors, with numberless 
clerks and apprentices, with an Occasional laboring-man scat
tered at intervals. Of Germans and Irish there were a few, 
but the interesting fact remained that the great bulk of the 
audience was compo sed of Americans.

At the appointed hour Col. Blood appeared on the stage 
and noti ted the audience that arrangements had been made 
whereby it would be possible for the St. Paulites to obtain 
the Weekly at any time in this city. He then introduced 
the little daughter of Mrs. Woodhull, a very pretty girl of 
some fourteen years, who recited in a commendable way one 
of James Russell Lowell’s best poems, and received in return 
a generous encore from the audience.

Mrs. Woodhull then came upon the stage dressed in a 
plain suit of black. After the least perceptible bow, she 
commenced to explain the motives which she claimed had 
impelled her to lead off in the great “ social reform.” So
ciety, she said, was rotten, and in many churches there was 
a worse kind of polygamy than ever existed in Utah. Mrs. 
Woodhull then commenced a tirade upon the clergy of the 
country, whom she denounced in the most virulent and 
shameful terms. She then commended an article published 
in the Pioneer of yesterday, which took the ground that pros
titution ought not to be abolished; and plunged into an at
tack on the custom called marriage. Were it not for the ig
norance of the country, said Mrs. Woodhull, the churches 
could not stand. She had not, she said, the power of words 
to express her bitterness toward modern Christianity—why, 
it is rotten to the core!

The Press declines to report the tirade of this woman 
against the churches of the country, which she designated as 
assignatioh houses. “ I say damn such Christian religion,” 
is one phrase which will sufficiently indicate its blasphemous 
tone throughout. She held Christianity responsible for the 
social evil in all its forms, and, from beginning to end, in
dulged in a strain of indecency on the subject of the rela
tions of the sexes which was too vile even to hint at.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE NEW CATHOLIC CHURCH.
SCIENTIFIC SERMON, BY STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS, DELIV- 

ERRD AT DE GARMO HALL, CORNER OF FIFTH AVENUE 
AND FOURTEENTH STREET.

Reported by Ghirardini.
February 15, 1874.

Mr. Andrews commenced by again calling attention to 
the first of our charts, “The Universologic Map of the 
World.” I would again remind you, he said, that the vowels 
occupying the one side of our chart, by their continuity 
represent the Infinite, that which is boundless and without 
limit, the consonants on its other side by their limitation 
representing the Finite; and, intermediate to these two, we 
have the divine pathway leading out from yau-io, the grand 
centralization of divinity, to the hau-io, which embraces the 
hightest manifestation of the spiritual, symbolized in the 
aspirated breath. The second chart presents Bau-skq the 
science of Inorganismology, which treats of all things desti
tute of life. The third chart, in a similar manner, presents 
the science of Organismology, which includes all things 
having life. Both these are on the side of Positive Science, 
as contrasted with Philosopy or Metaphysics. To-day I pro
pose to spend a part of the time at least in developing and 
illustrating the formation of words in Alwato. Thus in i-io 
(ee-eeo) and e-io (a-eeo) the i signifies thing, the e the rela
tions of things; i-io, therefore, The Absolute, and e-eo The 
Relative. The word absolute is from the Latin ah, from, 
and solutus, free (free from conditions), and the best type of 
the absolute is the mere point. The e-io deals with relations 
witli that, which establishes the how of things as contrasted 
with the %ehat. Its type is a line which connects two in
stances of the absolute (two points). The word relation is 
from the Latin—means counter-siding, and implies turning 
back toward or the turning from one thing to another.

The great first question of the ancient Philosophers was, 
“What is being?” The Scientists of the present day con
cern themselves only with things in their relations. The 
Philosopher idealizes while the Scientist would materialize 
all things, and while the one claims to deal with pure ab
stractions, the other would consider only things in their ac
tual relations and the laws governing those relations. In

point of fact neither deals with the one to the exclusion of 
the other; it is only that the one or other idea or standing- 
point is given the pre-eminence. I know I am here on tick
lish ground, the Scientist of to-day, being determined to know 
only the phenomena of Nature and the laws governing such 
phenomena or their relations, discards the Absolute. They 
define themselves as Monists, that is to say, they hold that all 
things are derived from some one substance, and this substance 
they call matter. The Idealists, on the contrary, say that 
mind is the source of all things. Both are Monists, the one 
basing their monism on matter, the other on mind. I will go 
a step farther and assert that the extremest position of Mon
ism is that which assumes that we can only know relations. 
These two elements, things and relations exist in all being 
and unite to make one. To assume and affirm either one of 
them, as the whole, to the exclusion of the other, is to be a 
Monist, whether the one affirmed be the things (onta) or the 
relations; and to he a Monist is to he an absolutist. Hence 
arises this curious Terminal Conversion with Opposites, 
that our modern scientists affirming only the Relation, or the 
Relative only, are themselves Absolutists of the extreme type, 
and wholly unintentionally, and unknown to themselves. 
The reason the relationist does not recognize himself as an 
absolutist is because he does not see the ground on which he 
stands, as we can none of us see the soil directly under our 
feet.

The terms absolute and relative, as used by the Philosopher 
and Scientist, are only adapted to the broadest generaliza
tion, but in the sense in which I use them, they become 
equally applicable to all things in Nature, and in every do
main of Science, down to the detail. Scientists affirm, rightly 
enough, that what a thing is in its ultimate entity we have 
no means of knowing. But we do know things as we see 
them, and we know their relations in like manner, as some
thing different from the things between which they occur. 
As an analogue let us take Grammar. The substantives are 
the things; the adjectives express the qualities of things; and 
finally there are the prepositions, which express simply rela
tion. We might as well affirm)that at the tip end of Gram
mar there is nothing but preposition, as that in science there 
is naught to consider save relations. Science, while profess
ing to consider only relations, has its abstract branch, which 
deals especially with relations, what remains is the domain 
of things, and is ontological, and we are constantly com
pelled to recognize this duplexity, ever a oneness in twoness 
pervading all things, and it is in the;union of these differ
ences, which union I have called trinism, that we arrive at 
the full or right understanding of things.

We last Sunday considered of the domains of Yau-io (vow- 
eeo), Life, and Wau-io (wow-eeo), Intercommunication, and 
Hau-io (how-cco), Spiritism, which latter includes all forms of 
aspiration and inspiration, and extends to and includes man 
himself, as a spirit in the form (ho-io). That we may the bet
ter understand how words are built up in Alwato, let us turn 
our attention for a little while more especially to the termi
nations, to, toz, io, ia, po, poz, zyma, etc. The ending, to, 
signifies thing, with the root zo we have zo-to, an animal; 
zho-to is a vegetable; vo-to a living object, whether animal or 
vegetable. The ending i-o signifies a domain; zo-io 
then means the animal domain or animal world. 
Zho-io is the vegetable world, and vo-io is the 
organic world, the domain of living things, whether 
animal or vegetable. Zo-io] [iaftanimism, the principle 
which lifts matter from the zho-io or vegetable do
main into the animal, zho-io is-thejprinciple which raises 
matter from the inorganic to the organic, from the domain of 
Bau-io to that of vau-io. The plural is formed by appending 
z, thus -toz being things, zo toz means animals, and -po sig
nifies person; by the addition of z it becomes -poz, the word 
ending which means persons. You are already familiar with 
the use of -ski for science instead of -ology, hence Bau-ski-po 
is a scientist of inorganic science and Yau-ski-po a scientist 
of organic science, while hau-ski-po is a scientist in the do
main of spiritual things.

Ho-ski is the science of man, Anthropology. Ho-io signi
fies humanity as a sphere of being, community, society. Ho- 
io-ski is the science of humanity, hence Sociology. Ho-po-ski 
or ho-io-po-ski the science of the individual, orj Nonanthro
pology. Ho-ia humanity or humanism, the principle which 
lifts man from the mere animal into a spiritual life.

I have now to say a few words in relation to the right hand 
side of our chart, and about the domains of Pau-io and Fau- 
io which we have not as yet considered. They hold a repe- 
tatory relation to the Bau-ski and Yau-ski, and are the sim
ple and .complex abstract sciences of limitation respectively. 
A limit is a line; a line is defined in science [ as the shortest 
distance between two given points. This definition may. 
answer for Geometry, bnt will not suffice for Universology. 
In Pan-ski we consider simple abstract science, not what the 
line limits but the line itself, simple abstract Finitology. 
Pan-ski is divided into tau-ski (tow-skey) and kau sk i 
(how-skee.)

The t and k (back in the mouth) holding the same subor
dinate relation to p (at the lips) which d and g (back in the 
mouth) hold to b (at the lips.) A line (or limit) has two, a 
lengthwiseness and a sidewiseness. The t or tau-io relates 
to its lengthwiseness, and as the mind runs along the line, 
as the eye sights a gun it [seeks the end of the line as its ob
jective point, and so the idea culminates in that of a point 
or end, and as the point in turn represents a thing or object, 
something pointed out, so tau-toz means ends, termini, terms, 
words (as naming things) and things. Terminus is the Latin 
word which means, end. The God Terminus was the god 
who presided over boundaries. Tau-ski, is, therefore, the 
Science of Terms, a branch of Logic.

The k or kau-io relates to the breadthwiseness of the line; 
to the line as such, therefore; not to its end or point; hence 
to limit, more exclusively. Finis, which you see put at the 
end of books, is another Latin word which means limit (and 
sometimes also end). From it come onr words finite and in 
finite, meaning limited and unlimited. Hence what we term 
technical, or a fitting tool for the given purpose, is still a dis
tinct branch of Logic, and is Pan, ski. Pautoz are then 
technical terms, or exactly defined terms, so as to excludes

•«.
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ambiguity, and to render the use of language certain. This 
is nowhere so much needed as in Logic itself and in its relat
ed Studies, Ethics and Metaphysics. These Sciences are the 
machine shops to manufacture the tools for the other sci- 
endes; but good tools cannot be manufactured without other 
tools exactly adapted to the work of manufacturing them. 
Thousands of works have been written on these sciences 
with hardly an effort at settling the science of exact defini
tion, which is inherently essential to any final success in the 
objects proposed. At length we have, however, a genuine 
devotee to this branch of science, Dr. Charles De Medici, 
a very abstruse and subtle thinker, who is a member of this 
congregation, and now ini the audience, has been for many 
years engaged on this very work of the exact scientific defi
nition of logical,.ethical,and metaphysical terms. He has 
just published a little book called the Pantograph, a manual 
for tutors and students; and I have the hope that he may be
come our first distinguished pauskipo.

What we are now discussing, the science of the line, is pro
perly Einitology. As having a breadthwise effect, the line 
first divides, then unites, then hinges. When two farms are 
divided by a line, these they also join or unite, and this unit- 
ting and dividing make a hingewiseness cf the line, which is 
at the same time both a uniting (unism) and a dividing into 
two (duism), and neither, wholly, a uniting nor a dividing, 
but an incomprehensible totality from the combining and re
conciling of these opposite ideas (uniting and dividing) which 
is what is meant by hingewiseness or cardination (trinism), 
and which is the type of the inscrutable constitution of all 
things, from opposites in reconciliation with each other. De 
is a Latin word which means from, and finis meaning limit, 
to de-fine is to go from a limit, which, is, therefore, to render 
certain orlexact. Kau, ski is, therefore, the Science of Defi
nitions, which applied to Terms makes them certain. This 
is another branch of Logic. But the hinging of the defini
tion on the term and of the term on the definition, to ex
clude all ambiguities, and so to make the word.

HANDS OEE THE NAZARENE.

Although we fear our readers may object to any further 
consideration of the question, whether Jesus of Nazareth 
was or was not a reformer, we have concluded to try their 
patience with another epistle from Mr. Jamieson on the sub
ject, with a few short rejoinders by the Weekly. Mr. 
Jamieson’s letter is in the larger, our rejoinders in the small
er type.

THE “WEEKLY,” JESUS & CO.
BY W. E. JAMIESON.

The mania which I perceive among some Spiritualists to 
“ stand up for Jesus ” is to me rather amusing than other
wise. I am pleased with the candor of the Weekly. It now 
gives up that the command, to lay not up treasure, applied 
to the poor only.

The words used by the Weekly were—“True, it (the Sermon on the 
Mount) forbids the laying up of treasure, but then it was r^ot ‘ spoken ’ 
to a rich congregation, but to the poor of Judea; that itapplied ’ to 
the poor only has never been asserted hy us, but the contrary, viz.: “ that 
the command was general.”

By the truth we all love, I hope, for the Weekly’s sake, to 
drive it, by facts, from the false position it has taken on the 
Jesus question; although it is not my intention, in this arti
cle, to reply at length.

The Weekly says Jesus was a great legislator. Would 
like the proof. Where can we get the evidence that he was ?

In answer to this, Mr. Jamieson is referred to his own statement in 
the last paragraph of this letter, viz: “there is no man’s teachings more 
popular and more reverenced in American and European society than 
this same Nazarene.” The Weekly believes this statement of the ef
fects of his “ legislative power ” to be both sufficient and correct.

called himself “ a door ” and “ a vine.” The Weekly does not believe 
he was either a door or a vine. As to whether the order to Peter to “ put 
up his sword ” is not a military command, Mr. Jamieson is respectfully 
referred to any cavalry soldier who uses that instrument.

Every nation depends upon the sword as a finality as much 
as Rome ever did. The Weekly says that is why Rome 
perished. Is every nation perished? But why change the 
words so as to apply to nations? Jesus Christ, as I quoted, 
applied them to individuals.

But, ere few short hours had passed, 
Plashed the fatal lightning blast.

Then deep beneath the groaning ground 
Was heard the rushing thunder sound,
And, rolling from the blasted pit,
A murky flag waved over it.

Ah! then were heard fell shrieks of woe, 
For those brave hearts entombed below;

The first sentence is disputed. The words used are: “For all they 
that take the sword shall perish by the sword.” It is submitted that 
“ for all they ’’may apply to nations as well as individuals. It is certain 
that they are not true in all cases; they obviously mean that warlike 
individuals as well as warlike nations are likely to have their term of life 
shortened in consequence of their fighting propensities.

And mothers, wives and fathers strain 
The entrance of the pit to gain.

But the black and pitchy stith 
Forbids them e’en to gaze beneath;

If churchianity has no right to claim Christianity, because 
It does not teach the doctrines of Jesus Christ, where is 
Christianity to be found? In the New Testament, may I be 
told? We will see. Bad as is the Church, it is a thousand 
times better than it would be if it reduced the teachings of 
Jesus Christ to practice.

The clergy of the1 present time, like the Pharisees of old, have done 
their best to make the simple words of the Great Nazarene.of none effect 
through their traditions. Unquestionably there is now more Christi
anity outside the churches than in them. The Publican did not go into 
the inner court of the temple, but stood afar off, saying: “ God be mer
ciful to me a sinner.” The world has reason to fear those men, and 
more especially those women who claim to be holier than their neigh
bors.

And in that hot and fetid air 
None yet to face the danger dare;
Though soon a volunteering band 
Pound the pit’s mouth sadly stand.

Down they go—away! away!
From the sight of man and day.
Twice they strive, but twice in vain; 
The fire-damp drives them back again.

Nought of pity do they move,
Jeered with taunts hy those above;
Bitter misery and woe,
B’en to friends no mercy show.

The Weekly tells us if we “rub out the parables of the 
Nazarene” a gap will be left in literature that cannot be 
filled.” “Their gloryis their simplicity,” says the Weekly. 
Yes, they are so simple that the immediate disciples of Jesus 
Christ required frequent explanations of them ; he gave up 
telling parables to them. So simple, that the learned men 
have ever since disputed as to what they do mean. They 
might be dropped out and literature would no more miss 
them than “ Sing-a-song-a-sixpenceA There is contained in 
one of HDsop’is Fables more moral instruction, more down
right common senSe, than in all the Parables of the Naza
rene put together.

The Weekly does not deem either of the writings quoted by Mr. Ja
mieson to be equal in value to the parables of the Great Nazarine. As 
to whether Mr. Jamieson or the Weelky is right, that is a mere matter 
of opinion, but the Weekly would willingly refer that question to the 
decision of the grand jury of the peoples of America and Europe.

The Weekly says that popular parsons, like Beecher, are 
obliged to condemn the teachings of the Nazarene in order 
to please “Society.” Well now! there is no man’s teach
ings more popular and more reverenced in American and 
European society than this same Nazarene’s, especially when 
interlarded with plenty of “hyperbole,” poetry, tropes, 
figures and panegyrics.

The Weekly admits the correctness of Mr. Jamieson’s admission in 
the last sentence, and trusts it will terminate this discussion.

Now seven more of note and mark 
Dive beneath the treacherous dark.

Hark! again the shafts resound,
And thunder shakes the trembling ground;
The smoky flag again doth wave 
In triumph o’er those heroes brave.
Behold their friends with horror dumb 
(There’s not a cry to cheer the gloom).

Still hanging round the seething pit;
But none so bold to enter it;

Until one Dawson treads alone.
The fearful path the rest have gone.
None to cheer him in his deed,
None to help him in. his need;
Dove of hope to those beneath,
Pilot in the Gulf of Death!

Mercy’s last and only stay,
Aid him, angels, on his way!

In vain. Again the fearful roar 
Proclaims the miner’s toils are o’er.
Then far resounds the fearful cry 
Of deep and hopeless agony.

And one by one, the young, or gray,
By danger daunted, turn away.

THE BRITISH MINER.
History does not record a braver exploit than that of the hero of the 

following ballad. The circumstances it narrates are not fictitious, but 
strictly correct. The explosions mentioned occurred in England, at 
the Oaks Colliery, near Barnsley. Over three hundred miners perished, 
and the London Morning Star, narrating the event, terminates its des
cription thus: “At length one Dawson again descended, but there was 
a third outburst of the deadly destruction. Then all efforts were, for the 
time, given up:”

ONE DAWSON.
BY K. W. HUME.

Deep beneath the solid earth,
Where volcanoes have their birth;
Where, engraved on leaves of stone,
Are pictured ages—past and gone;

With downcast eyes and brows of gloom 
None dare descend to Dawson’s tomb.
For that black pit henceforth is meant 
To stand for Dawson’s monument.
But far its most enduring part,
Its inscript on each miner’s heart.

And long, beside the cottage fire,
To prattling child the aged sire
Shall oft, with awe and wonder tell, 
How Dawson dared, and where he fell..
Farewell, brave heart! You cannot die!! 
Fate could not kill such bravery.

Your dauntless courage, and your faith 
And constancy have conquered death.

The Weekly says Communism is Christianity. Where, 
among the doctrines of Jesus, can that be found? I have 
studied the matter closely for more than twenty-five years. 
Cannot find it. Please give us the chapters and verses. The 
question is not what Peter taught. It is the “Nazarene” 
now. No; Jesus Christ was not a Communist in the modern 
sense. He was a mendicant. He said, “ Give to him that 
askeththee.” That principle is the corner-stone of mendi
cancy. Communists believe in labor; Jesus believed in lazi
ness.

The highest form of Communism is Social Communism; that is assert
ed in Matthew xii: 50. “ For whosoever shall do the will of my Father 
which is in heaven, the same is my brother and sister and mother,” Mat
thew xx :27. “ And whosoever will be chief among you let him be your 
servant.” But that he taught Communism is best shown by the fact, 
that his most trusted scholar, Peter, immediately after his teacher’s 
death, established it. For proof—see Acts of the Apostles, Chapters 
4th and 5th.

The Weekly says possibly the “only” sect who carried 
out the views of Jesus were the Essenes. It so happened 
that the Essenes took their rise two hundred years before his 
time; so that, if their views and his were alike (though they 
were not) he must have carried out theirs. But there were 
many other sects similar to the Essenes. There were Pytha
gorean communities; there were Hindoo associations; there 
were (lymnosophists, or naked philosophers (who lived in 
communities on the banks of the Nile.) I could give a long 

st if it were necessary.
“Possibly ” is not “ positively.” It is of no consequence whether the 
Essenes,” as a sect, existed previous to Christ, or whether communi

ties have existed on a similar foundation. Josephus, the best authority, 
terms them Essenes or Christians, and says that, they lived in villages, 
eschewed wealth, and had all things in common.

The Weekly begs me to allow a little hyperbole for an 
eastern teacher. That is just what Beecher wanted. This 
is an admission that Jesus was given to exaggeration. The 
Weekly took the position, in its first article, in favor of a 
literal construction of the teachings of the Nazarene. Why 
forsake that position now ? If the command to sell garments 
and buy swords was not a military command, but hyperbole, 
how can it be shown that “ put up thy sword ” was a military 
command? Was it not hyperbole, too ?

The Wseely to never bound itself ;to a literal construction. Jesus

Far from Heav’n’s own blessed light, 
There the miner toils in night!
Tenant of the depths below—
Working with his pick and crow.
From life’s early morn a slave,
Earth, to him, a living grave.

First, on father tending well,
Then a baby sentinel;

Careful, watching day hy day,
Close to keep the guarded way;
Where the dying, fitful blaze,
Tells of choke-damp in the ways;

Or where the flick’ring lamp proclaims 
Gas is oozing from the veins;

Lest the fiend, in his ire,
Forth should hurst in wrathful fire;
Tracer next—a human soul 
Harnessed to a car of coal.

Last a miner, hold and brave.
Man in form, but mammon’s slave.

Dwarfed in intellect and soul,
A human being swapped for coal.

By him steps the Pharisee,
The Levite shuns his company;

Yet in Him, ’mid scenes of woe, 
Glimmers oft a holy glow;

Gilding depths of sorrow dire,
With a true celestial fire.

Proving well, in nature’s plan 
He can write himself a man. 
**!!!#

’Twas at Barnsley, Wednesday mom; 
Fated never to return,

Never more to see the sky,
Hundreds left their home to die,

Down into the pit they went,
On their daily labors bent;

And your bold deed with praise will rise. 
Till virtue fades and valor dies!

THE TEMPERANCE ALLIANCE.
That the efforts of the Temperance 'Alliance 17111 per

manently affect the liquor traffic, or establish sobriety 
throughout the land, no sensible person can suppose. Sud
den conversions are not to b^e depended upon,* and even the 
societies organized to deal with this question expend their 
labor upon the results of intemperance, while the ccmse re
mains unreached. This riot, this tempest of prayer and 
declamation, this invasion of the rights of citizens, con
ducted in defiance of law, will soon be classed among the 
evanescent sensations of this sensational era, and the press 
and the pulpit will, in time, wonder that they gave this 
feminine escapade their countenance.

But Providence moves in a mysterious way, and we pre
dict that the woman’s raid will achieve a result quite un
looked-for by those who originated it, and that the sober 
second thought of the people, who have shouted their ap
plause or quietly wished them godspeed, and of the news
papers, who have accorded to their noisy demonstration 
the respectful consideration and encouragement, system
atically, with a few honorable exceptions, withheld from 
their sisters who more quietly, yet quite as earnestly, strove 
to obtain, through legislation, the right to introduce into the 
“ science of government ” the elements, the fruits of which 
are temperance, morality, exact justice, and to effect by nat
ural, and therefore gradual processes, the results sought 
amid this clamor and display, will lead them to realize the 
inconsistency of the attitude they have assumed.

The principal objection to woman suffrage urged by the 
press and the pnlpit has been, that if women were permitted 
to go to the polls and deposit an expression of opinion upom 
each recurring election day, the delicacy and purity, which 
constitute the chief charm of womanhood, would be en
dangered through coming in contact with not only their ®wm 
fathers and brothers, but, shocking to relate, the fathers and 
brothers with whom others of their sex live—on terms of ' 
closest intimacy. Now, however, the powers that be indorse’ 
a movement that exposes these frail and exquisite beings to1 
volleys of obscenity and blasphemy, interspersed with ocea-
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sional shower-baths of lager beer, and we have not heard or 
read the expression of an opinion implying that these ladies 
were compromising their womanhood^ Stranger still, not a 
single wail of sympathy has been uttered in behalf of the 
poor husband and neglected babies, who suffer such ex
cruciating pangs of bereavement when their wives and 
mothers attend a three-days’ ^convention or deliver a few 
lectures during the season, but are supposed to regard 
with perfect complacency their absorption in the interest of 
the Temperance .A-lliance. Again, the women engaged in the 
suffrage movement have heard themselves styled variously, 
“female shriekers,” “ crowing hens,” and other offensive 
epithets too numerous to recall, while those engaged in the 
present riot are invariably alluded to as “ ladies of standing 
and reputation belonging to our best society.” Such is the 
consistency of those who manufacture public opinion.”— 
Detroit Daily Union.

THE KING’S PICTUBE.
There is in every human being, however ignoble, some hint of per

fection; some one place where (as we may fancy) the vail is thin which 
hides the divinity behind it—Confucian Glassies.

The king from the council chamber 
Came weary and sore of heart;

He called for Iliff the painter,
And spake to him thus apart:

“ I am sickened of faces ignoble,
Hypocrites, cowards and knaves!

I shall shrink to their shrunken measure,
Chief slave in a realm of slaves!

“ Paint me a true man’s picture,
Gracious and wise and good;

Dowered with the strength of heroes,
And the beauty of womanhood.

It shall hang in my inmost chamber,
That, thither when I retire,

It may fill my soul with its grandeur 
And warm it with sacred fire.”

So the artist painted the picture,
And it hung in the palace hall;

Never a thing so goodly 
Had garnished the stately wall.

The king, with head uncovered,
Gazed on it with rapt delight,

Till it suddenly wore strange meaning,
And baffled his questioning sight.

For the form was his supplest courtier’s,
Perfect in ever limb;

But the bearing was that of the henchman 
Who filled the flagons for him;

The brow was a priest’s who pondered 
His parchment’s early and late;

The eye was a wandering minstrel’s 
Who sang at the palace gate.

The lips, half sad and half mirthful,
With a flitting, tremulous grace,

Were the very lips of a woman 
He had kissed in the market-place.

But the smiles which her curves transfigured,
As a rose with its shimmer of dew,

Was the smile of the wife who loved him,
Queen Ethelyn, good and true.

Then, “Learn, O King,” said the artist,
“ This truth that the picture tells—

How, in every form of the human,
Some hint of the Highest dwells;

How, scanning each living temple 
For the place where the vail is thin,

We may gather by beautiful glimpses,
The form of the god within.”

Editor of Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly:
Opening upon its receipt the Weekly of the 7th inst., 

and, as is my custom, turning first to the usual editorial 
columns, my attention was attracted by an article entitled, 
“ Hands off the Nazarene,” which, upon reading, I found to 
be an extract from a then late (Jan. 25) sermon in and by the 
god of Plymouth Church, accompanied by able and suitable 
editorial comments.

Impressed with the thought, however, that more might and 
ought perhaps to be said upon some of the several points 
attempted to be made by the speaker by way of criticism or 
condemnatory of the sentiment, teaching and practice of the 
great Nazarene, as announced specially in the famous so- 
called Sermon on the Mount, I at once proposed to myself 
the peiilous task of a little further unmasking of that egre
gious attack upon sentiments which constitute the basic 
structure of genuine Christianity, or the faith or doctrine 
of Jesus.

In view of the vast popularity and eminently exalted posi
tion of the great preacher and “ revered citizen,” backed as 
he evidently is by the millions of earthly treasure and con
sequent influence of the immortal “fifty” of his band of 
proselytes and followers—fool-hardiness will probably be the 
epithet with which the effort will be assailed, nevertheless 
it shall be made, and, in the interest of our common hu
man brotherhood, I trust successfully.

Henry Ward Beecher thinks that there never was a teacher 
who needed to be construed more than the author of the 
great sermon, and that however seemingly simple and literal 
his utterances, they are nevertheless difficult of understand
ing, and, impliedly, that they need just such an explicator as 
himself. That the sentiments of the mooted sermon are 
universally disregarded, is testimony that cannot be con
troverted, and is therefore admitted; but who, with three 
ideas above a brick, can fail to see that the substantial reason 
may readily be found in the inverted teaching instead of 
explication, and daringly incongruous instead of harmonizing 
effort, as presented in the extract referred to.

Virtually, Beecher affirms of the doctrine of Jesus just 
what the Pharisees and Scribes of Jesus’ day charged against 
it—viz., that such teaching would turn the world upside 
down and “bring society to a summary end,” and of course 
Lhat it would be a God-approved act to rid the world of him

self, his doctrine and influence. The Pharisees saw too that 
all of the gorgeously grand and costly edifices, which thieves 
and robbers of all such sanctuaries despoil the labor of fhe 
country and world of .the means to erect, would be thrown 
down, to the extent that not one stone should be left upon 
another, unless the base doctrine could be suppressed, and 
that all of the charitable institutions, etc. (for which there 
ought not to be, and would not be, any need if the real spirit 
of which Jesus was inspired dwelt in his pretended followers), 
through which thieves dispense their contemptibly insig
nificant charities, would only be left, if at all, for better uses 
and as remnants of a great imposture. Mark well the asser
tion : “ If the Spirit of Him who raised up Jesus from among 
the dead dwelt in the body” that has falsely assumed and 
hypocritically bears his name, there would be no need for 
laying up earthly treasure, because that should and would be 
as promptly and freely given as acquired, and thus the com
mand (upon which hangs all the law and prophecies, and 
which would at the same time evidence the fulfillment of 
such law and prophecies), “ Thou shalt love thy neighbor as 
thyself,” be fulfilled in an important, though not in its 
highest sense. And here let me ask of those who ought, if 
qualified teachers, to understand: Why look to the future 
for the fulfillment of a law as easy of fulfillment now as 
then ? Why postpone for the morrow the work of to-day ? 
Surely the time for the performance of a duty is when one 
understands what that duty is. Will the wrong-doers never 
restore the rights of the wronged until the application of 
force ?

That the world needs the very kind of demoralization of 
which Beecher speaks, and which he seems to deplore in an
ticipation of its speedy realization, is as true ag the doctrine 
of Jesus, and as obvious as the present oppugnant condition 
of society.

Jesus was a seditionist and free lover in the full and true 
sense of these terms, and of like sentiment were his imme
diate followers, and this is evidenced by his association with 
common people, including harlots and publicans, who, with 
the Pharisees of his day, were in no important sense different 
from the same classes of our day; and further evidence, if 
needed, may be found in his adroit and divinely manly de
fense of the woman charged with and taken in the very act 
of adultery—obfuscate his words and act on the occasion as 
you may.

I wish it to be clearly understood that I do but call Beech
er’s avowed sentiments in question and not his deeds; but 
if the truth has been told of him (and as Paul would say, I 
partly believe it), he is not to be specially commended for the 
observance of his own precepts. Again, if the utterances of 
Jesus, in whole or in part, are not to be understood in a 
literal sense, as intimated by Beecher, is it ignorance on the 
part of the latter, or his superinduced, bloated self-impor
tance, that blinds him to the fact that it was “the truth’’ 
that he personified to which he demanded their allegiance 
and devotion ? (the misconception of which fact is the basis 
of the idolatry of his personality), and of which he said “ he 
that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of 
me,” and that this very sword would set at variance all of 
the families and tribes and nations of the earth; because 
truth then was, and now is as then, an intolerably obnoxious 
innovation, and would inevitably produce just such results. 
Cannot the learned theologist understand that the recog
nition of the paternity of God and the universally recognized 
brotherhood—aye, and sisterhood, of all of human kind, ne
cessitates the accomplishment of the declaration “The 
last shall be first and the first last,” in the subjugation of 
the natural to the spiritual, of the natural human to the di
vine human, through the abrogation of all the ties of con
sanguinity and of the individual household based thereon, so 
supremely “precious” in the estimation of Beecher (not
withstanding his repeated attempted desecrations of its 
sanctity) and though it be the offspring of and cherished by 
the profoundest sentiments and feelings of self-regard, or 
selfishness, lhat perverted human nature is susceptible of?

As no man’s wife (legal or other) or children, are held in 
higher estimation of God than those of any other, just so is 
it with the Godlike, and it should be seen and appreciated 
that these sentiments do not ignore the claims of and for 
parents and children interchangeably, but rather insures for 
each a surer and larger and more reliable recognition and 
patronage.

Beecher not only opposes the sentiments of Jesus (under- 
standingly or otherwise, as he may choose to avow), and 
charges him “with perfect (?) carelessness,” etc., of expres
sion ; but after declaring that he needs more than any other 
to be interpreted, points exultingly to the obnoxious senti
ments of the text, “ I came not to send peace,” etc., as if it 
were of literal import, and says, “ There it stands! any
body that wants to misunderstand it, can;” and without an 
effort to harmonize it in favor of the claimed pretensions of 
the master, rather presents it for contemptuous rejection ; 
and all of this, too, Jesus is charged with having uttered in 
“the most positive and violent language,” instead of the 
quiet manner and with the meekness of spirit which he is 
usually credited with displaying.

Beecher’s last remark, equivocally uttered no doubt, if not 
sneeringly, “Well, that is a precious dispensation,” is cer
tainly characteristic of the pretensions of the man. He ob
trudes himself and his sentiments upon the community, 
through his church and “Pulpit,” and virtually demands 
recognition, as of a fact, that a greater than Moses or Solo
mon or Jesus is here.

A_nd now, dear friends of the Weekly, let me ask, in con
clusion, can you not see that it is coming to pass that none 
but free-love infidels will “stand up for Jesus,” their in
spiring patron saint, against his hypocritical betrayers, and 
that the entire clergy of Brooklyn and New York and else
where will quail before this Goliath of their own order and 
dare not oppose sentiments that they cannot fail to see will 
sap the foundations of their most cherished institutions? 
Don’t they coldly look on and see the master “ crucified 
afresh” in the house of his professed friends, and without 
such a remonstrance as ought to awaken their' dead ? If so,

what is more prophetic of the impending overthrow of 
Church and State.

Eor ever faithfully yours, g.

THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION AND A REBUBLICAN 
GOVERNMENT A LIE AND A CHEAT.

Cornville, Me,. Jan. 24, ’74.
Dear Weekly—Having paid for a first-class ticket on board 

your well-manned craft, I feel it my right to occupy my state
room with the rest of the passengers, whose object is the 
pursuit of truth.

Absence from home nearly a month, among a people too 
prejudiced to take any progressive paper, brought me near 
spiritual starvation. I visited eighteen towns, and earnestly 
solicited the professed friends of Spiritualism to help our 
struggling cause by supporting our papers.

But I found that the minds of the people had not been pre
pared to receive the grand truths you are sending out from 
week to week. In most cases the excuse was want of means. 
But I found those same people keeping a large useless dog, 
and sometimes two. Tobacco was also plentifully used, and, 
in some cases, by both sexes. What the yearly cost of those 
useless and poisbnous articles are, those good people can 
reckon for themselves; but my judgment is, in each case, 
enough to support all three of our spiritual papers—Weekly. 
Age and Crucible. I should have said in its proper connec
tion that in one house I counted seven cats. And the good 
brother complained bitterly because he had not the means 
to take a spiritual paper.

It is a thoughtful question how deep does Spiritualism go 
with such people ? In many places I found a bitter prejudice 
against Mrs. Woodhull, showing that these people had made 
a mistake in leaving the Christian Church.

When it was reported to two prominent Spiritualists, that 
a certain medium had preached a free-love discourse at a 
funeral, they declared, “ If she had, we would have left the 
house.” One of these men was bitter in his denunciations 
of Nellie L. Davis, because in her lectures last summer she 
boldly advocated the pure and elevating doctrine of free 
love, and fearlessly spoke in behalf of our brave Victoria.

On my return, T found a file of papers awaiting my fam
ishing soul—the dear Weekly, Our Age, and Hull’s Crucible, 
—all true and fearless advocates of truth that ought to be 
sustained, for no table is fully set with spiritual food with- 
out all three of them.

Why is it that professed reformers cannot stand shoulder 
to shoulder, and be united against our common foe, Chris
tianity ?

When will the people open their eyes to this most damna
ble of all cheats, the Christian religion. The Christian re
ligion and a Republican government are a lie, a cheat and a 
gigantic fraud, to be repudiated by every one who believes in 
human brotherhood. These feelings are not in my mind now 
for the first time; but they have been awakened by reading 
in the Weekly of January 10 a letter from Eliphalet Kim
ball, entitled “Abolition of Capital and Labor—Natural Gov
ernment.”

Gladly would I send out a response that would reverberate 
around the world. Were I a rich man, I would print that 
letter and put it in a frame to hang on my wall, and send 
millions of them broadcast over the land.

That letter of Bro. Kimball ought to be copied into every 
reform paper in the country. Laboring-men and women 
everywhere are giving their very lives to support this pre
tended government of protection.

Protection with a vengeance! Where was this boasted 
protection when our fearless champions of the right were 
pining in a felon’s prison for speaking truth. It is, and al
ways was, a government of destruction to every right which 
the people hold dear.

When Victoria and her noble compeers were suffering in a 
filthy prison, how many of the three hundred pulpits of New 
York opened their mouths in behalf of liberty struck down? 
Not one that I ever heard of. We shall never get a better 
government till we get a better religion. Rotten and corrupt 
as is the government, it is purity itself in comparison to the 
Christian religion. Any people are what they are by the edu” 
cation they have received.

Christianity has had the moulding of the minds of the peo
ple for five thousand years, and the Christian religion has 
educated the people to all manner of meanness, lying,thieving, 
cheating, stealing, murder, drunkenness and prostitution! 
There never would have been a political “ring,” had it no" 
long ago been preceded by a villainous Christian “ring.” Just 
as long as the Christian religion has the moulding of the peo
ple’s minds, as it has had for thousands of years, and has 
now to a very great extent everywhere, just so long shall 
we have corrupt political parties.

What was the Tammany Ring” in comparison to the 
“Young Men’s Christian Association Ring?” The last is 
parent of the first. That “ ring ” was mostly confined to one 
city, while the Christian “ring” has its branches in every 
city, town and hamlet where the Christian religion is known. 
Before this reaches you forty thousand priests will be stand
ing in as many pulpits, cowards’ castles, praying to an “ un

known God,” and if their doctrine is true every one of them 
will swim in brimstone forever and ever. For “ if the right
eous are scarcely saved, where shall the ungodly and sinner 
appear?”

Those young girls in Chelsea, Mass., who “stole for the 
glory of God,” were perfectly consistent, and were only act
ing according to the teachings of the priests, that “the end 
justifies the means.” If the authorities of New York city 
wish to catch Genet, send a priest after him. But I say let 
him go; he has only robbed the people’s purses', the priests 
rob them of their otherwise good sense.

Twenty thousand prostitutes walk the streets of the 
Christian City of New York every night, while above their 
heads three hundred church spires in blasphemous mockery 
look down on these suffering ones, saying, “ depart from us, 
we know you not.” If one of these priests has ever raised 
his voice in behalf of his suffering sisters, I have never heard 
of it.

f -
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I once heard an orthodox priest preach -a sermon on pros
titution, hut all his denunciations were on the heads of these 
poor defenseless women, but not a word on their betrayers,

To destroy this “ brotherhood of thieves is the work of 
the reformers of the nineteenth century.

Friends, the apathy I see among professed reformers 
makes me sick at heart, and if it was not for some power 
outside of myself driving me on in this holy work, I should 
faint by the way and give up in discouragement. Among 
all of my very large acquaintance, I do not know even one 
who is making any exertion to circulate our fearless papers. 
Christians are active everywhere in circulating their dogmas, 
while professed Spiritualists who have the only saving reli
gion in the world are asleep; instead of fighting their worst 
enemy, the! Christian Church, they are fighting their best 
friends, the bold, leading reformers.

Tours, for the destruction of all priest-ordained churches 
and man-made governments on earth,

Sewabd Mitchell.

SEX IX EDUCATION".
Dr. Clarke's book, with the above title, is still attracting 

much attention. It is hoped, by those who wish to prevent 
woman from exercising her mental faculties to the extent of 
her power, that this book will decide the question and so 
forever put the matter to rest. In addition to the able re
view in the Weeklt of December 6th, permit me to offer a 
few remarks.

If Dr. Clarke has come to a correct conclusion in regard to 
intellectual and physical effort by girls in school one week 
out of the four, “tasked beyond her strength with lessons, 
compelled to stand and recite when she should sit, and walk 
to and from school when she ought to be in bed,” what shall 
be said of the girl out at service in the kitchen, factory and 
shop, who walks, stands, lifts, reaches, scrubs and tugs fifteen 
hours out of the twenty-four, and knows no rest except the 
eight or nine hours when she is in bed? Has he no advice 
for her, no pity, no mercy on her one week out of the four ?

If the book-keeper, Miss C-----, who “believed in doing
her work in a man’s way,” and came to him a wreck for 
relief, caused her disease by standing, why did not our 
grandmothers, who used to do their own housework and 
spin daily five or six skeins of yarn, invariably become 
afflicted in the same way, instead of being models of health, 
strength and beauty ?

If his argument proves anything, it proves altogether too 
much for his conclusions. Are school-girls the only females 
who should rest this week in the month ? If he would plead 
that all women during this monthly period should retire 
from active life, avoiding much exercise, lying down a part 
of the time, reading, sitting, or engaging in some light work, 
there wculd he some sense in his arguments; but when he 
selects only school-girls, and then applies his objection more 
to bodily weakness once a month than to mental, actually 
admitting that he does “ not question the intellectual equal
ity of j males and females, nor the capacity of girls to learn 
all that boys do,” we must necessarily infer that when he 
gave his lecture and wrote his book that he was, notwth- 
standing his assertion to the contrary, catering to the popu- 
ar Mrs. Grundy. E. Eaton.

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF THE WEST.
The Northern Illinois Association of Spiritualists will hold 

their seventh quarterly meeting at Grow’s Opera House, 
No. 517 West Madison street, Chicago, 111., commencing on 
Friday, March 13, at half-past ten o'clock, a. m., and con
tinue over Sunday, March 15,1874.

The platform will be free, on which every subject may be 
discussed germain to Spiritualism and humanity.

The Convention will be governed by strict parliamentary 
usages. Spiritualists of- America, we invite you to partici
pate with us in this our seventh quarterly meeting.

Speakers, editors, mediums and seers, you are cordially 
invited to our Convention. Come and help us in this our 
great work of reason and soul truth.

Speakers will not be guaranteed pay at this Convention. 
The Convention will make every effort to lodge and feed all 
who come.

By order of the Executive Board of the X. 111. Associa
tion of Spiritualists.

E. Y. Wilson, Secretary.

Robert G. Eccles’ engagements for the next two 
months are as follows:

Andover, Ohio, Feb. 25th to March 2 ; Bowerston, Ohio, 
3d to 9th; Xew Philadelphia, O., 10th to 16th; Alliance, O., 
17th to 23d; Salem, O., 24th to 29th; Wilmot, O., 30th to 
April 4th; Xorwalk, 0., 5th to 11th. After this date engage
ments solicited from the West. Address R. G. Eccles, Tenth 
street, Kansas City, Mo.

DR. L. K. COOXLEY.
This active, able, zealous and practical reformer intends to 

return again to the open field. He will answer calls to speak 
anywhere in the country. Xo word of ours is needed with 
the people in regard to this worker. He has been before the 
Spiritualistic public for twenty years, and returns to it now 
refreshed and reinvigorated by two years of fruit growing in 
Vineland, X. J., at which place he may for the present be 
addressed.

MRS. F. A. LOGAX.
This earnest worker in the reforms of the day, has been 

speaking of late in Ogden, Utah, to large and appreciative 
audiences and proposes visiting California soon. Parties 
along the line of the C. P. R. R. desiring her services will 
address her immediately at Ogden, Utah.

[gp” Send Austin Kent one dollar for his book and pam
phlets on Free Love and Marriage. He has been sixteen 
years physically helpless, confined to his bed and chair, is 
poor and needs the money. You may be even more bene
fited by reading one of the boldest, deepest, strongest, clear
est and most logical writers. You are hardly well posted on 
this subject till you have read Mr. Kent. You who are able 
add another dollar or more as charity. His address,

Austin Kent, Stockholm, St. Lawrence Co., X. Y., Box 44.

The estates of S. S. and Abby Kelly Foster, Sarah Wall and 
Marietta Flagg, who refuse to pay taxes until women pan 
vote, were offered for sale by the tax collector to-day, to pay 
the taxes of 1872. The last named was bought in by a friend, 
but no one bid for either of the other estates, 
been adjourned until to-morrow. —Exchange.

The sale has

The Beecher-Stowe-Budington difficulty is presented to 
the public once more, this time by “Burleigh” of the Boston 
Journal; and while there is no prospect of the developments 
wished for, a serious trouble is imminent. We quote:

“ It is the settled determination of Mr. Budington andhis 
associates to press the Beecher matter to a council. The af
fair has already produced a very disastrous social effect. In 
a community remarkable for its peaceful relation of churches 
one with another, lines of alienation have been run that a 
generation will not obliterate. Life-long friends have been 
alienated, and angry discussions are heard in the cars, on 
the boats, in restaurants, and in all the social circles of the 
city. The three pastors are moving along by a correspond
ence toward a private settlement, which is not at all prob
able. If a council is looked for, Drs. Storrs and Budington 
will not have it all their own way. They will be arraigned 
for the violation of congregational law and usage throughout 
the whole of the Plymouth Church matter; for liturgical 
service and uncongregational usage in worship; for dropping 
members without trial; and for various practices that fur
nish social scandal just now to the city. The whole affair 
promises to resemble a vessel that, having weathered the 
gale, rolls her masts overboard in a calm..’'—Rochester Demo
crat and Chronicle.

BUSINESS EDITORIALS.

Warren Chase lectures j March 8 in Pleasanton, Kansas, 
after which he will return to Council Bluffs, Iowa, and 
Omaha, Neb,, Address accordingly.

PERSOXAL.
W. F. Jamieson is engaged by the Society of Radical 

Spiritualists of JLynn, Mass., for the Sundays of March.

“ j&jgg Nellie L. Davis, in answer to calls received from 
the Pacific coast will go West next autumn. Friends along 
the route, desiring one or more lectures, can secure her ser
vices by addressing her at Xorth Billerica, Middlesex Co., 
Mass,

Proceedings oe the Tenth Annual Convention of the 

American Association of Spiritualists. 12m, pp. 266.

The Elixir oe Life; or, Why do we Die? 8vo, pp. 24. An 
Oration delivered before the above-named Convention, 
at Grow’s Opera House, Chicago, by Victoria C. 
Woodhull, September 18,1873.

The above “Report of the Proceedings of the Tenth An
nual Convention of the American Association of Spiritual
ists,” is an accurate and impartial account of what was said 
and done at the above convention. The speeches are pre
sented to the public word for word as they came to us from 
the hands of the able reporter employed by the convention. 
The orations of the members, on both sides, discussing the 
question of “Free Love,” or rather “ Personal Sovereignty," 
are worthy of the serious attention not only of all Spiritual
ists but of the community at large.

In proof that we have not overstated the merits of the 
work, we respectfully submit the generous testimony of 
Judge Edmund S. Holbrook, who so ably defended the posi
tion of the conservative Spiritualists at the above conven
tion :

“ I have seen the report you have published of the doings 
and sayings of the Chicago Convention, and I take pleasure 
in saying that, in the publication of such a report, so full, so 
accurate and impartial as it is, you have done a work worthy 
of high commendation. Some could not he at this conven
tion, either for want of time or means; but now, snob of 
them as may choose to read, can 'almost imagine that they 
were there; and though they may not attain whatever there 
may be in personal presence, in the eye, and the ear, and in 
soul-communion, yet whatever of principle has been evolved 
they may well discover and understand; and also, as I hope, 
they may profit thereby.”

Price of the “Proceedings” and the “Elixir of Life” 50 
cents; or the “Elixir of Life” alone 25 cents. Orders for 
the same addressed to Woodhull & Claflin, P, O. box 3,791, 
will be promptly filled.

MR. MADOX,
Of the Internationals, will hold himself ready to lecture be
fore workingmen’s organizations and lyceums throughout 
the country; subjects, “The Political Economy of the Inter
nationals,” “The Suspension 0f our Industries—the Cause 
and Remedy,” “ The Currency md Finance.” He will also 
organize Sections of the Secret Order of U. O. I. Address, 

G. W. Madox, Sec. U. O. I.,42 John st., X. Y. City.

Moses Hull will lecture in Chicago before Primary Coun
cil Xo. 1 of 111. of the Universal Association of Spiritualists 
during the month of March.

CARD.
The friends and correspondents of A. Briggs Davis, of 

Clinton, Mass., will address him for the present at 135 Jay 
Street, Rochester, X. Y.

He will answer calls to lecture.

APPROACHIXG COXFLICT—

The irrepressible issues between universal liberty and des
potism to precipitate a terrible war within five years that 
will terminate in the overthrow of the American Republic 
and the establishment of a military dictatorship.

Church, State and Capital are combined, under the leader
ship of the Republican partv, to precipitate the conflict that 
will end in a defeat of their aspirations, and the ultimate 
triumph of industry, socialism and rationalism.

The nation is slumbering upon the brink of ruin as nncon- 
ciously as the citizens of Pompeii and Herculaneum in that 
awful moment that preceded the belching forth of Vesu
vius.

The most astounding foreshadowing of the future destiny 
of this nation ever issued from the press.

A book of 250 pages will be sent tq any address, post-paid, 
for $1.50. Liberal terms given to agents.

Address, John Willcox,
172 and 174 Clark street, Chicago, 111.

The First Primary Council of Boston, of the Universal As
sociation of Spiritualists, meets every Thursday evening, at 
Harmony Hall, 18% Boylston street. Seats free.

John Hardy, Cor. Sec’y.

Addie L. Ballou contemplates a trip to the Pacific 
Coast, and will make appointments to lecture at points on 
the route if early applications be made to her at Terre 
Haute, Ind.

Dr. Slade, the eminent Test Medium, may be found at Ms 
^ office, No, 413 Fourth avenue']

A lady contemplating starting an Educational Institution 
for Youth would like to meet with a party with means that 
would be willing to invest that way for the good of rising 
generations. Site a short distance up the Hudson. It can 
he made a paying Institution. $5,000 is needed immediately 
to make a beginning. Address, Anna Wilson, Xo. 7 Jane 
Street, Xew York.

PROSPECTUS.
Woodhull & C-laelin’s Weekly.

[The only paper in the World conducted, absolutely, upon the 
Principles of a Free Press.']

It advocates a new government in which the people will be 
their own legislators, and the officials the executors of their 
will.

It advocates, as parts of the new government—
1. A new political system in which all persons of adult 

age will participate.
A new land system in which every individual will be en

titled to the free use of a proper proportion of the land.
3. A new industrial system, in which each individual will 

remain possessed of all his or her productions.
4. Anew commercial system in which “cost,” instead of 

“demand and supply,” will determine the price of every
thing and abolish the system of profit-making.

5. A new financial system, in which the government will 
be the source, custodian and transmitter of all money, and 
in which usury will have no place.

6. A new sexual system, in which mutual consent, entirely 
free from money or any inducement other than love, shall be 
the governing law, individuals being left to make their own 
regulations; and in which society, when the individual shall 
fail, shall be responsible for the proper rearing of children.

7. A new educational system, in which all children born shall 
have the same advantages of physical, industrial, mental 
and moral culture, and thus be equally prepared at maturity 
to enter upon active, responsible and useful lives.

All of which will constitute the various parts of a new so
cial order, in which all the human rights of the individual 
will be associated to form the harmonious organization of the 
peoples into the grand human family, of which every person 
in the world will be a member.

Criticism and objections specially invited.
The Weekly is issued every Saturday.
Subscription price, $3 per year; $1.50 six months; or 10c. 

single copy, to be had of any Xewsdealer in the worid, who 
can order it from the following General Agents:

The American Xews Co., Xew York City;
The Xew York Xews Co., Xew York City;
The Xational Xews Co., Xew York City;
The Xew England Xew.s Co., Boston, Mass.;
The Central Xews Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
The Western Xews Co., Chicago, 111.
Sample copies, mailed on application, free.
Victoria C. Woodhull and Tennie C. Claflin, Ed

itors and Proprietors,
Col. J. H. Blood, Managing Editor.
All communications should be addressed

Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly,
Box 3,791, Xew York City.
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Or. C@o. Wewcomer9
THE HEALER,

PHYSICIAN AND SUMGEON,
HURD BLOCK, JACKSON, MICH.

SYLLABUS OF THE

SUNDAY EXERCISES
AT

DE GARMO HALL,
M. 82 FIFTH AYE.,

First Floor, Corner of Fourteenth Street, New York.

First lelropoiilasi Congregation,
Mokning at Half-past Ten o’clock,

A SoieiatlOc? Sermon
BY

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS,
IN EXPOSITION OE

Universology, Integralism and the Pantarchal ifeg'ijne, 
as the Commonwealth or Universal Institute of Hu
manity, and of the general scope of the Sciences; 
with some appropriate Literary and Religious Exer
cises illustrative of the purposes of

THE NEW CA.TIlOLIO CHURCH.
(The desk will he occasionally filled, in the absence 

or by the consent of Mr. Andrews, by other distin
guished Scientists and Reformern.)

Afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Thirty years’ experience. Examines diseases and 

sends prescriptions for one month for $3. Has a spe
cific remedy for CATARRH and THROAT DISEASE. 
Sends by mail for $2 for four months, and with direc
tions two months, $1. Pile Remedy, $2. Treatments 
at rooms moderate. Warrants relief or no charge.
146 GEO. NEWCOMER, M. D.

SOCIAL FREEDOM ~~
OOMMTJISriTY

No. 1.
This Institution is situated in Chesterfield County, 

Virginia, about nine miles from Richmond. It is 
founded on the principles of Social Freedom, as laid 
down in the address of Victoria C. Woodhull, in 
Steinway Hall, New York, November 20,1871. The 
Community owns three hundred and thirty-three 
acres of land, half of which is improved—the balance 
is valuable timber. There is a good water-power on 
it, and they propose to erect a saw-mill. A few -mare 
©ongenial persons can be now admitted on probation.

SARAH L. TIBBALS, Pres, 
Address, inclosing a sheet of paper and a stamped 

envelope, J, Q,. HENCK, Sec.
Box 44 Manchester, Chester Co., Va.

146-8t

Champion Cure
AISTD

A Social and Spiritual Conference for the free in
terchange of the expressions and aspirations of all 
who are desiring a Higher Religious Life, or a better 
knowledge of the Way.

Evening at 7^ o’clock.
Lectures and discussions, hy selected speakers and 

volunteers, upon religious, scientific and miscel
laneous subjects.

yB ©■ In,
Or, United , Order of Internationals, is a Secret Or
ganization, devoted to the best interests of the 
laboring classes.

It is the vanguard of Social and Political Reforms. 
For a description of its principles and purposes see 

Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly, No. 160.
The U. O. I. meet every Sunday evening at p. m., 

at 234 Fifth street, N. Y.
For particulars of membership, address

T. R. KINGET, M. D.,
Cor. Sec. of U. O. L,

234 Fifth street, N. Y.

CURED BY A SPIRIT PRESCRIPTION, AND

Liberal Instituet
CarversvUle, Bucks Co., Pa.

WARRANTED, EOR $10.

It is an outside application. No medicine given. 
Send for. free circular to

Will he opened for patients and pupils, Septem 
her 15, 1873.

The Medical Department is under the charge of Mrs. 
Maud C. Walker, M. D., a regularly-educated phy
sician, of wide experience in hospital- and ordinary 
practice.

She will he assisted by S. M. Sawin, M. B., edu
cated at Concepcion Medical College, Chili, S. A„ un 
experienced army-surgeon.

The Academie Department is headed hy S. N. 
Walker, A. M., a graduate of Vermont University,, 
to whom application for circulars should be made, 

146]

m. jm A. ELLIOTT"
Is now prepared to give Readings of Character, 
Delineations of Adaptability to Business, Physical 
Conditions, etc., from Autograph, Lock of Hair or 
Photograph.

Address, inclosing Two Dollars and four three-cent 
stamps, Dr. JNO. A. ELLIOTT, care Box 4,952 New 
York P. O.

<3-OLI3ET^r MEMORIES
OF

AN EARNEST LIFE.
A BIOGKAPHY OP A. B. WHITINO:

Together with selections from his Poetical Compo
sitions and Prose Writings.

Compiled hy Ms sister, R. Augusta WhitIng. 
Introduction hy J. M. Peebles.
“His years, ’tis true, were few;

His life was long.”
“We live in deeds, not years;

In thoughts, not breaths,”

The work Is published in response to the general 
demand for a reliable resume of the life, labors and 
wonderful mediumistic experiences of our arisen 
fellow-laborer in the cause of human freedom and 
progress, and is embellished with a fine steel portrait 
of the individual whose life it portrays.

Price $1 50, postage 18 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, hy the publishers, 

COLBY & RICH, at No. 9 Montgomery Place, corner 
of Province Street (lower floor), Boston, Mass.

Orders may also be addressed to R. A. Whiting, 
Albion, Mich.

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS:
“ The book is one that will be of interest to every 

Spiritualist and to all who are interested in rare and 
curious developments of mental phenomena, while the 
travel and adventure of seventeen years of public life 
furnish incidents both instructive and amusing for the 
general rcader. ’ '—Banner of Light.

“We will venture to say that, among biographies, 
this work stands alone. In its narratives of experience 
it is astounding.”—Times.

“ The volume is replete with interesting incidents 
of a remarkable life, narrated in an unaffected style.” 
—Albion Mirror.

“ Full of life-like delineations. * * * It contains the 
soul of the human.—,/. O. Barrett.

, “ Cannot fail to have an extensive sale.”—Fff\'t 
Huron Commercial.

“ Rich in thought and a treasure to any household 
that possesses it.”—Ow Afi'e,

DR. E. WOODRUFF, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.—
UNITED RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY 

DIVISION, foot of Desbrosses street and foot of 
Courtlandt street.
Change of hour. Commencing Sunday, Oct. 27, 1872.

For West Philadelphia, 8 and 9;30 a. m., 12:30, 4, 5, 
*6, *8:30 p. m., 12 Night.

For Philadelphia via Camden, 7 a. m., 2 p. m.
THROUGH TRAINS.

9:00 a. m., Great Southern Morning Express, for 
Baltimore and Washington; for the West, via West 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and for the South, via Balti
more, and via Washington, with Drawing Room Car 
attached.

9:30 a. m., Western Express for West Philadelphia, 
Pittsburg and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Cars, 
through from New York to Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and 
Chicago, Columbus, Cincinnati and Louisville, and 
with Parlor Cars from New York to Pittsburg.

1:00 p. m. Express for Baltimore and WasMngton, 
and for the West, via Baltimore, with Drawing Room 
Car attached.

*5:00 p. m. Daily Western Express, for Pittsburg 
and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Car, through 
from NewYork to r ittsburg, Indianapolis, Louisville 
and St. Louis, to Columbus, Cincinnati and Chicago.

*7:00p. m., Daily Western Express, for Pittsburg 
and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Cars, for Pitts
burg, Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

*8:30 p. m., Daily Western Express, for West Phil
adelphia, Pittsburg and the West, with Pullman’s Pal
ace Cars, through without change, to Pittsburg,' Crest
line, Fort Wayne and Chicago.

9:00 p. m., Daily Great Southern Evening Express 
for Baltimore and Washington, with Reclining Chair 
Cars, and with Pullman Palace Cars through from 
New York to Washington.

Tickets for sale at Ticket Offices, foot of Desbrosses 
and Corthmdt streets, and in Depot, Jersey City; and 
at New York Transfer Co.’s offices podd’s Express), 
No. 944 Broadway, New York, and No. 1 Court street, 
Brooklyn. Passengers, hy leaving suitable notices at 
these offices, can have their baggage called for at resi
dence or hotel, and carried through to destination.

Tickets for seats in reclining chair cars and com
partment cars for sale at the Desbrosses street office. 

A. J. CASSATT, F. W. JA.CKSON,
Gen’l Manager. Gen! Supt.

* Daily.

J 3 R. and ELIZABETH LAWRENCE, of Ottumwa*
• Iowa, will heal the sick at home from the 1st to 

the 5lh, and from the 15th to the 20th of every month, 
and answer calls away from home the remainder of 
the time.

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE.

SHORT LINE ACROSS THE CONTINENT BY THE OLD ESTABLISHED AND
Popular Route via NIAGARA FALLS SUSPENSION BRIDGE or BUFFALO AND MICHIGAN CEN- 

TRAL AND GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY LINE to Detroit and Chicago without change of cars, making 
close connection with all Railroads leading out of Chicago to all points in the great West.

Through Tickets to all important towns, and general information maybe obtained at the Companies 
office, 349 Broadway (corner of Leonard street), New York.

Condensed Time Table. 
WESTWARD FR01 1IW YORK,

Via Erie & Mich. Central & Great AVestern R. R’s

STATIONS. Express. Express
Mail. STATIONS. Express.

Lv 23d Street, N. Y................. 8.30 A. h. 10.45 a. m. Lv 23d Street, Nj Y..........
8.40 “ 10.45 “ 7.00 “

“ Jersey City.......................... 9.15 “ 11.15 “ 7.20 “
3.40 P. M. 8.12 P. M.
4.40 “ 9.20 “ 3.35 “

“ Elmira.............................. 6.30 “ 12.16 a. ai. 5.35 “ I
8.30 “ 1.50 “ 7.40 “ 1

“ Buffalo................................ 12.05 A. M. 8.10 “ 11.45 “
1.00 “ 10.00 “

Lv Suspension Bridge............. 1.35 “
1.35 “ 2.00 “ 2.00 “ 10.12

“ Hamilton............................. 2.45 “ 2.55 “ 2.55 “ 11.20 “3.53 “ 8.53 “
5.35 A. M. 5.55 “ 5.55 “
7.55 “ 8.12 “ 8.12 “ 5 no “ ’

“ Detroit................................ 9.40 “ 10.00 “ 10.00 “ 7.00 “
Lv Detroit................................ 9.40 “ 10.10 “ 10.10 “ R.lft 4
Ar Wayne................................ 10.21 “ 8.5ft u
“ Ypsilanti........................... 10.45 “ 11.25 “ 9.27 ic
“ Aim Arbor.......................... 11.00 “ 11.43 “ 11.43 “ 9.50 “

11.30 “
“Marshall............. .............. 1.15 “ “ Marshall..................... 12.50 n jji

2.03 “ 1.2ft
“ Kalamazoo.......................... 2.55 “ 2.35 “
“ Mies.................................... 4.32 p. m. 4.40 A. si. “ Niles........................ . 5.00 “

5 25 “ 6.02 “
“ Michigan City..................... 5.45 “ 5.45 “ “ Michigan City................ 5.45 “ 6.25 “

7.18 “ 7.47 “ 7.47 “ 8.00 <e
“ Chicago.............................. 8.00 “ 8.00 “ “ Chicago...................... 8.00 “ 8.45 “

Ar Milwaukee................ A. M. 11.50 A. ji Ar Milwaukee............... 11.50 A. M. 5.30 a. m.
Ar Prairie du Chein...T......... 5\55 P. M. Ar Prairie du Chein............. 8.55 p. in.
Ar La Crosse........................ Kl.50 p. m. 7.05 A. M. Ar LaCrosse...................... 7.05 A. J£. 7.05 aTHT
Ar St. Paul........................ .P 6.15 p. si. Ar St. Paul........... .......... 7.00 A. M.
Ar St. Louis............................. 8.15 A. M. Ar St. Louis........................ 8.15 p. m.
Ar Sedalia................................ —----
“ Denison................... .......... 8.00 “ 8.00 “
“ Galveston........... ................ 10.45 “ “ Galveston....................... 10.00 “

Ar Bismarck........................... Ar Bismarck..,,,.............. 12.01 p. at.
“ Columbus.......................... 5.00 A. M. 6.30 “
“ Little Rock........ ................. 7.30 p. si. “ Little Rock.....................

Ar Burlington.... .................... 7.00 P. M.
------ .

“ Omaha’................................ 7.45 A m0
“ Cheyenne........... ................
“ Ogden................... . 5.30 “
“ San Francisco................... “ San Francisco............ 8.30 “

Ar Galesburg........... .............
“ Quincy................................ 11.15 “ 9.45 “
“ St. Joseph........................... 10.00 “ “ St. Joseph ....................
“ Kansas City........................ 9.25 “ * * * "
“ Atchison..(...................... 11.00 “ 11.17 “
“ Leavenworth......... ............ 12.10 “ “ Leavenworth................ 12.40 noon.“ Denver............................ 7.00 A. M. “ Denver.. .................

Through Sleeping Car Arrangements
9.15 A. m.—Day Express from Jersey City (daily except Sunday), with Pullman’s Drawing-Room Cars 

and connecting at Suspension Bridge with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, arriving at Chicago 8.00 p. m! 
the following day in time to take the morning trains from there.

7.20 p. sr.—Night Express from Jersey City (daily), with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, runs through to 
Chicago without change, arriving there at 8.00 a. m., giving passengers ample time for breakfast and take 
the morning trains to all points West, Northwest and Southwest.

CONNECTIONS OF ERIE RAILWAY WITH MAIN LINES AND BRANCHES OF

Michigan Central & (treat Western Hail ways.
At St. Catharines, with Welland Railway, for Port Colhorne.
At Hamilton, with branch for Toronto and intermediate stations; also with branch to Port Dover.
At Harrisburg, with branch for Galt, Guelph, Southampton and intermediate stations.
At Paris, with G. W. R. branch for Brantford and with Goderich branch Grand Trunk-Railway.

_ At London, with branch for Petrolia and Sarnia. Also with Port Stanley Branch for Port Stanley and 
daily line of steamers from there to Cleveland.

At Detroit, with Detroit & Milwaukie Railway for Port Huron, Branch Grand Trunk Railway. Also De
troit, Lansing & Lake Michigan R. R. to Howard and intermediate stations. Also Detroit & Bav Citv R r 
Branch Lake S. & M. S. R. R. to Toledo. J ^

At Wayne, with Flint & Pere M. R. R. to Plymouth, Holy, etc.
At Ypsilanti, with Detroit, Hillsdale & Eel River R. Rs, for Manchester, Hillsdale, Banker’s Waterloo 

Columbia City, N. Manchester, Denver and Indianapolis.
At Jackson, with Grand River Valiev Branch, for Eaton Rapids, Charlotte, Grand Rapids, Nuncia Pent- 

water, and all intermediate stations. Also, with Air Line for Homer, Nottowa, Three Rivers and Cass’opolis" 
Also with Jack, Lansing & Saginaw Branch, for Lansing, Owosso, Saginaw, Wenona, Standish, Crawford 
and intermediate stations. Also with Fort Wayne, Jack & Saginaw R. R. for Jonesville. Waterloo Row 
Wayne, and Fort Wayne, Muncie & Cin. R. R. to Cincinnati. ’

At Battle Creek, with Peninsular R. R.
At Kalamazoo, with South Haven Branch, to G. Junction, South Haven, etc. Also with G. Rapids Sc, Ind 

R. R. for Clam Lake and intermediate stations. Also with Branch of L. S', & M. S. R. R.
At Lawton, with Paw P.aw R. R. for Paw Paw.
At Niles, with South Bend Branch.
At New Buffalo, with Chicago & Mich. Lake S. R. R. for St. Joseph, Holland, Muskegon, Pentwater and 

all intermediate stations. u
At Michigan City, with Indianapolis, Peru & .Chicago R. R Also with Louisville, Ne w Albany & CM 
o R. R. 3 VLU'
At Lake, with Joliet Branch to Joliet.
At Chicago, with all railroads diverging.

CANCER
Cured without the Knife or Pain.

Diseases ©f Females
A SPECIALTY FOR TWENTY YEARS.

For seven years Professor of Obstetrics 
and Diseases of Women in a New York 
Medical College.

Prof. J. M. Comins, M. D.,
143 East Twenty-Sixth Street*

NEW YORK..

DR. P. J. KOONZ,
X>eixtis4,

No. 1 GREAT JONES ST., NEAR BROADWAY
NEW YOBK.

Laughing Gas administered for the Painless Extrac. 
tion of Teeth,

MRS. M. M. HARDY,
TRANCE MEDIUM,

No. 4
BOSTON.

HOURS PROM 9 A. M, T© (? P M 

Terms (for Private Seaness in Regylm 
Hours) c$2.00.
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The recent test of Fire-Proof Safes 
by the English Government proved 
the superiority of Alum Filling. No 
other Safes filled with

Alum and Plaster-of-Paris.
MARirm « co.,

~ 265 Broadway, IftS. Y., v 
721 Chestnut St,, Phila,

$20 The Beckwith $20 
Portable Family Sewing Machine,

ON THIRTY HAYS’ TRIAL.
WITH STRENGTH AND CAPACITY EQUAL TO ANY, RE

GARDLESS OF COST.

The Cloth-plate is the size used hy a $100 Machine 
is of Polished Plated Steel. Attachments of propor
tionate size and quality, while the entire machine has 
corresponding finish throughout. Braider, Embroid
erer, Guide, Hemmer, Gatherer,_ four sizes of Needles, 
etc.,' are given with every Machine.

NO TOILSOME TREAD OF THE TREADLE.
Every Machine carefully Tested and fully Warranted.

BECKWITH SEWING MA.CHINE CO., 
862 Broadway, N. Y„ near 17th st. and Union Sq. 142

!n Daily Use,
The best musical talent of the country recommend 

these Organs. The nicest and best. More for your 
money, and give better satisfaction than any other 
now made, They comprise the

Eureka,
Concertino,

Orchestra
and G-rands.

Illustrated Catalogues sent by mail, post-paid, to 
any address, upon application to

B. SHONINCER & Co.,
142 New Haven, Conn.

MISS LIZZIE L. CROSBY,
BUSINESS clairvoyant

AND

SPIRIT MEDIUM.

Magnetic Treatment.

No. 316 FOURTH AVENUE,
Between 23d and 24th streets,

NEW YORK.
Hours: 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. Terms: $2.00 to $3.00,

MADAME CLIFFORD,
(LATE OP 24 MYRTLE AV.),

THE GREATEST LIVING

Medical & Business Clairvoyant
HAS REMOVED TO

222 STATE ST., near COURT, 
Brooklyn.

• Examines diseases personally and by hair, and is 
consulted on ah affairs of life and business generally, 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
Office hours from 9 a. m. till 6 p. M.

ten out fully.
Life Charts writ-

THE
J?“Silver Tongue

ORGANS,
MANUFACTURED BY

E. P. leedhain & Son
143, 145 & 147 EAST 23d ST., N. Y. 

USTABLI SITED IN 1816.

Responsible parties applying for agencies in sec
tions still nnsupplied will receive prompt attention 
and liberal inducements. Parties residing at a dis
tance from onr authorised agents may order from our 
factory. Send for illustrated price list. 142

Music has Charms!
PRICE REDUCED.

The Best in the World.

WILL LAST A LIFETIME!

seext EVEurrsrwHoeraE:

THE TOLEDO SUN.
No Chromo Fraud with it.

35,000
oi

5, w w w ?
OP THE CELEBRATED

THE

DON’T SUBSCRIBE IP YOU WANT IT FOR

Wrapping paper or for cut
ting dress patterns.

Tbs Sun is printed to be read.
BY

Progressive People,
And takes its place on the Centre Table; 

while the old

FAMILY BIBLE
GOES UP ON THE SHELF.

JAMIESON'S BOOK!

“THE CLERGY A SOURCE OF DANGER TO THE 
AMERICAN REPUBLIC.”

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.

INFAMY.

Full Expose—Second Edition Just Published, A Volume 
of 331 Pages.

One of the most startling books ever issued from 
the press. Price, bound In muslin, postage paid, $1.75.
Books furnished at Reduced Rates on the Club Plan.

$4 50 
8 50 

12 50

Western Rural,
THE GREAT

AGRICULTURAL & FAMILY WEEKLY 
JOURNAL OP THE WEST.

H. N. F. LEWIS, Editor and Proprieror,
WITH AN

Able and Practical Editorial Staff,
AND AN

EFFICIENT CORPS OF SPECIAL AND VOLUN
TARY CONTRIBUTORS.

TERMS:
.50 per Year; $2 in Chibs of Four or More.

SPLENDID INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS.

A PLUCKY PUBLISHER.
[From the Chicago Daily Sun, Nov. 30,1871.]

“ One of the most remarkable examples of Chicago 
pluck and energy is given hy Mr. H. N. F. Lewis, pro
prietor of the Western Rural, one of the ablest and 
most widely circulated agricultural journals in the 
country. Mr. Lewis lost hy the fire one of the most 
complete and valuable printing and publishing estab
lishments in the West, and also his residence and 
household goods. Yet he comes to the surface again 
with unabated ardor, re-establishes himself at No. 407 
West Madison street, where he has gathered new ma
terial for his business, and from which point he has 
already issued the first number (since the fire) of the 
Western Rural, the same size and in the same form as 
previous to the fiery storm. Nobody would imagine, 
on glancing at the neat, artistic head and well-filled 
pages of the Rural that anything uncomfortably warm 
or specially disastrous had ever happened to it. Suc
cess to Lewis and his excellent Rural. Chicago ought 
to feel proud of it.”

SERB FOR THE TOLEDO SUE,

Edited and Published by Jno. A. Lant, at 129 Summit 
Street, Toledo, Ohio.

TERMS:
$2.00 for fifty-two numbers; $1.00 for twenty-six 

numbers; 75c. for thirteen numbers, in advance.

DR. J. C. PHILLIPS,
Clairvoyant and Magnetic Healer,

OIMEKO, Wis.
Disease diagnosed at a glance hy Lock of Hair, hy 

letter stating age, sex and residence.
GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.

Examination and Prescription, $2.00.
Dr. Phillips is faitnfal, trustworthy and successful.

Dr. Phillips, Magnetic Physician, is meeting with 
good success.—E. V.

CLUB RATES :

Three Copies, expressage or postage paid,
Six “ “ “ “ •
Ten “ “ “ “ •

Parlor Edition, gilt, 20 cents per vol. extra.

AGENCIES.

Terms made known on application.

Address all orders to W. F. Jamieson, 139 and 141 
Monroe street, Chicago, 111.

WHA T TER PRESS SA TS:

We consider Mr. Jamieson as having done a most 
useful and needed work in publishing this hook It 
ought to he read hy every one who takes the least in
terest in the Christian Amendment movement, or any 
of the allied questions. It is crammed with informa
tion of all kinds hearing cm the general issues; and 
every page hums with intense earnestness.—Tree Reli
gious Index, Nov. 16, 1872.

A meaty volume, a remarkable book, Mr. Jamieson 
writes with earnestness and fervor. We commend the 
book to the widest possible perusal, believing that it 
is singularly calculated to open men’s eyes and do 
their souls permanent good.—Danner of Light, Oct. 12 
1872.

Interesting, valuable and timely. It abounds with 
important facts. No more important volume has been 
issued from the press for many years.—Doston Investi
gator, Oct. 2, 1872.

THE RELIGIOUS PRESS IS SILENT 
CANT!

SIGNIFI ■

THE LIBERAL PRESS IS REJOICING.

OHIO RAILROAD.-

■ 1

FREDERICK KURTZ’S

dining rooms,
23 Hew St. and 60 Broadway 
76 Maiden Lan©& i Liberty St.

AND

;r Ow. 5th ave. & SOth st.

Mr. Kurtz invites to Ms large and comfortably fur
nished dining apartments the down-town public, as
suring them that they will always find there the 
choicest viands, served in the most elegant style, the 
most carefully-selected brands of wines and liquors, 
as well as the most prompt attention by accomplished 
Walters,

The Largest and Handsomest Paper for 
Young People.”

THE

Young Folks9 Rural,
A RURAL AND LITERARY MONTHLY JOURNAL 
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE OE COUNTRY AND CITY. 

TERMS:
$1.50 per Year; $1 in Clubs of Four or More.
A FAIR OF BEAUTIFUL BERLIN CHROMOS, MOUNTED 

AND VARNISHED, SENT POSTPAID AS A GIFT TO 

EVERY YEARLY SUBSCRIBER.

The Young Folks' Rural is a novelty among publi
cations for Young People—entirely a “ new idea,” and 
different from any other in style and character. Six
teen pages and sixty-four columns—i!A<? largest news
paper in Chicago !

WHAT “THEY SAY.”
[From the Chicago Evening Post.']

“H. N. F. Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of 
that admirable weekly, the Western Rural, is publish
ing a monthly rural and literary journal, under the title 
of the Young Folks' Rural. * * * Mr, Lewis
is just the man to make it a ‘big thing.

[From the Letter of a Western Mothei.]
“ The Young Folks' Rural is just what om dear 

children need. Altogether it is a noble enterprise, and 
will do an untold amount of good. It is the ‘ parents’ 
assistant,’ and all thinking parents will join me in 
thanking you.”

[From a School Teacher.]
“ I am a teacher, and take the paper for the benefit 

and amusement of my pupils. Eyes are brighter and 
lessons better learned when the Young Folks' Rural 
makes its appearance.

SPECIMEN NUMBERS SENT FREE. 
Address, H. N. F. LEWIS, Publisher,

Chicago, HI.
Both Western, Rural and Young Folks' Rural furnished 

for One Year for $3.00.

Baltimore
GREAT NATIONAL ROUTE.

The shortest and quickest line from Baltimore and 
Washington, and direct and favorite route from Bos
ton, New York, Philadelphia and the Eastern cities, 
to all points in the West, Northwest and Southwest. 

STEEL RAIL! DOUBLE TRACK!
STONE BALLASTED!

Unrivaled for scenery, and the only Line running 
the celebrated Pullman Palace Drawing-Room Cars 
from PMladelphia, Baltimore and Washington, to Co
lumbus, Cincinnati and St. Louis, without change.

Tickets via this popular route can he procured at 
the principal Ticket Offices throughout the East, and 
at the Company’s offices, 82 and 87 Washington street, 
Boston; 229 Broadway, and No. 1 Battery Place, New 
York; 700 Chestnut street, Philadelphia; 149 West 
Baltimore street, Baltimore; and 485 Pennsylvania 
avenue, Washtngton, D. C.

SIDNEY B. JONES, L. M. COLE,
Gen’l Passenger Agent, Gen’l Ticket Agent, 

Cincinnati, O. Baltimore,
THOS. KILKENY,

Gen’l New York Passenger Agent,
229 Broadway.

Closed. ©Pen.
THE CRUSADE FAMILY SHIP, 

A New Incomparable

clothes dryer,
fjLOTHES FRAMES, BARS AND LINES, FRUIT 

DRYER AND CHRISTMAS TREE COMBINED.

A GOOD THING, Patented May 24th, 1870.

It is used for wet or dry clothes, in doors or out, 
stands firm or will swing and revolve, opens and 
eloses like an umbrella; with racks made of lath 
added, is a fruit dryer, and trimmed with evergreens, 
is a Christmas tree. Send for circular descriptive of 
it or for the article itself, at any store, or send to the 
Patentee and Manufacturer,

W. LIVINGSTON BROWNE, 
Shortsville, Ontario County, N. Y. 

p. S.—Sales Large, and easy. Agents wanted for 
he article, or territory. Address the Manufacturer, as 

above, inclosing t ‘

HABMOIIAL HOME,
1,204 CALLOWHILL ST.,

PHILADELPHIA,
Where the Weekly and other reform papers are kept 
for sale, and subscriptions received therefor. Where 
a register is kept of all who desire to form Communi
ties or Unitary Homes, and the location they desire, 
and what they can do financially or otherwise to start

Clothes Dryer. Fruit Dryer. Christmas Tree

one.
Address as above, G. D. HENCK.

PSYCHOMETRY.
Psychometric Readings for persons who send me 

their handwriting, or who will call on me in person.
Fee, $2. Address, 1,114 Callowhill street, Phila

delphia, Pa., by J. MURRAY SPEAR.

COTR AGE.
A Weekly Journal, devoted to the Interests of 

Spiritualism in the broad sense of that term—does 
not admit that there are Side Issues.

Can there he sides to a perfect circle or a perfect 
sphere? A Religion which will meet the wants of 
Humanity must be both.

Free Press, Free Speech, HgH1” and has no love to 
sell.

Terms of Subscription, $2.50 per year.
PUBLISHED BY

LOIS WAISBROOKER,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

Office OS Olieirry S-treeL,

Battle Greeks, MfehB

De. E. WOODRUFF,

Botanic Physician.
OFFICE AT HIS

ROOT, BARK AND HERB STORE,
38 CANAL ST., UP STAIRS, GRAND 

RAPIDS, Mich.,
Where for tMrieen years every description of Acute, 

Chronic and F-rivate Diseases have been, successfully 
treated strictly on Botanic principles.

NO POISON USED
P. O. Drawer, 2,391. Counsel at office Free

JOSHUA M. HOLT,
Manufacturer and Proprietor

Dr. Hoyt’s Magnetic Pain Cure.
AND

Holt’s Vegetable Liver Tonic.
milfokd, n. h.


